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ABSTRACT 

Developing a translation and interpreting (T&I hereafter) teacher identity in the 

context of Chinese universities is challenging as T&I teachers combine the sub-roles of 

trainers/educators, researchers, and practitioners, and the context is generally more 

supportive of constructing a researcher role than trainer/educator and practitioner roles. 

A strong teacher identity is vital as it enhances teachers’ willingness to engage in 

professional development. The purpose of this study was to explore the professional 

role identities of T&I teachers in China and the implications for their professional 

development. The focus was on describing the main role and sub-role identity 

development that T&I teachers undergo and the role identity interaction they engage in. 

More precisely, by adopting a multiple case narrative approach, the present study has 

drawn upon a dynamic systems model of role identity (DSMRI; Garner & Kaplan, 2019; 

Kaplan & Garner, 2017, 2018), to conceptualise T&I teachers’ beliefs, self-perceptions, 

goals, and actions within a set of control parameters consisting of socio-cultural context, 

subject domain, and dispositions.  

The findings indicated that T&I teachers generally displayed great job satisfaction 

toward the main role of a teacher, with an array of emotions such as delight and defeat, 

fulfillment, and loss attached to the sub-roles. The higher education context has both 

empowered and entrapped the T&I teachers through institutional requirements while 

the sudden outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has pushed them to adjust to the new  

normal. It was also found that T&I teacher participants develop a three-stage role 
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identity  (TITRI)  trajectory starting from practitioner to three roles into one. 

Furthermore, three kinds of interactions between the roles—overlapping, 

overshadowing, both overlapping, and overshadowing were illustrated by a TITRI 

framework. The integration of the three roles contributed to the flexibility needed to 

prosper in T&I teacher development, allowing for dynamic interaction across roles. In 

contrast, T&I teachers were inclined to participate in professional development if they 

were not identified as T&I teachers or did not feel acknowledged as trainers/educators, 

researchers, or practitioners. 

This study contributes to the scant literature on T&I teacher identity research by 

articulating and visualising how different role identities develop and interact 

throughout the professional careers of a teacher. Additionally, the models and 

frameworks may also serve as a framework for conceptualising role identity and the 

dynamic interplay across roles, providing grounds to offer suggestions for universities 

in China to encourage T&I teacher professional development. Though the geographical 

and socio-cultural context of this study is the Chinese mainland, insights generated may 

be of interest to the whole T&I community internationally, as it will shed empirical 

light on a better understanding into T&I teachers and will have implications for T&I 

teacher education worldwide. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Research background 

Since Translation Studies gained recognition as a second-level discipline 

paralleling “English language and literature” under the title of “foreign language 

and literature” in 2004, it has received an increasing amount of attention as an 

independent discipline in China. Although it started quite late compared to the 

West where it has developed into a “mature academic discipline” (Moser-Mercer, 

2011), the development is outstanding in China. The reason mostly lies in the 

increasing economic and political collaboration between China and the rest of the 

world (Wang & Mu, 2009; Xu & Archambault, 2015). As a result, translation and 

interpreting (T&I hereafter) programmes are booming in mainland China, 

especially during the last two decades (Tao, 2016; Wang & Mu, 2009): from 2006 

to 2022, BTI (Bachelor of Arts in Translation and Interpreting) programmes have 

been launched in 301 universities and colleges (China National Committee for 

BTI Education, 2022) as well as the MTI (Master of Translation and Interpreting) 

in 316 universities and colleges (Ministry of Education of People’s Republic of 

China, 2021). Despite the fact that the launch of these programmes is regarded a 

landmark in translator education in mainland China, this massive enthusiasm and 

expansion in BTI and MTI are not merited by their quality (Bao, 2009). For 

example, by 2022, of all the 67 schools offering programmes that meet the AIIC’s 

(International Association of Conference Interpreters) “basic criteria” for 
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interpreter training, only two (Shanghai International Studies University and 

Guangdong University of Foreign Studies) are in mainland China (AIIC, 2022). 

Moreover, one prominent issue of BTI/MTI education in China is the lack of 

qualified teachers for T&I programmes (Bao, 2009; Kang & Shi, 2020; Wang & 

Mu, 2009).  

Being a T&I teacher is demanding as the teacher is expected to be good at 

training/educating, research, and practice at the same time (Kang & Shi, 2020; 

Tao, 2019). For one thing, T&I teachers are obliged to carry out a large number of 

tasks linked to teaching, including both training and education in the T&I degree 

programme (Tan, 2008). For another, because research achievement is heavily 

weighted in the promotion and incentive scheme in China’s higher education 

sector (Shu et al., 2020), T&I teachers are under pressure to conduct research in 

the hope of publishing in high-impact journals, obtaining high-ranking research 

funding, and receiving government rewards (Long & Huang, 2017). Furthermore, 

since the T&I profession is practice-oriented, they are supposed to be actively 

involved in T&I practice (Kelly, 2008) to defy the notion of “those who cannot 

teach”. The multilingual culture in which the T&I profession is embedded has, in 

fact, altered T&I materials, techniques, and reception, as well as interruptions to 

T&I practice (Meylaerts, 2013). Professional knowledge and expertise are seen as 

vital for effective training. On the whole, T&I teachers are full-time university 

faculty with university jobs as their primary source of income (Torres-Simón & 

Pym, 2016).  
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T&I teachers, in other words, are expected to take on a range of professional 

roles and devote substantial time to each. They must prioritise their roles and 

manage their time to meet the expectations of their students, institutions, and jobs. 

These roles, as well as the significance placed on each role, influence their 

professional development (Garner et al., 2016). A practitioner role identity may 

improve researcher performance if the teacher can develop a research topic from 

on-the-job experiences and subject it to methodical exploration (Shlesinger, 

2009), whereas a trainer/educator role identity may impede their research activity 

if performing training tasks divert time and energy away from conducting 

research (Yang et al., 2021b). 

Within T&I teachers, their role identity integration is especially important to 

examine as it is linked to their professional development. Reflecting upon himself 

as a T&I teacher, Orlando (2016) frames the role identity conflict issue in his 

book Training 21st century translators and interpreters: At the crossroads of 

practice, research and pedagogy. 

But these different facets of my fragmented professional identity were kept 

separate and never found a way to merge. It was only years ago, when I was 

asked to redesign the curriculum for a masters’ degree in T&I, that I started 

putting forward the idea that the inter-disciplinary, multi-faceted knowledge 

that I had acquired could be capitalized on if the course and pedagogical 

activities could be restructured around it. (p. 14) 
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It was through years of experience and reflection, that he finally realised the 

need of merging the disparate roles as they inform one another in a cyclical way 

(p. 11). In particular, the integration of three roles contributes to the flexibility 

needed to prosper in T&I teacher development, allowing for dynamic interaction 

across roles (Garner et al., 2018). In contrast, T&I teachers will be less inclined to 

participate in professional development if they are not identified as T&I teachers 

or do not feel acknowledged as trainers/educators, researchers, or practitioners. 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

Despite its importance, there is little literature focusing on T&I teachers and 

their role identities. Among a considerable body of research that explores 

language teachers’ professional identities in China (see, for example, Hao, 2011; 

Long & Huang, 2017; Tsui, 2007; Xu, 2014; Yuan, 2019), there is insufficient 

research on the professional identities of T&I teachers. This professional group 

remains ill-defined and poorly-understood. It is only when the identity of teachers 

be defined, can professional learning and development be seriously considered 

(Beijaard et al., 2004; Swennen et al., 2010). What is more, it was only until 

recently that attention was paid to empirical research on T&I teachers and their 

professional development (Li, 2018; Wu et al., 2019). Kang and Shi (2020) 

proposed the Practice-Teaching-Research (PTR) model as a three-in-one approach 

to understanding T&I teachers’ positioning, while Wu et al. (2021) studied the 

identity and emotions of a novice T&I teacher. Despite identifying the three 

dimensions of T&I teacher obligations, neither study investigates the dynamic and 
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complex interaction between components of roles or between role identities and 

how this interplay affects professional development. 

However, even taking this as a departure, the general acknowledgement that 

professional identity of teacher is not fixed but rather complex, dynamic, and 

multi-faceted (Garner & Kaplan, 2019; Sachs, 2005) means that only when crucial 

aspects of what it means to be a T&I teacher be articulated can an understanding 

and definition of T&I teachers as a professional group and an identification of 

their professional development needs can be sought after. By adopting a multiple 

case narrative approach, this study has addressed this gap by exploring the 

professional role identity development of T&I teachers in mainland China as they 

engage in training/educating, research and practice.  

The theoretical novelty of this study was to situate the multiplicity of role 

identities within a complex dynamic role identity model that acknowledges both 

“being and becoming” (Vinz, 1997), and that “bridges time and space” (Wenger, 

1998, p. 149), a model that conceptualises the nature of identity formation, its 

development, and the interplay between and among role identities (Kaplan & 

Garner, 2017). The contributions are, thus, threefold. First, it can provide a deep 

understanding into T&I teacher role identity development; second, it can generate 

implications for the design of T&I teacher education programmes; and third, it 

can provide initial models and frameworks for future research into T&I teachers. 

Though the geographical and socio-cultural context of this study was Chinese 

mainland, insights generated may shed empirical light on the whole T&I 
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community internationally. 

1.3 Research purpose and research questions 

By drawing upon a dynamic systems perspective, this study aimed at a solid 

understanding of T&I teachers’ professional role identity development and the 

impact on professional development in China. Underpinning this research was the 

consideration that tensions and challenges exist among the sub-role identities of 

T&I trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner as perceived by T&I teachers in 

China. Three research questions have guided the whole study: 

1. How do T&I teachers develop their main role identities (T&I teachers) and 

sub-role identities (T&I trainer/educators, researchers, and practitioners)? 

2. How do these role identities interact? 

3. How do their role identities influence their professional development? 

The first study question was descriptive in nature, since it sought to 

characterise the development of individual role identities. The second study 

question was relationship-based, since it sought to comprehend the interaction of 

role identities. As the study could not answer the last research question without 

first answering the previous two, the third research question was more 

progressive. 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

The thesis is organised into seven chapters.  

Chapter 1 has outlined the background of the research, particularly in relation 

to T&I teachers’ main role and sub-roles. It has stated the significance and 
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purpose of the study before narrowing it down to three research topics.  

Chapter 2 begins with a literature review on relevant concepts, and 

contextualises the study in the relevant literature on teacher identity, T&I teacher 

roles, and role identity.  

Chapter 3 focuses on the rationale of applying a complex dynamic framework 

for the conceptualisation of T&I teachers’ role identities – the Dynamic Systems 

Model of Role Identity (DSMRI; Garner & Kaplan, 2019; Kaplan & Garner, 

2017, 2018). 

Chapter 4 describes the study’s research methodology. It presents the rational 

for a multiple case narrative study. It then details the research context, 

participants, data collection, and analysis process. The ethical considerations are 

also discussed. 

Chapter 5 presents the findings. The findings part will answer the three 

questions with Sections 5.1-5.4 devoted to the first research question, Sections 

5.5-5.7 to the second, and Section 5.8 to the third. 

Chapter 6 brings together the findings and provides models and frameworks 

to better understand T&I teachers’ role identity development and interaction, 

particularly in terms of understanding their emotions, role prominence, and 

action possibilities, and the impact contexts have on them.   

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the whole study, highlights the major 

contributions, and states the limitations in looking back at the research process 

and findings, and provides implications for T&I teachers and policy makers.  
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Chapter 2  

Literature Review 

In this chapter, the core theoretical concepts are discussed. The chapter opens 

with a general overview of teacher identity (2.1), followed by a discussion of the 

teacher’s professional role and professional role identity (2.2). It then narrows 

down to the target population of the present study—T&I teachers—exploring 

their professional roles and highlighting the rationale for integrating the main 

roles and sub-roles into an integrated framework (2.3). The chapter provides a 

brief introduction to China’s higher education system in order to have a better 

grasp of the universities in which T&I teachers work, as well as the expectations 

that society places on them (2.4). A summary concludes the present chapter, and 

links to the next chapter (2.5). 

2.1 Teacher identity 

2.1.1 Understanding teacher identity 

Identity basically means “what kind of person” within a particular context 

(Gee, 2001). The research of identity flourished after Erikson (1968), who 

theorised the “self” as a psychosocial process (p. 96), thus, revolutionising 

developmental thought (Hoare, 2002). The concept that identity is something that 

changes and develops over one’s life has since described the chronological and 

dynamic character of identity (Beijaard et al., 2004). Literature abounds with 

several views of identity, among which, an agreement has been reached: identity 

is not a stable property of a person, but rather a product of the self’s “volatile, 
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fluctuating, and fragmental” natures (Huang, 2021). Within teachers, identities 

include sub-identities, which may be ‘central’ to the overall identity and need to 

be balanced in order to reduce conflicts between them (Beauchamp & Thomas, 

2009). As such, identity development may be defined as a continuous process in 

which one defines himself/herself as a specific kind of person in a particular 

setting, in other words, a process in which one seeks an answer to the recurring 

question of “who am I at this moment?”  

Given the growing literature covering a breadth of ideas and issues on teacher 

identity, the present study has not aimed at a full picture of teacher identity in 

general. In fact, Beijaard et al. (2004) argue that there is no single, agreed-upon 

concept of teacher identity. This thesis has been mainly concerned in what can be 

learned from identity literature in order to highlight the influence on T&I teacher 

role identity. The following three threads of understanding teacher identity are 

pertinent in this study:  

1) Teacher identity is defined narratively, in the sense that teachers 

construct narratives to explain themselves and their teaching (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 1995; Clandinin et al., 2009; Connelly & Clandinin, 1999). Thus, 

the current research sees teacher identities as stories to live by, intertwined 

with teachers’ own practical expertise, school contexts, and social landscape 

(Shaefer & Clandinin, 2019). Narratives shape and are shaped by teacher 

identity in the following ways: for one thing, narratives allow teachers to 

express and explore aspects of who they were, who they are, and who they 
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are becoming as teachers; for another, narratives contribute to the shaping and 

lead to a greater understanding of teacher identities (Beauchamp & Thomas, 

2009). 

2) Teacher identity is understood in relation to agency. Related to what is 

identity and how identity may be formed and developed, agency is crucial in 

developing a full picture of identity (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009). Teacher 

agency is teachers’ actions in producing effects or making changes, based on 

his/her own intentions and purposes (Huang, 2021). It empowers the teachers 

to move forward from the ideas about self to what can be done to reach goals 

or to transform the context. Understanding identity from a complex dynamic 

systems approach (to be discussed in Chapter 3), entails the conceptualisation 

of identity as emergent, continuous and nonlinear, which suggests that agency 

emerges from a particular state of the identity system, but in return, represents 

the formation and development of these identities and relate to the tensions 

among these identities (Kaplan & Garner, 2017).  

3) Teacher identity is understood within a wide range of contextual factors. 

When situating teacher identity within a dynamic system implies the notion 

that the contextual factors may afford or constrain the identity formation 

process (Kaplan & Garner, 2017). These contextual factors include the 

particular social-organisational settings (i.e., social environment, school 

system), social-cultural contexts (i.e., social values and practices, social 

interactions, the particular subject matter, cultural norms). Changes, disputes, 
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and negotiations with one‘s teacher identity emerge from exposure to these 

various contexts.  

2.1.2 Personal and professional aspects of teacher identity 

Teacher identity as a concept encompasses both the personal and professional 

aspects, with the former relating to the personal dimension of the self and the 

latter to the profession itself (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009). Most studies 

emphasise the conflicts between personal and professional aspects of identities, 

while few focus on the clashes or dilemmas between professional identities 

(Popper-Giveon & Shayshon, 2017). After conducting a large-scale project 

ranging over 100 UK schools about teachers’ work and lives, Day and his 

colleagues (2006, 2007) argue teacher identity covers the following three 

dimensions: personal, situated, and professional. 

l Personal identity relating to teachers’ events and experiences outside school, 

e.g., having a family, raising kids, making friends. 

l Situated identity meaning teachers working in a particular school and system 

context, afforded and constrained by local conditions. 

l Professional identity reflecting how the teacher constructs their own ideas of 

“being a teacher”.  

Simply put, teachers’ personal identity links to the concept of “me” while 

situated and professional identity to “teacher” (Day et al., 2006). Teachers’ 

personal identity is about teachers’ life events outside school, especially 

concerning their social role. For example, marriage, family, or health may result 
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in a reduction in teachers’ energy levels and, thus, affect work-life balance. 

Teachers’ situated identity is continuously shaped by school context and 

constantly influenced by local conditions. For instance, many universities across 

China place high importance on research, which might enrich teachers’ situated 

identity as a researcher (Long & Huang, 2017). Teachers’ professional identity is 

in a large part about “what”, “how”, and “who” they are as “teachers” (Meeus et 

al., 2018; Popper-Giveon & Shayshon, 2017). The multidimensional nature of 

teacher identity requires consideration of institutional context when we study the 

multiple identities of teachers (Lee, 2013).  

In this thesis, for the sake of discussion, professional identity has covered both 

the generic professional identity and local-level situated identity, in contrast to the 

personal-level identity. In so doing, this thesis has fully recognised the 

“unavoidable interrelationships” between personal and professional identities 

(Crow et al., 2017), understanding that personal elements are intimately 

associated with the performance of their professional teacher roles and contribute 

ultimately to motivation, commitment, and job satisfaction (Day et al., 2006). 

However, personal elements of teacher identity, i.e., how the teacher deals with 

marriage and illness, how the teacher makes friends, or how to strive for a work-

life balance were not within the scope of this thesis. 

2.2 Teachers’ professional role identity 

2.2.1 Professional role(s) 
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Roles can be formal, such as that of a doctor, manager, or lawyer, or informal, 

such as that of a parent, spouse, or friend. People in today’s society have many 

professional roles, such as teachers, doctors, and lawyers, all of which, are 

context-dependent and can change over time. The expression of a teacher’s 

professional identity is how they carry out their professional tasks, which 

constitutes the core of their teacher identity (Beijaard et al., 2004; Farrell, 2017). 

Professional identity formation is often presented in the literature as conflicts and 

tensions that teachers are negotiating between varying and even contradicting 

perspectives, expectations, and roles (Kayi-Aydar, 2015; Pellegrino, 2009; Yuan, 

2019).  

Professional role is defined by Lunenberg et al. (2014) as “a personal 

interpretation of a position based on expectations from the environment and on a 

systematically organized and transferable knowledge base”. The word 

“transferable” implies teachers’ ability to make theoretical knowledge explicit (p. 

6). Professional roles are, therefore, defined both explicitly and vaguely, with 

different labels used in various settings. Each professional role can encompass 

different sub-roles (Garner & Kaplan, 2019). Terms like “main identity” and 

“sub-identity” are used often in the literature to indicate the multiple, multi-

faceted, and multi-dimensional nature of teacher identities that are constructed in 

various figured worlds at various moments (see Akkerman & Meijer, 2011; 

Popper-Giveon & Shayshon, 2017; Swennen et al.,  2010). For example, 

Lunenberg and her colleagues review relative literature and identify six roles with 
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different critical features for teacher educators—teachers of teachers, researcher, 

coach, curriculum developer, gatekeeper, and broker (see Table 2.1). Besides 

these six roles, Farrel (2011) believes that ESL teachers can house sub-roles as an 

entertainer, cross-cultural experts, and oral interviewers, and Pellegrino (2009) 

holds that a music teacher’s professional role consists of a teacher and a performer 

so that the identity formation concerns the connection between performer and 

teacher selves. Similarly, Swennen et al. (2010) identify four sub-roles for teacher 

educators, namely first order teacher, second order teacher, the teacher in higher 

education, and researcher. However, instead of stopping at the conflicts and 

confronts between these professional roles, they depict a cross-section of these 

four sub-identities, emphasising transformation between the roles (see Figure 2.1). 

First order teachers (teachers in the primary or secondary contexts) transit to the 

second order teachers and higher education teachers, two of which are 

intertwined, and increasingly, transform to become researchers, the identities of 

which span the other sub-identities. The transformation from first order teacher 

and researcher is also a process linking the past, present, and future of a teacher 

educator. 

Table 2.1  
Teacher educators’ professional roles and critical features (Lunenberg et al., 
2014) 
Professional roles Descriptions Critical features 
Teacher of 
teachers 

A higher education 
teacher 

1. Second order teaching 
2. Promotion of active and self-
regulated learning 
3. Modelling and making modelling 
explicit 
4. Dealing with tensions and dilemmas 
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Researcher Responsible for 
conducting research 

1. Views of the role of researcher 
2. The practical elaboration of the role 
of researcher 
3. The focus of research 

Coach  Responsible for 
stimulating the 
learning process of 
the student teacher 

1.The task of workplace facilitators 
2.The task of institution-based coaches 

Curriculum 
developer 

Responsible for 
linking theory with 
practice 

1.Variety of approaches and practices 

Gate keeper Responsible for the 
introduction of the 
student to the 
profession of 
teacher 

1.Variety of approaches and practices 

Broker Responsible for the 
cooperation 
between school and 
teacher education 
institutions 

1.Goals of cooperation 
2.Competencies of the broker 

 

Figure 2.1  
Sub-identities of teacher educator (Swennen et al., 2010) 

   

 

  

2.2.2 Professional role identity 

The concept of “professional role” is different from “professional identity” in 
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that the former emphasizes more on positions and expectations from where a 

person works, or of society while the latter is on personal views and self-images 

(Lunenberg et al., 2014). These expectations may be formally established as a 

professional standard (e.g., T&I profession) or informally demanded from the 

working environment (e.g., a university).  

Role identity is a conceptualisation of one’s role in a given social context 

(Stets & Burke, 2000), including not just personal labels given by others, but also 

how one comes to figure out who he/she is, through the “worlds” that they 

participate in and how they relate to others within and outside these worlds 

(Urrieta, 2007). As such, teachers’ professional role identity incorporates the 

teachers’ recognition of their role within their world and their beliefs, values, and 

assumption about being a teacher (Farrel, 2011). For this study, professional role 

identities have indicated the configuration of interpretation that T&I teachers 

attach to themselves, as related to different sub-roles they enact and different 

professional activities they participate in. Note that in the following, this study has 

sometimes abbreviated “professional role” to “role” to avoid redundancy. 

2.3 Professional roles of T&I teachers 

2.3.1 Main role and sub-roles 

First and foremost, T&I teachers are full-time university faculty members 

with university jobs as their primary source of income (Torres-Simón & Pym, 

2016), which has important implications for their identity development. For 

example, full-time lecturers are expected to invest extensively in research in 
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addition to teaching to satisfy institutional demands. Furthermore, university 

teachers often have significant administrative and managerial responsibilities at 

various levels (Kelly, 2008). How T&I teachers prioritise their roles and manage 

their time to meet the expectations of their students, institutions, and jobs 

influence their professional development (Garner et al., 2016). To illustrate, a 

practitioner role may improve researcher performance if the teacher can develop a 

research topic from on-the-job experiences and subject it to methodical 

exploration (Shlesinger, 2009), whereas a trainer/educator role may impede their 

research activity if performing training tasks, diverting time and energy away 

from conducting research (Yang et al., 2021b).  

The first sub-role under T&I teacher is T&I trainer/educator at tertiary 

education that displays knowledge of teaching. The term “trainer/educator” has 

been used instead of either one because this study concurs with Tan (2008) that 

translation teaching in degree programmes is both training and education. 

Consequently, this trainer/educator role requires T&I teachers not only to know 

how to impart T&I subject knowledge and skills to college students, design 

courses, and appropriate teaching and learning activities (Kelly, 2008), but also, to 

be able to use methods to motivate student learning, establish rapport with 

students, and take responsibility for their moral and emotional development 

(Popper-Giveon & Shayshon, 2017). However, in China, a large proportion of the 

T&I teachers are formerly EFL (English as Foreign Language) teachers at 

universities (Wang & Mu, 2009), while another proportion are formerly 
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practitioners in the field (translator or interpreter-turned T&I teachers) (Bao, 

2009). For them, their different professional development needs concerning T&I 

training/educating should be addressed correspondingly by teacher education 

programmes. 

The second sub-role under the T&I teacher is T&I researcher that displays 

knowledge of research. Globally, most universities expect in-service teachers to 

be fully engaged in research as promotion and incentive schemes are directly 

related to achievements in research (Kelly, 2008). Locally in China, efforts are 

made to build “world-class universities and first-class disciplines” to raise the 

overall quality and international competitiveness of its higher education system. 

This government-led agenda and discourse, realised through institutional agenda 

and discourse, has given rise to heightened requirements of publications for 

academic staff. Much as it is highly recommended for language teachers to 

engage in research as a beneficial means for both improving teaching practice and 

research output, the existing literature report difficulties, or even tensions arising 

from engaging in research. These difficulties and tensions reflect their 

negotiations of past and future, personal abilities, agency, and personal agendas, 

and can be attributed to personal, interpersonal, institutional factors and broad 

academic culture (see Bai et al., 2012; Borg & Liu, 2013; Elton, 1986; Geschwind 

& Broström, 2015; Hu et al., 2018; Liu & Borg, 2014; Long & Huang, 2017; 

Mägi & Beerkens, 2016; Robertson, 2007).  
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 Scholars around the world advocate that T&I teachers also need to be 

practicing translators or interpreters, or at least, be actively involved in 

professional translation or interpreting practice (see, for example, Garb, 2001; 

Gouadec, 2007; Kelly, 2008; Pym, 2011). The rationale behind this is that for T&I 

teachers, one duty is to prepare future practitioners for the new realities and 

existing norms of their future industry, for T&I market ethics and technology. To 

ensure that, T&I teachers themselves should keep abreast of the changing trends 

and demands in their profession and try to bridge them into curriculum design 

(Mikkelson, 2013; Orlando, 2016, p. 12, 36). If we date back to the 1950s and the 

following decades, before the mushroom of school degree programmes, the main 

trend in T&I training was a ‘transmissionist tradition’ (Kelly, 2014) or 

‘apprenticeship’ (Pöchhacker, 2016) with most of the training activities mirroring 

authentic situations. Although the last 20 years have witnessed an 

“academisation” (Pöchhacker, 2016) in higher education around the world, 

professional practice is still regarded as an important prerequisite for being a T&I 

teacher and is even carried out simultaneously with T&I teaching (Orlando, 2016, 

p. 36). 

2.3.2 Understanding T&I teacher role identity: an integrated framework 

Though existing literature has specified and discussed at considerable length 

the above-mentioned three sub-roles respectively, it has not incorporated them 

into a holistic, contextualised, reciprocal, and dynamic system in order to 

understand the nature of each sub-role identity system concerning other systems 
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and the main role of the T&I teacher identity system. Within T&I teachers, their 

role identity integration is especially important to examine as it is linked to their 

professional development. Orlando (2016) frames the problem of role identity 

conflict as he stood “at the crossroads of practice, research, and teaching”, but 

through years of experience and reflection, he realised the need of merging the 

disparate roles as they inform one another in a cyclical way (p. 11). In particular, 

the integration of the three roles will contribute to the flexibility needed to prosper 

in T&I teacher development, allowing for dynamic interaction across roles 

(Garner et al., 2018). In contrast, T&I teachers will be less inclined to participate 

in professional development if they are not identified as T&I teachers or do not 

feel acknowledged as trainers/educators, researchers, or practitioners. 

To fully understand T&I teachers in China and address their professional 

development needs, an integrated conceptualisation, investigation, and 

characterisation that reflect the type and nature of the particular sub-system and 

the possible interplay between and all the ways to the main role system are 

needed. To address this knowledge gap, this study built on the insightful work of 

a Practice-Teaching-Research (PTR) model (Kang & Shi, 2020) and developed 

into a Trainer/Educator-Researcher-Practitioner (TERP) model as a possible 

means to explicate the interplay between the roles (see Figure 2.2). 

Figure 2.2  
A TERP Model for T&I teachers 
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The reasons why this TERP model was an analytic basis in this study were 

twofold. Firstly, in acknowledging the three sub-roles under T&I teachers, this 

study investigated the existing challenges and tensions between these roles in the 

process of the T&I teacher identity formation process. Secondly, rather than 

viewing these professional roles as separate and even mutually exclusive, this 

study considered these various facets of professional identity as a whole and tried 

to understand the interaction and correlation (Kelly, 2014; Pöchhacker, 2010) 

through the lens of a dynamic systems model. Though tensions and conflicts exist 

between the main role identity and sub-role identities or between sub-role 

identities, it is generally believed individuals seek increased coherence, 

alignment, and integration within and between roles in the identity formation 

process within a relatively long time (Burke & Harood, 2005; Erickson, 1968). 

2.4 Higher education in China  

In the last few decades, with the development of the economy, China has 

witnessed considerable changes in its higher education system (Mok, 2021). In 

order to better understand the universities where T&I teachers are employed, how 
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T&I teachers form their professional role identities, what affords and constrains 

the development of T&I teacher role identity (van Lankveld et al., 2016), a sketch 

of higher education in China has been deemed necessary in this study.   

2.4.1 Universities in China  

Similar to universities in other countries, universities produce the majority of 

China’s research output. There are altogether 2,759 higher education institutions 

in China (excluding Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan), with 1,270 offering 

undergraduate programmes (Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of 

China, 2022). In the present study, universities have been roughly classified into 

Tier 1 and Tier 2 (Figure 2.3), with Tier 1 covering Project 211, Project 985, and 

“Double First-Class Initiative” universities, and Tier 2 covering the rest.  

Figure 2.3  
Universities in the Chinese mainland 

 

  Project 211 was launched in 1995, marking the beginning of a considerable 

rise in China’s scientific budget. The ‘21’ in the name symbolises for the twenty-

first century, while the second ‘1’ represents the project’s inclusion of 100 

universities. These 100 universities received significant funds to expand their 

research capabilities. The Chinese government funded around 2.7 billion USD 
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while also offering preferential policies to recruit the brightest students and 

teachers for the 211 Project (Shu et al., 2020). Three years later in 1998, 985 

Project was announced to revitalise education in the 21st century following Jiang 

Zemin’s important speech at the centennial celebration of Peking University (Lin 

& Wang, 2021). Both the 211 and 985 Projects were terminated and replaced with 

the 2015 Double First-class Initiative. The initiative was enacted in 2017 with the 

aim of promoting the construction of world-class universities and first-class 

disciplines. It is a major strategic decision made by the CPC Central Committee 

and the State Council. It differs from the earlier 211 and 985 Projects in that it 

employs a five-year (non-permanent) cycle, as well as a dynamic monitoring and 

performance assessment system, in reaction to the lack of competition and 

homogeneity of higher education growth caused by the 211 and 985 Projects (Lin 

& Wang, 2021). 

2.4.2 The expansion and internationalisation of China’s higher education 

The increased demands on teaching faculty are primarily affected by two 

events: the expansion and globalisation of China’s higher education system. First, 

in 1999, China began its rapid growth of higher education, signifying a transition 

from an elite-oriented to a public-oriented higher education system, with rising 

skepticism about the quality of undergraduate education following suit (Liu, 

2013). As a result, the Chinese government implemented a number of quality 

assurance measures to assist the transition from quantity expansion to quality 

enhancement (Yin & Ke, 2017), with the goal of developing a contemporary 
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higher education system with distinct Chinese features (Han et al., 2020).  

Second, China has expressed its desire to build world-class universities and 

establish first-class disciplines in order to boost international competitiveness, 

ranging from the 211 Project to the 985 Project to the Double First-class 

Initiative. The administration sees it as a necessary for establishing a high-level 

and equal communication with global academics (Lin & Wang, 2021). This is 

also what 211 and 985 failed to achieve as the country boosts up efforts to 

improve talent training quality and knowledge innovation (Sui, 2017).   

2.4.3 China’s tenure system  

In China, the tenure system started in 1990 at Tsinghua University, where 

in general, an assistant professor is terminated if he or she is not promoted to 

associate professor within five years. Other universities have enacted similar 

policies since then. Despite the fact that tenure requirements vary by university, 

subject, and stream (teaching, research, and general), scholarly publications are a 

prerequisite. Furthermore, unlike in other countries, publication of these (S)SCI 

articles can give a straight promotion pathway to full professor, China’s highest 

academic title, regardless of teaching or other professional activity at Tier 1 or 

Tier 2 universities, with or without a tenure system (Shu et al., 2020). 

2.5 Summary 

Through the literature review, this study has identified three sub-roles of T&I 

teachers, namely trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner. In order to answer 

the research questions, this study came up with a TERP Model as a basis to 
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articulate the crucial aspects of what it means to be a T&I teacher. This chapter 

also underlined the context in which T&I teachers work. It then looked for a 

theoretical framework that conceptualises and investigates the potential 

multiplicity of professional roles emerging over T&I teachers’ professional 

identity formation process, a framework that acknowledges role identities may 

shift or may also be co-activated under certain circumstances. For example, when 

a T&I teacher gives a lecture as a trainer/educator, he/she might activate his/her 

knowledge or experience as a T&I practitioner, or a T&I researcher tries to 

observe, analyse, and study his/her T&I practice (Shlesinger, 2009). In other 

words, although the professional role of the T&I teacher is specific to a particular 

setting (e.g., a classroom) at a particular time, it exists in connection with the 

other two roles as a researcher and/or a practitioner. Hence, any understanding of 

the identity formation of T&I teachers must be considered in relation to his/her 

other roles as well as the beliefs and values behind them. 
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Chapter 3  

Theoretical Framework 

This chapter aims at a comprehensive analysis of the theoretical framework 

of this thesis—DSMRI. It begins with a review of the current challenges faced by 

identity research (3.1), proceeds with the possibilities of why a Complex Dynamic 

Systems (CDS) Approach can address these challenges (3.2), and follows with an 

elaboration of DSMRI, the way it captures the insights about role identities, and 

the potential it had to be adopted in this thesis (3.3). The chapter ends with a 

summary (3.4).   

3.1 Challenges in identity research 

Identity has long been one of the most intensively researched topics in the 

social sciences. Despite its popularity, debates rage over whether identity is 

personal or collective, fixed or flexible, conscious or unconscious, generally 

steady or continually changing, personal or socially formed, and should be studied 

using quantitative or qualitative approaches. For many years, these underlying 

dichotomies or conflicts in identity studies have resulted in some divergence. 

However, a number of theoretical and empirical studies have recently so ught to 

unify various conceptions of identity but have failed to provide fruitful findings 

(Vignoles et al., 2011). The reason may be that effective integration is still 

lacking, an integration that manifests all, that is able to draw upon the strengths of 

these seemingly contradictory theoretical and empirical standpoints, without 
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overlooking the unique contributions that each approach can make is still lacking 

(Kaplan & Garner, 2017).  

3.2 Complex Dynamic Systems (CDS) Approach 

DSMRI has, thus, aimed to provide a coherent theoretical framework that 

captures the rich, complex, dynamic, and contextualised nature of identity 

phenomena. It derives from the Complex Dynamic Systems (CDS) approach, a 

scientific paradigm that views diverse phenomena as complex dynamic systems, 

as opposed to simple systems or complicated systems. A system is considered 

dynamic if it contains two or more elements that are interdependent with each 

other while, at the same time, changing independently (Dörnyei, 2014). In such 

systems, components have their “own life” but also affect each other, producing 

highly complex system phenomena, such as the weather, the economy, education, 

and personality.  

3.2.1 Important concepts of CDS 

Though a full picture of CDS was beyond the scope of this thesis, I will 

introduce some of the concepts that are particularly pertinent to the application of 

CDS to identity, namely the iterative nature of a CDS, the attractor, repellor state, 

and control parameter.  

A CDS undergoes an iterative process, which takes the output of the previous 

state as the input of the next state (van Geert, 2003). In other words, in a CDS, 

every next step is the product of the preceding step. The same mechanism may be 

repeated with the consequence of the previous step as the starting point. Thus, 
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even if the entire CDS is always evolving, a new state with little change in the 

CDS’ elements and their relations would indicate the stability of the system 

(Kaplan & Garner, 2017). As in the case of identity formation, this iteration 

illustrates the interaction between context and person; in other words, the existing 

commitment of a person and information from the environment about this 

commitment (Lichtwarck-Aschoff et al., 2008). For example, in T&I teacher 

identity development, we can see that the different identities are formed generally, 

in different pieces. A T&I teacher, after some negotiations and struggles, is 

determined to pursue a PhD degree. While embarking on his/her first research, 

he/she finds joy and satisfaction in doing research. So, the next step for this T&I 

teacher is to publish his/her articles and gradually develop his/her researcher 

identity. This is an illustration of the fact that the acquisition of each new piece of 

identity formation changes this T&I teacher, and each step prepares him/her for 

the next step. Each new step in identity formation becomes available because the 

previous steps have progressed. From a developmental point of view, this iteration 

process enables researchers to ‘explain after by before’ (van Geert & Steenbeek, 

2005).  

The iteration process of a CDS can result in either a fit or a conflict. When 

the system evolves and adapts internally within components as well as externally 

to its context, it can adapt to the environment and, thus, generate a state of 

stability, called an attractor. In the attractor state, the system’s elements provide 

positive feedback loops to each other, triggering a positive activation towards 
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other elements, thus, achieving a relative equilibrium. It is by no means the state 

fixed or permanent under an attractor, but continuously adapts to a relatively 

stable state, retaining a certain degree of stability (Mercer, 2011). If the attractor 

state is powerful enough, the system is highly predictable. For example, as a T&I 

teacher is just embarking on his/her first teaching journey in the classroom, he/she 

seems to be enjoying teaching or in the typical ‘teacher-identity attractor state’. 

Thus, it can be predicted that this T&I teacher is unlikely to quit his/her job and 

look for other jobs at the moment, in other words, the system is in a state of 

equilibrium. But this would not be a permanent state because someone or 

something might happen to trigger the state. It is possible that several years later 

that T&I teacher is unsatisfied with his/her payment and then tries looking for a 

higher-salaried job. In contrast to the attractor state, there are some states that are 

unstable with particular configurations unlikely to stay. These highly unstable 

states, from which the system tends to self-organise away, are called repellors. 

Just as in the T&I teacher example, the attractor and repellor states are dynamic as 

both the system and its context are subject to changes (Kaplan & Garner, 2017). 

The concepts of attractors and repellors are highly relevant to explaining the 

seemingly paradoxical phenomenon in a CDS: Why the system can exhibit certain 

patterns or general characteristics yet it is at the same time not fully predictable? 

Why the system can be stable while at the same time changing? It is also useful in 

answering questions such as, What makes changes happen after a stable period? 

What makes new stability emerge after a period of change? (Garner & Kaplan, 
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2021; Kunnen & van Geert, 2012). In fact, the studies into attractors and repellors 

are important strategies that would help to discover regularity out of an irregular 

phenomenon, so as to make a CDS meaningful (Dörnyei, 2014).  

In a CDS, variables that influence how the system behaves are called 

parameters, among which, some exert much greater influence than others, making 

them control parameters. In a CDS, attractors are what stabilise the system, and 

control parameters are what determine the system’s trajectory (Demjen, 2018). 

Unlike independent variables in a simple system that influence the system in a 

determined manner, control parameters in a CDS do not ‘prescribe’ but simply 

‘guide’ the system trajectory through a variety of possible states (Kaplan & 

Garner, 2017). For example, Mercer (2011) has identified motivation, affect, and 

self-regulation as control parameters of learner agency, the dynamic complex 

system under discussion. Kaplan et al. (2019) have defined culture, social context, 

and the subject domain as the control parameters for the emergence of student role 

identity and self-regulated learning. Jiang and Zhang (2021) have argued that 

subject attributes and rapport with other professionals as two salient control 

parameters impacting EFL teacher learning and identity change. Understanding 

the control parameters of a CDS is a key task of CDS research as it is the most 

productive way to find out the “motor of change” (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 

2008, p. 70), so as to identify the main emerging system prototype. It is also of 

great practical value as it may provide guidance for system intervention in which 
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well-designed control parameters entail desired outcomes (Hiver & AL-Hoorie, 

2016). 

3.2.2 The advantages of studying identity from a CDS perspective 

As mentioned above, a CDS perspective offers a variety of concepts and tools 

to study changes over time, and more understanding of change is what was 

needed in this research. Though we know some information about the differences 

between professional role identities as trainers/educators, researchers, and 

practitioners, questions still remain unsolved as to how T&I teachers form their 

multiple professional role identities and how these identities interact and change 

over time. A CDS perspective is useful in gaining more qualitative knowledge 

about the processes of identity formation and the mechanisms that drive these 

processes. In other words, instead of what identities T&I teachers form, a CDS 

perspective enabled this thesis to gain insight into why these identities are formed 

and how these identities change and interact with each other. The discussion of 

CDS features such as process, attractors, and repellors, control parameters may 

help to investigate an individual over time to find out individual patterns of 

development, rather than only the outcomes of such development (Kunnen & van 

Geert, 2012).  

 There are also several reasons to believe that a CDS perspective is well-suited 

for identity development. First, it can be used and has been used to study a series 

of human development, such as child development (Yoshikawa & Hsueh, 2001), 

adolescent development (Kunnen, 2012), and teacher professional development 
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(Garner & Kaplan, 2021). Teacher identity formation is a process in which 

changes take place in all domains of development (Huang et al., 2021), changes 

that are often massive, sudden (Gao & Cui, 2021), non-linear (Jiang et al., 2020), 

abound in the process. From a CDS perspective, teachers’ identity development 

trajectory can be described as a period between one stable system state and 

another triggered by attractors. Moreover, it is also a period when the interplay 

between personal beliefs and contextual factors constantly changes (Huang et al., 

2021), so new types of systems can be defined. A CDS perspective on 

development can shed light on questions like differences and variability in 

identity structure and process of formation (Kaplan & Garner, 2017), thereby 

enhancing our knowledge of identity development.    

3.3 The Dynamic Systems Model of Role Identity (DSMRI) 

According to Kunnen and van Geert (2012), models are essential to CDS 

research because, for one thing, they represent the mechanisms underlying the 

development trajectory, for another, they deepen our insight into the development 

process. As an “emerging model” of teacher identity (Breijaard, 2019), the 

DSMRI (Garner & Kaplan, 2019; Kaplan & Garner, 2017, 2018) takes role 

identity as the unit of analysis and conceptualises role identity as an emergent, 

complex, contextualised, and dynamic system anchoring in “action”, a system that 

encompasses four interacting components – beliefs, self-perceptions, goals, and 

action possibilities and locates them within a control parameter consisting of 

socio-cultural context, subject domain, and dispositions (Kaplan & Garner, 2018) 
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(Figure 3.1). Adopting the CDS paradigm connoting that the continuous, 

interactive interaction of interdependent elements contributes to the whole 

system’s behaviour (Waldrop, 1993), the DSMRI is then set to bridge the above-

mentioned dichotomies of identity research by integrating both personal and 

collective, stable and changing, and conscious and unconscious aspects of identity 

development (Vignoles et al., 2011) into a coherent, theoretical framework. In this 

framework, a T&I teacher enacts certain actions based on his/her beliefs about the 

situation or about him/herself as a trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner in 

that situation, in order to achieve his/her professional goals. The complexity of 

each T&I teacher’s role identity system is embodied by the continuous, non-

linear, and not fully predictable emergent patterns that cannot be simply reckoned 

as the sum of all the elements. As with any other CDS, the T&I teacher’s role 

identity system may self-organise towards various states of equilibrium and 

disequilibrium, during which, both internal and external perturbations may happen 

(Garner & Kaplan, 2019). Likewise, changes in the professional role identity 

system are dependent on the states and the environment, which includes different 

professional contexts in which the teacher works.  

Figure 3.1  
The Dynamic Systems Model of Role Identity (DSMRI) 
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3.3.1 Four components of DSMRI 

The core structure of the DSMRI consists of four contextual-constructed, 

reciprocal, and partially overlapping components with action located at the centre 

(Kaplan & Garner, 2018). These four components are constructed within a set of 

four control parameters: social context, culture, dispositions, and domain.  

The first component is ontological and epistemological beliefs. Ontological 

beliefs relate to the knowledge and conceptions that are held to be true by teachers 

about the world and the subject domain, as well as emotions connected to these 

beliefs. These include, for example, ways of knowing, beliefs about approaches to 

teaching, and more general beliefs about “how things work” (Kaplan et al., 2019). 

The sources of this knowledge and conceptions may come from both formal 

education and informal training or knowledge sharing. Epistemological beliefs 

refer to beliefs about the certainty, complexity, and credibility of their ontological 

knowledge, along with the emotions connected to these beliefs (Kaplan & Garner, 

2018). For instance, a T&I teacher may believe firmly that he/she will be a 
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successful trainer/educator only if he/she has enough translation practice 

experience, but may view with doubt that T&I research experience has a bearing 

on T&I training.  

A second component self-perceptions and definitions concern both T&I 

teachers’ knowledge and emotions regarding his or her personal and social 

attributes and characteristics relating to T&I teaching, research, and practice. It 

also includes teachers’ self-efficacy to teach or research a certain topic in T&I 

courses (Bandura, 1997), as well as the emotions associated with these self-

perceptions. A T&I teacher may define himself/herself as curious, talented, or 

studious; may perceive himself/herself to be keen in teaching or practicing but 

unenthusiastic in researching; may consider himself/herself competent in teaching 

but incompetent in researching; and may identify himself/herself into a particular 

social group, such as “intellectuals”.  

Purpose and goals as a third component are T&I teachers’ purposes and goals 

for training/educating, research, and practice. These goals are both long-term and 

short-term, the dimensions of which can vary from intrinsic to extrinsic, personal 

to collective, and general to specific (Butler, 2007). In a classroom setting, T&I 

teachers’ purpose may include preparing students for the T&I profession. In order 

to achieve this purpose, specific goals such as building up important information 

and skills in several structured courses need to be attained. T&I teacher purposes 

and goals are obviously not confined only to the classroom, but also include the 

goals they strive for in their professional lives, such as to develop T&I teaching 
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and researching skills and competence or to demonstrate T&I practical 

competence, etc.   

Lastly, perceived action possibilities as the fourth component include 

strategies and behaviours that T&I teachers feel available for them to perform in 

the roles of teachers, researchers, and practitioners but exclude those actions that 

they perceive as inappropriate and impossible for them (Kaplan & Garner, 2017). 

These action possibilities are an integration of the four components of DSMRI; in 

other words, they are perceived by T&I teachers to be available or not available to 

him/her for pursuing his/her professional goals, in light of his/her self-perceptions 

and self-definitions in the particular context. For example, a T&I teacher may 

know about T&I practice-led research (ontological beliefs) and be convinced that 

it is effective for promoting research output (epistemological beliefs). But he/she 

may not perceive these as his/her action possibilities for lack of time, low self-

efficacy in conducting practice-led research (self-perceptions), or prioritisation of 

implementing other forms of research such as theory-driven research over 

practice-led research (purposes and goals).  

On the whole, these four components interact dynamically to form the basis 

for decision–making and actions in the role, and vice versa (Kaplan & Garner, 

2018, 2019). For example, a novice T&I teacher had a particular set of pre-

existing beliefs about the training/educating such as it was boring to give students 

“standard translation answers”, which might align with her professional goals of 

empowering students to develop learning autonomy. The teacher held a self-
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definition as both a transmissionist and a transformationist led to her action 

possibilities of presenting translation training as merely displaying facts or as a 

negotiating process (Wu et al., 2021). In turn, taking actions in a certain role 

impacted the four components of the DSMRI system. For instance, the change 

from teaching GE (general English) to teaching ESP (English for Special Purpose) 

impacted the teacher’s beliefs about ESP as more needs-driven and genre-specific 

than ESP, self-perception about confidence in teaching expertise and competence, 

thus, bringing changes to more domain-specific English-learning goals, leading to 

further action possibilities of learning and teaching (Jiang & Zhang, 2021). 

Individually, each component can have several elements which can either be 

in harmony or in tension with other elements. Components can also be aligned or 

misaligned with each other, resulting in high motivation in professional 

development or professional dilemma (Garner & Kaplan, 2019). On the whole, 

these four components interact to form the basis for “action”, an “anchor” that 

assumes a central position in the whole role identity system (Kaplan & Garner, 

2018, 2019). For example, for a T&I teacher who is convinced that the experience 

and knowledge gained from the T&I field can inform his/her curriculum design, 

he/she might hold a self-perception or even definition as both a translator and 

educator who can capitalise on the inter-disciplinary knowledge to (re)structure 

the T&I pedagogical activities. In other words, his/her action possibilities might 

include putting together both theoretical and practical views and develop them 

into implementable training activities. In return, taking actions as an educator 
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might impact his/her self-perceptions about what kind of problem-solving 

strategies, metacognitive approaches, and even academic tools students should 

utilise in their T&I learning in order to respond to the needs of the T&I 

profession. 

3.3.2 Control-parameter of DSMRI 

Control parameters are what determine the development trajectory of a CDS. 

DSMRI, like any other CDS, is bounded by a control parameter, that is, the 

emergence of T&I teacher role identity occurring within the boundaries of social 

context, domain (e.g., T&I subject), culture, and dispositions (e.g., teachers’ 

temperament, unconscious motives) (Garner & Kaplan, 2019). For example, the 

socio-institutional climate in China can afford the researcher identity formation as 

it provides college English teachers with a framework for reflecting on events 

related to research competence and achievement (ontological beliefs), identifying 

themselves as a researcher (self-perceptions and self-definitions), thus, be 

determined to publish high-impact research articles (purposes & goals), and 

engage actively in academic conferences and coauthoring books (action 

possibilities) (Long & Huang, 2017).  

3.3.3 Content, structure, and process 

Content, structure, and process of a teacher role identity system are three 

highlights that characterise each DSMRI and, thus, helped to answer the research 

questions about identity formation and development in this study (Garner & 

Kaplan, 2019; Kaplan & Garner, 2017, 2018). Any of these three aspects can vary 
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between T&I teachers and can be within a teacher over time. Content refers to the 

above-mentioned four components, serving as a guideline as to which construct 

and dimension to look into T&I teachers’ role and sub-role identities. The 

variation manifests the changes in identity formation within the same teacher 

across time and space or can reflect differences in beliefs, goals, self-perception, 

and action possibilities among teachers. For example, a T&I teacher’s role 

identity may reflect a more T&I practitioner-oriented than a researcher-oriented 

role identity content configuration, who believes epistemologically that practice 

makes perfect so that he/she presents a large amount of T&I exercises for students 

in classroom teaching. By contrast, another T&I teacher with a researcher-

oriented role identity may put forward more theoretical elements into his/her 

pedagogical goal. It is also worth noting that content not only refers to the 

different configurations of components but also includes the salience of different 

constructs in the components.  

Structure concerns the level of harmony or integration not only within and 

between components, but also across components (Kaplan & Garner, 2017). 

Within components, for example, T&I teachers’ pursuit of one professional 

development goal (e.g., a PhD degree) may be in harmony with or in conflict with 

other professional goals (e.g., an experienced T&I practitioner). Across 

components, for instance, a T&I teacher may feel initial alignment between 

his/her beliefs about the role of practitioner and researcher, but later, such 

alignment may change and misalignment may rise as the teacher experiences 
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tension and negative emotions within his/her practitioner-researcher professional 

role identity system. Thus, structural differences in teachers’ role identity systems 

may illustrate the variation in their sense of coherence and commitment to the 

professional occupation (Kaplan et al., 2015). Besides, the structure also reflects 

the degree of integration between central identity and other sub-role identities of 

T&I teachers (Kaplan & Garner, 2017). It is in this light that the structure part 

provides a theoretical basis to understand the interplay between the higher-order 

role identity of a T&I teacher, and the lower-order role identities of 

trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner in T&I teachers. It also underpins the 

complex and dynamic nature of this model which implies that the understanding 

of T&I teachers’ professional identities cannot be reduced to one of these 

components, but rather needs to be considered together across all these 

components. 

Process is the manifestation of the continuous emergence of content and 

structural relationships of role identity components. The variation manifests 

differences in breath, depth, and specificity of role identity exploration, leading to 

the formation of certain types of professional role identity (Kaplan et al., 2015). It 

provides a theoretical lens to “bridge time and space” (Wenger, 1998, p. 149), a 

lens that incorporates past roles and future possible roles (Hamman et al., 2010). 

For example, most translation programmes have highlighted the demand for 

qualified T&I teachers, who mostly are graduates of research degree programmes 

(Li & Zhang, 2011). These research programme graduates, in other words, pre-
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service T&I teachers, are occupying a current “student-teacher” role identity and, 

thus, face a professional development task of constructing a future possible T&I 

teacher identity. This perspective enabled this study to investigate about the 

professional development of T&I teachers as one central feature of professional 

development to help pre-service teachers craft professional identities (Ronfeldt & 

Grossman, 2008).   

3.3.4 The application of DSMRI 

DSMRI is not entirely new. After Kaplan and Garner put forward the 

framework, several researchers have disseminated DSMRI by exploring the 

potential of being a theoretical framework to understand professional identity 

development. D’Anotonio (2019) designed identity exploration activities in a 

community college developmental writing course classroom and utilised DSMRI 

to analyse students’ writer identity exploration and development. The findings 

paved the way for identity-based pedagogy to promote desired identity formation, 

motivation, and learning. Hachcock et al. (2020) utilised DSMRI to analyse the 

dynamic interplay between science teacher role identity and other role identities 

within a professional development context and concluded that alignment or 

tensions within and between these role identities either promotes or impedes 

action possibilities. It, thus, highlighted the importance of taking past, present, 

and future professional role identities into consideration when planning and 

evaluating professional development programmes. In a study of EFL teachers’ 

identity change, after investigating teacher learning and identity as a DSMRI, 
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Jiang and Zhang (2021) classified three prototypes of identity change—significant 

change, moderate change, and minor change. They also proposed an assumptive 

model to understand teacher learning and identity change in the reform context. 

Duan et al. (2021) applied DSMRI in a quantitate way, constructing a four-factor 

(i.e., social, role, target, and action perceptions) index of social work professional 

identity and finding differences between different genders, backgrounds, and 

certifications, etc.  

Together, by applying DSMRI, these studies helped us gain insights and 

inform our expectations as they all demonstrate that experiences of professional 

identity development manifest through the interplay between particular context 

(i.e., professional development, curricular reform) and content and structural 

relations among individuals’ beliefs, self-perceptions, goals and perceived action 

possibilities. Moreover, these studies all provide essential implications for the 

design of teacher education and PD that aims to intervene to promote teachers’ 

professional identity development. In addition to using DSMRI to gain insights 

into teachers’ professional role identity development, this has been the first study 

to apply the model to the issue of T&I teachers’ professional role identity, and 

also the first study to investigate the relationship between higher-order role 

identity and sub-role identities. Thus, it is believed that it will be of theoretical, 

empirical, and practical value to the application of the DSMRI model. 

3.4 Summary 
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Together, drawing from the DSMRI, the T&I teacher role identity, as a role-

relevant unit of analysis, can be conceptualised as having the four interrelated 

components of belief, goals, self-perception, and perceived action possibilities. As 

the T&I teacher’s main role harbours a TERP model which consists of the sub-

roles of trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner, the DSMRI also allows for 

the extraction and explanation of these sub-roles and their interplay. Furthermore, 

the temporal dimension (Kaplan & Garner, 2018) of the DSMRI provides insights 

into what implications can be drawn from T&I teacher role identity formation on 

T&I teacher education. This model, thus, enables a holistic and thick description 

of how different role identities develop, interplay, and result in changes in relation 

to their perceptions of themselves as T&I teachers (Garner et al., 2018). 
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Chapter 4  

Methodology 

This chapter justifies the methodological choices of the study. It starts with the 

epistemological assumptions of a constructivist qualitative research design and a 

narrative approach (4.1), then analyses some characteristics of a multiple case 

narrative study and illuminates the rationale or choosing it (4.2). The chapter next 

presents the methods of data collection and analysis (4.3). It ends with the 

principles of trustworthiness assured in this study (4.4).   

4.1 A qualitative research design 

Qualitative research is “the study of a phenomenon or research topic in 

context” (Hays & Singh, 2011, p. 4). The phenomenon, which can be a key 

concept, idea, or process, is exploratory in nature (Cresswell, 2013, p. 30). 

Therefore, qualitative research can answer questions of the how, what, and why of 

a phenomenon. 

Qualitative research is often conducted in a natural setting, in which 

researchers work to make sense of what is being observed or interpreted in a way 

that brings meaning to participants, in other words, the real world is studied “as it 

unfolds” for participants for their daily environment (Patton, 2002). Rather than 

standing at a distance, qualitative researchers actively engage in data collecting 

and analysing in a context, seeking close, personal contact with their participants 

so as to gain a deeper understanding of their life experiences from their 

perspective. These enable qualitative researchers to explore participants’ 
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experiences from a holistic view, a view that participants are better understood 

holistically rather than a simple sum of their parts (Hays & Singh, 2011, p. 7), 

which concurs with DSMRI’s idea of taking identity development as a holistic 

process.  

Given the complex and multifaceted nature of teacher identity, there is no 

single “best way” of conducting identity development research (Kroger, 2007, p. 

186). The methodological choice of a qualitative research design in this study was 

grounded in the following three constructionist epistemological considerations 

(Cresswell, 2013, pp. 30-33; Hays & Singh, 2011, pp. 5-9; Hong & Cross Francis, 

2020): (1) inductive and abductive analysis; (2) characteristics of the inquiry; and 

(3) the relationship between the researcher and participants.  

First, the purpose of this study was not to test any hypothesis, but rather, to 

understand T&I teachers’ role identity as socially constructed actions or 

interactions. In other words, this study was exploratory in nature, using an 

inductive or a “bottom-up approach”, rather than a deductive approach. However, 

it does not mean this study was an adventure “in the dark”; rather, the way the 

study framed T&I teacher role identity and sub-role identities were guided by the 

understanding of identity literature. Actually, not only the framing of the study but 

also data collection and analysis were tacitly informed by theories in the related 

field. Abductive analysis means that this study did not stop at a deeper 

understanding of relevant concepts, but also “leading away” (Hays & Singh, 2011, 

p. 5), providing additional perspective or “new concepts” into identity research 
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(Agar, 2006, p. 10). 

Second, in light of the constructionist assumptions, DSMRI guided the study 

to highlight the teacher role and its unique construction in lived contexts as a 

complex dynamic system. Multiple realities, whether mutually supplementary or 

contradictory, thus, exist (Hong & Cross Francis, 2020). Besides, DSMRI believes 

that the teacher identity development process emerges within a particular cultural 

context and social-cultural community of practice around a subject domain, with 

action anchoring in a central role. As such, this study tried to understand each T&I 

teacher’s construction of identity and sub-role identities in their unique way 

embedded in a particular social and cultural context.  

Third, in the present study, meaning was co-constructed by the researcher 

and the participants. Data collection occurs within constant interaction between 

the researcher and participants, with the researcher being an instrument of the 

study (Patton, 2015, p. 82). The researcher understands the importance of being a 

part of the research and tries to display “empathic neutrality” (Hays & Singh, 

2011, p. 7), which is to maintain neutral and nonjudgmental toward participants 

and their experiences. During the data analysis process, the researcher 

understands that her skills, experience, perspective, and background matter and, 

therefore, necessary to self-reflect on the challenges of subjectivity.  

The above-mentioned constructivist-qualitative research assumptions, though 

cannot be proven or tested, shaped the way throughout the study including 

approaching the research questions, data collection and analysis, and report 
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writing (Shkedi, 2005, p. 17). Based on these assumptions, the study made use of 

the following research methods.  

4.1.1 A narrative approach 

The investigation of T&I teacher professional identity starts through a 

narrative approach, a way of “thinking about, and studying experience” following 

a recursive and reflexive process (Clandinin & Huber, 2010). It is widely used in 

identity research as teacher identity is shaped by the temporality of their 

experiences combined with their working and living context (Schaefer & 

Clandinin, 2019). 

Narrative in this study was not only a means of understanding human 

experience and meaning but also a means of human expression (Shkedi, 2005, pp. 

11-12). On one hand, a narrative way of considering teacher identity is concerned 

with the experiences in lived and told stories (Creswell, 2013, p. 86), stories that 

provide a narrative thread that teachers adopt in order to make sense of their 

experiences as well as themselves (Tsui, 2007). On the other, human beings are, 

by nature, story-telling animals, who, tell and retell the story of what we are about 

and what we are to ourselves and to others (Clandinin, 2013, p. 25). As such, 

narratives provide a tool for understanding who we are and where we are heading 

in our lives. In this study, narratives framed understanding of teacher professional 

identity as they provided an interpretative tool to construe teachers’ professional 

purpose and goals, beliefs about T&I training/educating, research and practice, 

perceptions of related roles, and how they are linked with the overall professional 
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identity of T&I teachers. Even with this conceptual perspective in mind, in 

concord with the non-linear logic of narrative research, the researcher should 

always try to be open-minded during the whole research process (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985).  

4.2 A multiple-case narrative study 

Originated in a constructivist-qualitative nature, multiple case narrative as a 

qualitative research strategy can collect narrative data from multiple people as 

part of one research project. By treating each participant as a case, this study, 

therefore, was able to analyse data within and across settings (Baxter & Jack, 

2008). The advantage of multiple case narratives over a collective case study is 

that there is the potential to study a greater number of case narratives while the 

edge of a case survey lies in that it consumes primary “raw” data instead of 

secondary-interpretive data and, thus, preserves the narrative-qualitative nature 

(Shkedi, 2005, p. 26). The choice of multiple-case narrative enabled this study, 

therefore, to encompass as many case narratives as needed while on the other 

hand, making possible a more in-depth analysis of each T&I teacher’s 

professional identity. Moreover, multiple case narratives afford a ground for 

generalisation (Shkedi, 2005, p. 25), a less discussed topic by qualitative 

researchers (Polit & Beck, 2010). The analytic generalisation that this study 

aspired for meant that the researcher sought to generalise from specifics to a 

broader concept or theory (Firestone, 1993; Shkedi, 2005, p. 192; Yin, 2018, p. 

99). In practice, the researcher makes use of the DSRMI as a theoretical-
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conceptual framework to guide the data collection and analysis. Then, the findings 

will be translated into theoretical analysis so that the case narratives serve to 

illuminate larger issues and, thus, of general significance (Marshall & Rossman, 

2014). As a result, in this study, the analytic generalisation was at a conceptual 

level higher than the collection of the multiple case narratives, leading to deeper 

insights into T&I teacher professional identity formation in China. 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Participants and setting 

In a multiple case narrative study, the primary way to investigate any 

phenomenon is through the experience of the individual, and every individual is 

treated as a single case narrative (Shkedi, 2005, p. 41). Yin (2018, p. 124) states 

the importance of the careful selection of individual cases so that similar results or 

contrasting results can be predicted, which in other words, a purposeful sample 

rather than a random sampling should be used. The target population of the 

present research was T&I teachers in China. T&I teachers are defined as teachers 

who are in-service teachers in BTI or MTI institutions sanctioned by the Ministry 

of Education in China (Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China, 

2017, 2022). Thus, this study purposely selected participants who: 1) had 

professional histories under investigation, which meant they were in-service T&I 

teachers who had experiences as trainers/educators, researchers, and practitioners; 

2) felt comfortable with being questioned and could articulate their experiences; 

and 3) agreed to spend the time necessary with the researcher so as to avoid 
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fatigue and being frightened by too much self-exposure (Shkedi, 2005, p. 42).  

In deciding the case number, Yin (2018, p. 124) states 6-8 cases are most 

likely to provide “compelling support” for both literal and theoretical replications. 

The study, therefore, restricted the participant numbers to 6-8, since less than 6 

could have limited the understanding of T&I teachers as a professional group, and 

more than 8 risked sacrificing a detailed and in-depth analysis. However, the 

sample size could have been increased during the research process if needed in 

order to ensure the phenomenon was gaining an adequate amount of research 

(Patton, 2015, p. 455). Considering the availability of participants, the study 

finally set the participant number to 9. At the time of the study, these participants 

were aged between their 20s and 50s, spoke Chinese as their native language, and 

were in-service BTI or MTI teachers. The researcher knew each of them in order 

to decide whether their personal traits were suitable for being a case in this study.  

 Another sampling strategy adopted was the maximum variation in terms of 

T&I teachers’ individual characteristics in order to gain commonality across 

diversity and enhance transferability (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015, pp. 257-258; 

Patton, 2015, pp. 428-429). The present study included both male and female 

participants of varying ages, with different years of teaching experience, different 

educational backgrounds, and who were working in different types of universities. 

The researcher roughly classified the universities into Tiers 1 and 2. Furthermore, 

translators and interpreters normally had their preferred working language pair, 

with one being their mother tongue. Table 4.1 is a list of the eight participants, 
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whose names are pseudonyms.  

Table 4.1  
A list of the participants 

 

4.3.2 The role of the researcher 

In qualitative research, it is essential that researchers position themselves to 

be both “a part of and apart from the world observed,” (Patton, 2015, p. 612), 

which also reveals the concept of “reflexivity” (Creswell, 2013, p. 223). My 

educational background is having a BA and an MA in English language and 

Name Gender 

Years 
of 

being a 
T&I 

teacher 
Professional 

title 

Highest 
educational 
qualification 

Types of 
university 

Working 
language 

pair 
Sam Male 5 Lecturer MTI  Tier 2 Chinese-

English  
Amy  Female  7 Lecturer MTI Tier 2 Chinese-

English 
John Male 10 Lecturer MA in 

Translation 
Tier 2 Chinese-

English 
Gary 
 
Betty 

Male 
 
Female 

11 
 
14 

Associate 
Professor 
Lecturer 

PhD in 
economy 
MA 

Tier 2 
 
Tier 1 

Chinese-
Japanese 
Chinese-
English 

Carol Female 15 Lecturer PhD in 
Translation 
Studies 

Tier 1 Chinese-
English 

Dina  Female 15 Associate 
Professor 

PhD in English 
Language and 
Literature 

Tier 1 Chinese-
English  

Keven Male 22 Professor PhD in 
Translation 
Studies 

Tier 1 Chinese-
English 

Paul Male  27 Professor PhD in 
Linguistics 

Tier 1 Chinese-
English 
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literature. I had been a T&I in-service teacher for 7 years before I became an EdD 

(Doctor of Education) student. My academic title is a lecturer. As a part-time 

translator, I have translated more than ten books (including unpublished ones) 

from English to Chinese and published 5 articles in Chinese and 2 in English in 

academic journals. I consider myself a veteran translator and a junior researcher. 

The journey of being a T&I trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner is as 

much a journey of pain, frustration, struggle, and challenges as it is of 

achievement and self-fulfillment. This personal experience as a T&I teacher has 

given me an insider’s perspective (Huang, 2013, p. 19; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015, 

pp. 146-147) which may have influenced and informed the design of the present 

research. However, I am also aware that as an insider, my involvement, 

immersion, and empathy (Shkedi, 2005, p. 47) reflect my academic philosophy as 

a researcher and, therefore, I remained alert for the possible influence of my 

narratives on the participants’ stories. During the data collection process, I tried 

my best to control and minimise my personal reaction when I listened to their 

personal stories. In the analysis process, this self-awareness led to checking and 

double-checking my interpretations in order to avoid any misinterpretations that 

did not emerge from the data. 

The researcher’s relationship with the participants shapes the narrative stories 

in some way. Reciprocity between the researcher and the participants which 

requires intense sharing, trust, and mutuality is vital for high-quality qualitative 

research (Lincoln, 1995, as cited in Creswell, 2013, p. 259). The researcher 
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maintained regular contact with the participants to know about their updates 

through social media. Besides, this study deliberately chose half of the 

participants (3-4) who had a relatively long-term personal connection with the 

researcher, be them the researcher’s colleagues or school fellows, and the 

remaining half only had professional acquaintances of whom the researcher had 

met in some nation-wide T&I teacher education conferences or academic 

workshops. Hence, the researcher’s background as a T&I teacher in mainland 

China, together with my personal connection with half but not all participants, 

afforded a balance between subjectivity and objectivity (Duff, 2008; Trent, 2013). 

4.4 Data collection and analysis 

The present study gathered data mainly from interviews. Documentation was 

used as the secondary source of data while observation was first designed but 

cancelled due to COVID-19 pandemic (Creswell, 2013; Shkedi, 2005; Yin, 2018).  

In-depth interviews were the primary source of data as the study investigated 

T&I teachers’ own stories in their own words. Since there are no definite rules for 

the appropriate number of interviews in multiple case narratives, this study 

adopted the common practice of conducting two rounds of interviews (Shkedi, 

2005, p. 62), each of which was audio-taped by the researcher. For an in-depth 

face-to-face interview, less than 60 minutes is considered too short for informants 

to reflect on their experiences, engaging in the meaning-making process (Flick, 

2018, p. 25), and more than 120 minutes is likely to cause fatigue for both the 

researcher and participants (Shkedi, 2005, p. 62). The first round of interviews in 
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this study started with participants’ background information, such as biographical 

information, educational qualifications and moved on to their decisions to become 

T&I teachers. Participants were asked to describe their experiences and challenges 

as being a trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner. Interview questions (see 

Appendix 2) centred around contents (self-perceptions, goals, beliefs, and action 

possibilities), structure, and process of the DSMRI. The second round of 

interviews were originally designed to take place approximately one week later 

(or the participants’ convenient time) to ensure the narratives fully covered each 

role identity of the T&I teachers and to clarify any follow-up doubts or questions. 

Taking John, one of the participants for instance, the researcher had two 

interviews with him, lasting about 60 to 90 minutes respectively. In the first 

interview, John was asked about his background and how he chose to become a 

T&I teacher. He reflected upon his role of being a T&I teacher, including whether 

his initial expectations had been met as a college teacher, and highlighted the 

dilemmas and difficulties he experienced as a trainer/educator, researcher, and 

practitioner. Several months after the first interview, John decided to further his 

doctoral study at an overseas university. In the second interview when John had 

already embarked on his doctoral study, he continued to share his experience 

relating to teaching practice to research and also to draw his future professional 

blueprint. Email contact or social media contact also followed after the interviews 

to address some issues or themes that had merged in the interviews out of 

availability consideration (Huang, 2013, p. 112). As in the narrative approach, it is 
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important for researchers and participants to negotiate the meaning of the stories 

as a validation check (Creswell & Miller, 2000), so the participants were asked to 

check their transcription and/or translation after the interviews had been 

conducted.  

Documentation helped to triangulate data in this study (Marriam & Tisdell, 

2015, p. 245). Documentation in this research included autobibliographies, 

reflective journals, translated or interpreting works, and WeChat exchanges. For 

example, the two autobibliographies of Keven helped to understand his 

underlying beliefs and emotions related to his professional roles. The translated 

books by the participants helped to understand their role as translators. 

Observations can range from formal to casual (Yin, 2018, p. 225). Formal 

observations in this study was originally designed in the prospectus to include 

T&I teachers’ classroom observations with respect to lesson plans, teaching 

strategies, or classroom management. It was later cancelled because of the 

lockdowns, travel constraints and campus restrictions brought by COVID-19, 

when data collection took place. Casual data collection activities included 

photographs or other supporting materials. It should be noted that before all of 

these proceedings, explicit permission was needed.  

4.4.1 The effects of COVID-19 

The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in the first half of 2020 inevitably 

brought new changes and challenges to the data collection and analysis process in 

this study. The lockdown measures forced the researcher to stay at home, which 
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led to more time spent on childcare and home schooling and less time on research. 

Also, the reliance on face-to-face interviews for the primary data source became a 

subject to restrictions. Because of the lockdowns and travel restrictions, the 

researcher was unable to visit case sites and conduct face-to-face interviews 

during most of the data collection process. In fact, the researcher was only able to 

carry out two face-to-face interviews and observations in early January in 2020 

several days before the outbreak of COVID-19. Two months later in March 2020, 

the researcher was forced to switch all the research activities from in-person to in-

remote, shifting from face-to-face interviews to online interviews. The interviews 

were then rescheduled online via WeChat or Tencent meeting and the 

observations cancelled. The researcher fully recognised the challenges posed by 

COVID-19, and tried actively to adapt to the new situation by devoting more 

efforts to engage with the participants and create a “work-from-home” 

environment (Molinari & de Villiers, 2021).  

Unexpectedly, changes brought by COVID-19 have unleashed additional 

benefits. The researcher could now include more T&I teacher participants from 

remote geographical locations across the country at a minimal cost. It has greatly 

reduced the data collection time and travel expenses. Moreover, The researcher 

thus had more time to reconsider the whole research process and spent more time 

focusing on the theoretical and conceptual framework. Another unexpected 

benefit was that due to the pandemic, most of the academic gatherings became 

online. The researcher, thus, attended several online conferences at minimal cost, 
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which helped to reshape research ideas, obtain feedback to improve research 

practice, and to engage with the research community. For the participants, the 

lockdown provided them comfortable “work-from-home” environments within 

which they could be interviewed at any time that was best suited for them. A 

relatively protected area was secured to reflect on and share their experience about 

the context in which they work (Molinari & de Villiers, 2021).  

As to the researcher-participant relationship, a greater level of intimacy was 

created as all of the T&I teacher participants welcomed the opportunity to 

converse with the researcher due to the social isolation at an earlier stage of 

COVID-19 (Campbell, 2021). This kind of intimacy provided a solid foundation 

for the engagement and connection needed in a narrative inquiry, resulting in 

greater depth and richness in the field text.  

4.4.2 Data analysis 

The ultimate goal of the data analysis in this study was to “re-tell” the 

multiple case narratives using DSMRI language and structure. The whole analysis 

was carried out in a cyclical and iterative manner (Huang, 2013, p. 116), which 

meant that the researcher moved between data collected and the theoretical 

framework (Trent, 2013). In practice, this process included applying role as the 

unit of analysis and the components of the DSMRI to code the narratives, 

synthesise, and integrate the coding, identify themes following the DSMRI 

assumptions about the content, structure, and process (a coding scheme is 

provided in Appendix 3). This iterative process was repeated until the research 
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questions could be addressed. Table 4.2 shows a list of nine major analytical steps 

in this study. 

Table 4.2  
Major steps for the data analysis 
Steps                       Measures 
1 Read through the narratives (written and oral) to identify the various 

professional role identities expressed within. 
2 Conduct an analysis for the higher-order role of T&I teacher, identify 

meaning-units, and code the statements according to the DSMRI 
(content, structure, and process). 

3 Conduct an analysis for each sub-role (trainer/educator, researcher, 
and practitioner), identify meaning-units and code the statements 
according to the DSMRI (content, structure, and process). 

4 Conduct a thematic analysis of the narratives, identifying themes, and 
the control parameters (including socio-cultural context, subject 
domain, and dispositions) within which each professional role identity 
constructed.  

5 Write an analytical summary for each role identity, indicating the span 
of T&I teacher role identity across three sub-roles. 

6 Write an overall analytical summary that integrates the various 
professional role identities for each case narrative. 

7 Create a database for each individual along with the summary to allow 
member checks (Yin, 2018, p. 240). 

8 Conduct a cross-case synthesis to compare or synthesise patterns 
across the cases (Yin, 2018, pp. 322-323).  

9 Interpret multiple case analytical summaries along with the three 
research questions of the study. 

 

4.5 Establishing trustworthiness 

Although Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) criteria of credibility, transferability, 

dependability and confirmablity” to establish “trustworthiness” of qualitative 

research was proposed more than three decades ago, they are “still popular” for 

validating qualitative reports (Creswell, 2013, p. 250). For credibility, multiple 

instead of a single source of evidence served to triangulate data in this study. For 

transferability, maximum variation was undertaken with the purpose of including 
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more diversified characteristics and different backgrounds of the participants. 

Moreover, the researcher tried to describe in a rich, thick, and detailed way 

(Shkedi, 2005, p. 190), so that the audience would have enough information to 

determine the match between the case described and their own. For dependability, 

member checks took place in terms of my tentative interpretations of T&I 

teachers’ experiences. Finally, to ensure conformability, an electric audit trail to 

trace the steps in either direction from research questions to findings and vice 

versa were provided (Yin, 2018, p. 245).  

4.6 Summary 

The current chapter described the research methods used in the study. The 

research methodology, background, and participants, as well as the data collecting 

and analysis procedure, were all introduced. It elaborated on the design of a 

multiple case narrative study, which could promote an in-depth understanding of 

T&I teacher participants’ role identity development within China’s university 

context. There was also discussion about researcher bias and the issue of 

trustworthiness.      
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Chapter 5  

Findings 

This chapter presents the findings related to T&I teacher roles, including the 

main role – T &I teacher and three sub-roles, namely T&I trainer/educator, 

researcher, and practitioner. Major themes will be presented for the main role 

(5.1), three sub-roles individually (5.2-5.4), followed by themes between any two 

sub-roles (5.5-5.7), and themes among the three sub-roles (5.8). The thick 

qualitative data illuminate the characteristics as well as interactions of their 

DSMRI components. A summary of major findings will be provided at the 

beginning of the next chapter (6.1). 

5.1 In the main role of T&I teachers: “an ideal job” 

When talking about the role of a college teacher, a frequent theme that 

emerged was the participants’ job satisfaction. Compared to other job 

opportunities, these T&I teachers perceived a teaching post in tertiary education 

as what they are meant to do, referring to the fact that it was their “deep-rooted 

dream”. Within the context of the tertiary education system, T&I teachers 

identified strongly as college teachers. This can be explained by the social 

perception that teachers in China, especially teachers in tertiary education, are 

given a high level of public respect, and social trust, and are considered to enjoy 

flexible working hours and a relatively high salary. Within this social context and 

standing, participants identified strong affection for a college teacher. This was 
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also demonstrated when they were asked about their professional future, as none 

of them would consider leaving the teaching profession.  

When I was a college student, I envied my teacher for their flexible working hours. They always 

seemed to enjoy their free time without following a traditional nine-to-five working routine. Since that 

time, I have had a firm belief that being a college teacher is an ideal job for the future. (Amy) 

 

I have had a very firm belief in being a teacher since I was still a student of English about 30 years ago. 

All through these years, my determination to be a good teacher has always stood steady. I devoted all 

my life to it, without even considering another career path. (Paul) 

In saying this, participants drew a distinct contrast between a college teacher 

and other occupations, demonstrating their beliefs that college teachers are 

revered and, therefore, an ideal job for them. This kind of enthusiasm and 

satisfaction for the main role identity offers us some hints in understanding how 

T&I teachers are determined to settle the disintegration between the three sub-role 

components in their DSMRI system.  

I genuinely like my job. I badly want to keep it. It is difficult to find and keep a passion for something. 

Yes, I’d want to keep it. Though I may not be able to be as productive a researcher and recognised 

professor as my supervisor in the future, I must do my best to be an excellent T&I teacher. (Betty) 

For Betty and other participants, due to the high loyalty to the main role—

college teacher, we can rightly expect that they would be motivated to make use 

of all available recourses, promoting themselves to further adapt to the 

requirements of the main role. Moreover, as they never want to change their job, 
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we can predict that in the long run, T&I teachers’ beliefs about teaching and 

learning will be aligned with professional goals in keeping their job even if they 

encounter temporary difficulties and setbacks. Last, because of their long-

established affection for the teaching career, even with conflicts in their sub-role 

identities, they are not likely to set up goals and perceive action possibilities that 

are not conducive to main role identity development. The job satisfaction for the 

main role—T&I teacher will be discussed again in finding out the integration 

among the three sub-roles.  

5.2 In the sub-role of T&I trainers/educators: “by chance” 

When asked about how they became a T&I trainer/educator, one prominent 

theme was “by chance”. This is not surprising as T&I training is a relatively new 

phenomenon in China that only began in 2000 in a limited number of top foreign 

studies universities (Tao, 2016; Wang & Mu, 2009). Most universities where the 

participants worked, launched their T&I programme after 2005, a period when 

some participants had already embarked on their teaching careers. Then, these 

formerly EFL teachers were “talked” or “persuaded” into transforming into T&I 

teachers, sometimes simply because of their fluent spoken English. 

Looking back, I became a T&I teacher by chance. T&I studies were far from an autonomous discipline 

in China by the time I graduated from university in 1999, much alone an independent course. [...] It so 

happened that one teacher who taught translation retired the year I was hired, creating an opening for 

such a teacher. As a result, I was hired as a T&I teacher since I am “a quick learner who speaks fluent 

English”. (Keven, documentation, p. 98) 
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This kind of hasty decision has a contradictory impact on participants’ self-

perception and definition as a T&I teacher. Those who were well-prepared, 

especially those who were interested in T&I and even held an MTI degree 

themselves, tended to feel “enthusiastic” about their own training, while those 

who were previously trained as EFL teachers tended to feel less prepared and 

even call themselves “half-teacher-half-student”, revealing a conflict between a 

learner identity and a novice teacher identity.  

Though I was not majoring in T&I in my MA or PhD study (there was no such major at that time!), my 

MA supervisor is a T&I course teacher and I became very interested in T&I because of him. Later, 

when I became a T&I teacher at another university, T&I courses were abound as they had become a 

major. […] We have a series of courses ranging from English to Chinese translation, Chinese to English 

translation, business translation, news translation, etc. Most of the teachers are not familiar with these 

courses and, hence, not willing to teach. To me, I enjoy taking all the new courses. I never said no. I am 

just loving it! (Paul) 

 

As T&I trainers, we are half-teacher-half-student. We are learning by doing, as our students. And, 

therefore, we will also encounter difficulties. But as we take up the challenges of dealing with these 

difficulties, we are experiencing the difficulties in advance for our students. (John) 

5.2.1 Teaching experiences and academic background  

After they became T&I trainers/educators, these participants improved their 

degree of readiness by obtaining classroom experience, as well as their perception 

of efficacy in meeting particular teaching expectations. These real training 
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processes, especially T&I skill training, were found to be an essential factor that 

influences their ontological and epistemological beliefs towards the 

trainer/educator role. For example, after several rounds of teaching the same 

course, Paul voiced the urgent need for the systematisation of T&I courses and 

even perceived the action possibilities of compiling T&I textbooks. 

I do believe each course exists for its own right, so I really put my heart and soul into preparing each 

course. I don’t want to fool my students by putting together disorganised pieces of learning materials 

and make it a course. Instead, I want to make it systematic and complete […] So, each time after I 

gathered enough information, I would try to think from a theoretical perspective and figure out a 

framework for compiling T&I textbooks. (Paul) 

Other than real training experiences, teachers’ backgrounds, including prior 

personal and professional experiences, were also found to impact their beliefs. 

This influence has been well-documented in several language education research 

studies (Borg, 2003). Gary, for example, described learning in his interview as an 

accumulation of both knowledge and experiences, an ontological belief shaped by 

his overseas learning experiences. As a result, he exhibited a strong 

epistemological inclination to share his overseas experiences with his students. 

These beliefs are consistent with his self-perception that academic performance is 

heavily influenced by hard work and a good platform.  

I would very much like to share with my students my arduous overseas study journey in Japan. I did 

spend some time telling students about my experiences. I want them to know that learning is not only 
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the accumulation of knowledge itself but also of experiences. I, therefore, gained high reputation from 

students as my experiences are valuable to them. (Gary) 

5.2.2 Delighted and defeated 

A variety of emotions emerged in the participants’ trainer/educator career 

journey. Even for those who were recognised as outstanding teaching staff have 

undergone ups and downs in their career journey. Sense of delight and defeat 

were two emotions that were most frequently mentioned by the participants. 

Similar to previous research about EFL teachers’ emotional trajectory (Yang et 

al., 2021a), these two seemingly opposite emotions are often intertwined, 

revealing a conflicting emotional system. Students’ positive feedback and 

recognition, from both current students and graduate students, were found to be 

two main sources of delight generated from the teachers’ side, which further 

affected their action possibilities and their role identity formation.  

I was moved and motivated when my students were accepted into the MTI programme, and even more 

so when they stated that they were interested in T&I because of me! I thought myself to be 

accomplishing something significant. I assisted them in discovering their interests, which must be a 

major task at university. I believe the major credit should go to the virtual T&I exercise that I designed 

in my classroom. (Amy)  

 

You know that sometimes students’ comments are not objective and comprehensive when they are still 

at school. After they enter the job market, they will be forced to understand the competitiveness of 

society and that’s when some of them will reflect upon what they indeed learned in university. It is at 
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this time they will understand your strictness. All through these years, the time I received this kind of 

positive feedback is the time I felt most honoured and accomplished. (Carol) 

On the other hand, T&I teachers often rated their students’ T&I proficiency 

as low, referring especially to their poor language proficiency and lack of 

encyclopedic knowledge, causing troubles in class, thus, leading to some anxiety 

and defeat. Other teachers considered students’ non-participation or passive 

participation as a sign of disinterest in the T&I training course, resulting in their 

emotional discomfort.  

I felt especially defeated when my teaching practice cannot be aligned with my teaching plan. The skills 

in T&I courses are all lined up. In theory, the students are required to follow one step after another so 

that at the end of the semester, they are supposed to make use of all these techniques in their T&I 

practice. In reality, though, students might skip the class for some very trivial things, like several 

scattered T&I practice opportunities. They think they have a chance to make up for the class. This is 

impossible. I, therefore, felt so sorry for them and am so defeated. (Carol) 

 

I felt so frustrated as my teaching ideal does not match the reality. You know the school I work at 

belongs to a second-tier university in mainland China, students of which can never be compared to 

students from 211 universities or the university where I came from, no matter in terms of language 

proficiency or encyclopedic knowledge. It was quite to my surprise that students didn’t even have some 

common sense. Therefore, I need to explain a lot of basic concepts and common sense in class, which 

greatly hindered my teaching practice. I have no way but to change my teaching plan. (Amy) 
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Carol’s role identity as a T&I trainer/educator includes her action 

possibilities of step-by-step skill training due to her belief that T&I skill training 

at this beginner stage carries more weight than T&I practice, in line with her 

curriculum design and teaching goals. Despite the contextual experience of 

students’ non-participation triggered negative emotion, she did not direct her 

action possibilities into being “less strict” with the students or catering to the 

students’ fragmented time arrangement. This again can be attributed to her self-

definition as an experienced trainer/educator and ontological and epistemological 

belief of what is best for the students. Similarly, Amy’s role identity as a 

trainer/educator at her early career state includes her self-perception of 

overestimating students’ language proficiency and encyclopedic knowledge, 

contrary to her “ideal” teaching goals, leading to her frustration and discomfort. 

Contrary to Carol’s not-going-to-change performance, Amy readjusted her 

teaching goals, tailored to students’ needs and abilities. 

5.2.3 Not just training, but also educating 

For T&I trainers/educators, the aim and objectives are not only to turn out 

students who are equipped with T&I skills and techniques but also to be well-

adjusted translators or translation specialists (Tan, 2008). The dual purposes and 

goals, along with their self-definition as both trainer and educator, have generated 

some beliefs, thus, action possibilities for participants as they try to provide 

pathways for students to become future practitioners. Paul, a professor in a 
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renowned foreign language university, for example, reflected upon “what kind of 

students” we set out to educate.  

From my own experiences, T&I practitioners are to provide the best products to the best of their 

knowledge and ability. Looking back, we do not only aim to promote students’ language proficiency, 

but also cultivate their all-around abilities, including but not limited to a good personality, positive 

attitudes towards life, and dedication to work. (Paul) 

Another theme worth mentioning is the impact of COVID-19 on the T&I 

trainer/educator DSMRI system. The main data of this thesis were collected 

during the era of the COVID-19 pandemic, a time when unexpected and sudden 

changes took place all over the world. In a bid to combat the pandemic, China has 

imposed extreme measures, including border shutdowns and a lockdown, which 

have had a detrimental impact on international exchange and, therefore, the T&I 

profession. As a result, translators and interpreters were forced to face several 

challenges like a job change or even loss, lower-income, higher job demands, and 

unclear job prospects. The participants’ role as an educator at this particular time 

also intrigued another emotion—concerns about students’ professional 

development. As a “guide” for their future career, T&I trainers/educators shared 

deep concerns for future practitioners’ job prospects.  

You know that this year (2020) in particular, students barely have any chance to have real-time practice. 

The only interpreting practice opportunity might be voluntary service to assist foreigners’ quarantine 

management. You need to risk your health and life for that! What’s worse, this kind of service doesn’t 

need much T&I expertise, which, in other words, does not fulfill our training targets of interpreters for 
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high-end conferences. Moreover, I seriously have no idea when this anti-globalisation trend will come to 

an end. The T&I profession, after all, belongs to the language service sector, a sector that greatly relies 

on the development of globalisation. Under this background, I felt worried about our students. They are 

smart, and diligent, and will be acknowledged as excellent translators and interpreters. But, what if they 

are not even offered a job in this profession? I am indeed worried about their job prospects. (Dina) 

Dina’s negative emotion stemmed from her ontological belief that qualified 

interpreters would be welcomed by the T&I market. This belief, however, was 

mediated by the social and contextual constraints caused by the pandemic that 

even excellent and experienced interpreters were not given the job position. An 

emotion of fear and anxiety was, thus, attached to this unpromising future. Even a 

mature educator as well as a practitioner like Dina, still felt puzzled and 

unconfident about the future of the T&I profession because of her previous 

witness of the promising job prospect for interpreters due to globalisation.  

To sum up, T&I teachers’ involuntary assumption of the sub-role T&I 

trainers/educators, together with their teaching experiences and academic 

background, had a bearing on their self-definition and perception, either positively 

or negatively. Sense of delight and defeat were two emotions most frequently 

discussed by the participants that might change or maintain their goals and actions 

as T&I trainers/educators, depending on their self-definition and established 

beliefs. As measures to fight COVID-19 have had cascading effects and were 

proved to disrupt the lives and livelihood of translators and interpreters, T&I 

trainers/educators also expressed concerns for their students’ professional future.  
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5.3 In the sub-role of T&I researchers: “the Achilles’ Heel” 

The most frequently discussed themes in the role of T&I researchers were 

various obstacles in their perception of being researchers. When talking about 

research, though some of them related to “interest” and “self-improvement”, and 

they identified more obstacles than finding joy and fulfillment. Almost all 

participants talked about time constraints and publication pressure despite the fact 

they were from different educational backgrounds, age groups, tiers of 

universities, and different academic titles. The obstacles that T&I teachers 

mentioned mainly came from personal, and institutional levels, and T&I 

discipline nature.  

5.3.1 The threshold of a researcher 

8 out of 9 participants started their teaching career with a Master’s degree, a 

time when they still had vague ideas about research, especially T&I research. 

Indeed, research engagement for T&I academics have not been prominent, not to 

mention that the discipline is far from being mature, even now. So, the first 

obstacle in research is that they just simply do not know how to cross the 

threshold of being a “researcher”. 

I am very dissatisfied with my research progress. The master degree that I received is MTI, a 

professional degree specialising in T&I practice. By the time I graduated, MTI was new but very 

popular. The MTI programmes focused mostly on practice, offering almost no academic training. 

What’s worse, no thesis was required but just a ‘field practice’ report to meet the graduation 

requirement. I found myself lack of both academic knowledge and professional guidance. Now, I am 
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interested in T&I teaching research but am not equipped with educational theory. So, I need to spend 

much time making up from the basic theory to the latest research in the field. I felt so sorry for myself 

for not knowing the things. I even didn’t know what to do. (Amy) 

From the except, Amy experienced a crisis in the early years of her T&I 

teacher career. The previous learning experience landed her an unfavourable place 

in conducting research. She was once recognised as an excellent student in 

graduate school and naturally perceived herself to be a qualified college teacher. 

However, instead of contentment, strong feelings of doubt, hesitation, and even 

pain were entailed when her ontological and epistemological beliefs were 

challenged as the previous action possibilities that served her well to be an 

excellent MTI graduate did not result in success in her role to be a researcher. The 

negative experience prompted Amy to seek further education opportunities to help 

her cope with the deadlock. Unfortunately, her doctoral study experience in Hong 

Kong was not at all pleasant due to the 2019 Hong Kong riots and the 2020 

COVID-19 pandemic, which almost caused a suspension of her study. The 

doctoral experience, thus, did not change the already existing and foundational 

beliefs about conducting research, which led her to continue to adopt a low self-

perception of research competence. The following further illustrates her 

perception of unsuccessful research experience. 

I was extremely upset and confused when I couldn’t access the school library personally because of the 

riots and COVID-19. You know, when what you need cannot be found on the Internet, you have to 

borrow a book from the library. But, due to lots of unpredictable things, it is just impossible to go to 
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school. I felt quite at loss. Though at my age, I am more psychologically mature than other young 

students. I try to convince myself every day to contain my negative emotions. I tell myself that just 

focus on my own study without worrying too much. But sometimes, I just cannot help myself. (Amy)  

5.3.2 Research process 

The frustration in research does not happen alone to those who do not hold a 

PhD Even those who are already PhD’s and have been engaged in research for a 

long time feel the pressure in conducting research. But the obstacles are more 

clearly-defined, concerning a specific research methodology or a specific research 

topic, rather than lingering on the threshold of being a researcher.  

My research interest is the cognitive process of interpreting. You know research in cognitive processes 

poses very high demands on technical applications. The research that I conducted is purely quantitative 

and, therefore, needs high data processing skills. We once utilised a relatively unconventional model to 

collect the data but was fiercely questioned by our peer reviewers. Besides collecting data, we need a 

regression model to analyse this amount of data. When the data processing is beyond our personal 

capacity, we need to hire someone to help us to deal with the data. Well, this is not the end of the story. 

The person hired might not be able to understand the research design, then a lot of time is spent 

communicating and learning from him. Even if we devoted a whole year to a single study, it was highly 

possible that nothing yielded in the end. (Dina) 

 The statements suggested that Dina’s current action possibilities in research 

mainly manifested in her descriptions of her research design. She reported several 

attempts of different research tools, which were aligned with her goal of pursuing 

a “broader academic scope”. However, her perceived action possibilities to tackle 
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the research obstacles seemed limited because of her previously unpleasant 

experience. A sense of frustration was, thus, produced when the actions cannot 

produce the desired effects.    

The difficulties attached with the role of researcher are considered as 

“insurmountable” when compared to the other two sub-roles as trainers/educators 

and practitioners. Carol, a PhD holder, even used “Achilles’ Heel” to describe her 

frustrated experience, indicating a lack of confidence in her researcher capacity.  

I am confident in T&I training and interested in practice. But research? It is like an Achilles’ heel to 

me. In daily life, just admit it, teaching and looking after my two boys take up most of my time and 

energy, leaving me like ‘half-dead’ already. (Carol) 

In line with her self-perception of incompetency for research and a balanced 

life, Carol expressed negative emotions such as exhaustion. Since she had 

complete epistemological certainty about her ontological beliefs concerning the 

necessity of research in fulfilling “job expectancy and self-development”, she 

made plans for her research progress, revealing action possibilities to tackle down 

the “Achilles’ heel”.        

Doing research entails viewing something from a fresh viewpoint and learning something from the 

ground up. It takes the entire day to read, ponder, and write at the library. I once had a research plan in 

place to supplement my previously published study on the language service sector. I had a novel notion 

of looking at the T&I business from the standpoint of an industrial chain, evaluating everything from 

the source to the final products. However, the concept is not mature enough. I did submit to various 

journals, but they all rejected me. (Carol) 
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Again, her action possibilities did not produce the desired effects and, thus, 

entrenched a feeling of frustration. Her repertoire of perceived action possibilities 

also included other options like applying for a research project, but was 

constrained by the competitiveness of project granting due to the fact that 

“everybody stays at home because of the COVID-19 and all applications for a 

project”. Therefore, within Carol’s role identity system as a T&I researcher, 

though she had a repertoire of perceived action possibilities, few produced the 

desirable effects, further adding to her epistemological certainty of ontological 

belief that research was her “Achilles’ heel”.   

5.3.3 Institutional requirements 

Besides the obstacles perceived from personal levels, institutional 

requirements are also considered as an impeder of their action possibilities in the 

role of T&I researchers. China has been making efforts to build “world-class 

universities” and to raise the overall quality and international competitiveness of 

its higher educational system, by launching respectively “Project 211” and 

“Project 985” in the 1990s and in 2015, a new initiative of building “first-class 

universities and disciplines of the world”. This government-led agenda and 

discourse, realised through institutional agenda and discourse, has given rise to 

heightened requirements of publications (particularly in SSCI or C(Chinese)SSCI 

journals) for academic staff and, thus, their struggling to make a difficult choice 

between efforts on improving teaching (with little impact on promotion) and 

promotion-driven engagement in high-impact publications. In a global context, 
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the internationalisation and marketisation of higher education have made it 

imperative for academics to publish internationally to avoid the “publish-or-

perish” syndrome. Against this backdrop, T&I teachers have been reported to be 

under pressure to publish at least acceptable national or international levels. 

No frustration as a trainer and interpreter can be compared to a researcher. The university I work at a 

research-oriented institution, of which, it is no wonder great importance was attached to research. I had 

to worry about whether my research output can meet the institutional requirement every year, from the 

very beginning of the year. But you know in research, the input does not necessarily lead to the output. 

For a research proposal, you may get up every day at 6 o’clock, busy analysing data, compiling, 

writing, and submitting, but in the end, what you get are just lots of rejections. I felt frustrated most of 

the time, even when occasionally struck by a new idea that will soon be denied by yourself. (Dina) 

For Dina, a negative possible self was being an unproductive researcher. The 

above remarks revealed strong emotions of frustration and low self-efficacy that 

Dina experienced when her ontological belief that research was effortful while 

T&I training and practice were fun was proved to be unproductive in her role 

identity as a researcher. Yet based on her failed publication experiences, she had 

no alternative ontological and epistemological beliefs and, thus, perceived no 

alternative action possibilities for carrying out new research inspirations and 

pursuing her goal of fulfilling the institutional requirements. 

5.3.4 The inter-disciplinary nature 

The inter-disciplinary nature of T&I research is another obstacle perceived 

by the T&I teachers. T&I discipline stands at the crossroads of linguistics, literary 
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studies, cultural studies, communication studies, to name just a few (Orlando, 

2016, p. 50). Though an inter- or multi-disciplinary perspective is believed to be a 

rich storehouse for research (Li, 2017), it requires knowledge and expertise from 

other disciplines, which constitutes barriers for our participants.  

The biggest difficulty in T&I research that I perceive is that I am not well-grounded in the theoretical 

parts of linguistic studies. You know, I was Japanese major for my bachelor’s study and specialised in 

economy in my MA and PhD studies. Though I have done a lot of T&I practice and am highly 

interested in T&I study, when coming to research, I found myself in a weak position of inter-

disciplinary research. When your time and energy are both limited, what would you choose? To tell you 

the truth, it puzzled me for a long time. (Gary) 

Gary’s researcher role identity includes action possibilities due to his goal to 

be a versatile and productive researcher, ontological beliefs about the inter- and 

multi-disciplinary nature of T&I studies, accompanied by a sense of puzzlement. 

He perceived a lack of action possibilities as he was held back by his study 

domain and constrained by time and energy. In a similar vein, Carol 

acknowledged the “deadlock” as she lacks knowledge and expertise from the 

psychology discipline to further her present research about cognitive process in 

interpreting. Again, her perceived action possibilities were bounded by her study 

domain, a DSMRI system component.  

5.3.5 Toward an open and inclusive mentality 

Not all participants perceived the same kind of frustration and limited action 

possibilities under contextual constraints; some reported optimism towards the 
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research process and have even developed new understanding about the meaning 

of research.  

The doctoral study provides a rigid and comprehensive training in research methodology, which is 

beneficial to me. Before, I mainly conducted research based on my interests while now, I would have 

some methodological consideration when thinking about the feasibility of any research proposal. 

Though all these are new to me and I feel like a green hand sometimes, I am determined to take up the 

challenge as you are never too old to learn right? (John) 

Unlike Amy from the previous analysis, for John, the PhD programme 

provides affordances for his new emerging role identity as a researcher. The 

academic training process has changed his ontological beliefs about the research 

topic from something merely interesting to something both interesting and 

researchable. John’s perceived action possibilities of writing research proposals 

are aligned with his goal of embarking on academia and his disposition of 

willingness to take up new challenges. Not only young T&I teachers, but those 

who are of a relatively elder age and have higher academic titles, also display 

positive emotions towards research.  

I am looking for more achievements in research such as a higher level of research grant. There is no end 

to learning. At my level as a full professor as well as a doctoral supervisor, I feel it is my duty to meet 

the expectation from the university where I work. I can understand the requirements and will try my 

best to make some breakthrough. (Keven) 

 For Keven, the self-recognition of a full professor and a doctoral supervisor 

facilitates a self-regulated goal (Kaplan & Garner, 2017) of making some 
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breakthrough in research so as to achieve his value in a research-oriented 

university. His ontological beliefs and professional goals of meeting the highest 

academic requirements motivate and facilitate him to perceive more action 

possibilities in the role of a researcher. For other participants that hold the highest 

academic title (full professor), after many years of tests and trials, they have 

developed some new ideas or understanding about T&I research, indicating an 

open and tolerant mindset towards the role of being a veteran researcher.  

I believe research should not be restricted to ‘published research’. Research is a very general term. For 

example, when you ask the student to do some T&I practice, you do not give them the referred version 

of the translated text, but you, as T&I teachers, translate by yourself and explain it to the students. I 

think that is also called research, as thinking is involved in the process, right? Take literary translation 

as another example, you need to think, explore what are literary works, what is literary translation and 

what is the purpose of this kind of translation, who has done similar research, what is the previous 

research about, etc. I believe that kind of thinking can also be termed research. That’s also what I tell 

my students all the time. (Paul) 

Doing research, according to him, should not be confined to producing 

academic papers or applying for project grants, and the significance of research 

should not be limited to career advancement. Instead, research is a general term 

that includes a broad sense of systematic inquiry (Borg, 2010) of truth and 

knowledge, underlining a multi-dimensional way of viewing the significance of 

research (Akerlind, 2008). According to Bai et al. (2012), it is less likely that 

Chinese TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign Language) teachers developed this 
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multidimensional mindset because they are primarily employed as teachers rather 

than researchers, resulting in a stronger teacher identity than their Western 

counterparts. Paul’s self-definition as a full professor who excelled in the 

competitive promotion system and as a veteran T&I teacher reveal a more open 

and inclusive perception of research definition, a more mature perception of 

career development and, thus, more action possibilities for him in the role of a 

researcher.  

To conclude, much as it is highly recommended for T&I teachers to engage 

in research. T&I teachers, regardless of their age, educational background, and 

academic title, perceived limited action possibilities due to personal, institutional 

levels of pressure, and T&I discipline nature. Despite the obstacles, some reported 

optimistic perception aligned with their self-description as teachers who wished to 

take up the challenge of mature researchers. 

5.4 In the sub-role of T&I practitioners: “challenging yet 

exciting” 

Participants’ role identity as T&I practitioners revolves around three major 

themes. Though T&I practice is perceived to be challenging and difficult, 

participants reported to enjoy and embrace the process rather than resist or reject. 

They also felt a sense of duty and responsibility towards the whole T&I 

profession.  

5.4.1 Challenging nature 
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The first theme was the challenging nature of T&I practice. This is not 

surprising as translators and interpreters are expected to be language professionals 

who are capable of identifying nuances in languages, problem solvers who 

manage to deal with unexpected situations, and earnest learners who can scan and 

acquire information fast, to name just a few. When recalling his first interpreting 

experience, Gary still remembered vividly his incompetency. 

I still remember clearly the first time working as a liaison interpreter. At that time, I was in Japan and 

accompanied a Chinese business group to visit a Japanese automobile company. The fact that I was ill-

prepared and unprofessional was made worse by my non-familiarity with the trade knowledge. As a 

result, I made serious mistakes, giving me a severe blow. But from then on, I learned my lesson by 

dabbling in different subjects such as medicine, public health, transportation, etc., and built my 

confidence bit by bit. (Gary) 

Similarly, Keven, an experienced interpreter, when talking about the 

challenges of interpreting, coined the famous saying by John Allen Paulos (an 

American mathematician)— “uncertainty is the only certainty there is, and 

knowing how to live insecurity is the only security”. Both of them recognised the 

challenges of interpreting also come from an unpredictable situation, which 

requires quick wit and improvisation to deal with both internal and external 

elements. Fortunately for Gary, his initial unpleasantness with interpreting 

practice did not last long. He soon overcame his weakness and started to gain 

confidence and positive feelings by learning because of the alignment between his 

ontological belief that learning involves the process of overcoming difficulties 
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and his self-definition as a life-long learner. These beliefs were in harmony with 

other beliefs together with his self-perception mentioned in the role of T&I 

trainers/educators that learning is a process of accumulating both knowledge and 

experience (discussed in the role of trainers/educators).  

5.4.2 Getting “high” 

Even if interpreting is a demanding job that brings a high level of stress, the 

participants still quoted it as a “fabulous” job that produces delight and pleasure. 

Dina, for example, confessed that high pay and efficient working culture were 

what appeal to her.  

The excitement brought by T&I practice is instant. Once you finish the task, you get paid. The price for 

an experienced interpreter is already set by the T&I market, normally with no room for negotiation. It is 

very rewarding. You could hardly resist. You even get “high” emotionally from the experience. (Dina) 

For Dina, her goal to become an accomplished translator or interpreter, her 

action possibilities of securing T&I practice tasks, getting high payment of 

earning a reputation are in harmony with their ontological belief that T&I 

teachers, if also T&I practitioners, are welcomed by the T&I market. Moreover, 

this belief is made firm by the contextual affordances that translators and 

interpreters are indeed well-treated and respected in the market. An emotion of 

excitement is, thus, attached to this role identity.  

Translation and interpreting share similarities while a “time factor” is a 

major difference between the two (Schäffner, 2004). An interpreter generates the 

target text verbally and practically immediately after the source material is 
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provided, whereas a translator may take longer to make numerous 'attempts' from 

drafts to the final product. This time-consuming procedure, in which translators 

often use a number of tools, refer back to the source text as needed, correct and 

edit, was both demanding and rewarding for the participants, demonstrating a 

strong epistemological commitment to the translation process.        

Translation has always been a challenging process because it is always not easy to find direct 

equivalents in the target language. I was always invited to do some challenging tasks, tasks that cannot 

be fulfilled by others would come to my hands. For example, you know the 2010 Asian Games were 

held in Guangzhou. Before that, in the 2006 Doha Asian Games, there was a ten-minute presentation to 

introduce the next host city—Guangzhou. The speech was translated by me! And when the games 

began in 2010, the scripts of the opening and closing ceremony were also translated by me and my 

team! Actually, it was almost the last minute thing when we were given the task as their original 

translation was not satisfying and, therefore, could not pass the vetting of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs. Under great time pressure, we stayed up all night to fulfill the translation task. It was to our 

great satisfaction and fulfillment that the opening and closing ceremonies were a great success. (Paul) 

Besides diplomatic translation, Paul showed particular interest in literary 

translation, which is coined as “a daunting challenge for translators” (Sebotsa, 

2016). Though the process of literary translation is the same as the other 

translations—render information, express clearly defined concepts, and 

communicate the meaning in the source language, one element that makes literary 

translation a daunting task is the culture, which scares off even the experienced 

and acknowledged translators as it requires not only a solid knowledge of both the 
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source and target language, but also creativity and the skill, willingness, and 

perseverance to search for the best functional equivalent (Kovács, 2016). Difficult 

as they might sound, these were the exact reasons why Paul discovered so much 

joy.  

I was once asked to translate the descriptions of a painting named “Old City of Beijing—its grandeur 

and splendors” (天衢丹阙), which was created by Liu Hongkuan（刘洪宽）, a famous Chinese artist. 

The original painting was regarded as the contemporary “Along the River During the Qingming 

Festival” (清明上河图) and the translation of which was, therefore, a national key project. I 

participated in a bid for the most suitable translation and after the fierce competition, I got the job. 

Later, the editor told me their original plan was to find a translator located in Beijing, but my translation 

versions were much better than the other Beijing translators, so they picked me at last. The book with 

the translated version was awarded the most beautiful book of the year 2014. I also translated revenue 

stamps, which are often associated with rich cultural connotations. Every time they adopted my 

translation, I found a great sense of achievement and recognition. (Paul) 

Together with Dina, Paul’s comments further confirmed the second theme of 

T&I teachers’ practitioner role identity—positive attitudes toward their 

practitioners’ role despite the challenging nature. In spite of some initial failed 

T&I practice experiences, the teachers were generally found to exhibit positive 

emotions towards the practitioners’ role. The ontological and epistemological 

beliefs that there is no end to translation practice, framed Paul’s keen interests in 

his T&I practitioner’s role identity, the action possibilities were to include open-

ended discussion and revision of translation works. Related to Paul’s self-
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definition of himself as an ardent translator was his own persistence in 

overcoming all the obstacles in the translation endeavour with the purpose of 

improving translation quality. Thus, the alignment among his goal, ontological 

and epistemological beliefs in a constant quest for perfection, and his actions of 

taking up various translation tasks led to a feeling of happiness and fulfillment.  

I am very willing to present and discuss my translated versions with translation experts. I believe there 

is no end to learning. Sometimes, you are very satisfied with your translated works and want to share 

them with others, and it is at this moment when you receive some valuable suggestions from native 

speakers or other experts. I would call this the moment of enlightenment, which I find most rewarding. 

(Paul) 

For him, being a professional capable of connecting translators together 

through language was rewarding and he enjoyed the process of making critical 

judgments about translation. The contextual experience with other experts 

triggered his thirst for perfecting his works, which in turn, channeled his action 

possibilities of taking up more translation tasks in tune with his goal of being an 

expert in translation.  

5.4.3 A sense of duty and responsibility 

A third theme related to the T&I practitioner is a sense of professional 

responsibility, either generated by the role identity or, in return, reinforces the role 

identity. In terms of the T&I field, to be recognised as competent, qualified, and 

responsible interpreters, participants would seek to join an internationally 

established professional organisation—The International Association of 
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Conference Interpreters (AIIC) for instance. AIIC was established in 1953 and has 

been devoted to promoting the highest standards of quality and ethics in 

interpreting globally (AIIC, 2022) and has been widely recognised as a powerful 

tool for maintaining high-level professionalism (Wang & Mu, 2009). To be an 

AIIC member, the interpreter needs to be reviewed and sponsored by established 

members who vouch for the working language and their professional ethics. 

Today, AIIC has 3,091 individual members in more than 100 countries, still a 

very small number considering the number of practitioners around the world, 

meaning that only the top interpreters can join the membership (AIIC, 2022). The 

AIIC membership, therefore, signals superlative professional expertise and 

adherence to stringent ethical standards and, therefore, is well-accepted by the 

T&I market. Participant Keven is an AIIC member after 10 years of hard work. 

To him, joining AIIC was an iconic moment in his professional development that 

entailed leverage of his role identity as a practitioner. 

An AIIC membership brings me an ideological refreshment. Now, I perceive myself as a member of an 

international professional community with a lot of colleagues, but at the same time, restricted by 

professional norms. This perception brings a sense of belonging. After joining AIIC, I had a higher 

standard for myself, and shoulder more responsibility, to fulfill the higher expectations of the clients. 

To me, actually, the membership doesn’t bring more job opportunities or lead to higher pay, but a 

transformation of my self-perception. (Keven) 

Keven’s self-perception of taking up more responsibilities was significantly 

impacted by the membership of a renowned professional group in the role of a 
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T&I practitioner. Aligned with this self-perception were action possibilities that 

accomplish the T&I task with higher standards, and beliefs about the importance 

of the job of the interpreter. Thus, the joining of a professional group triggered the 

interactions among DSMRI components, thus, bringing a leveraging of existing 

role identity. Conversely, in Carol’s example, the existing role identity during a 

particular crisis period gave rise to her sense of responsibility. 

My hometown is Wuhan, the place where COVID-19 was identified and spread during the spring 

festival in 2020. I was in Wuhan at that time and was asked to be the interpreter for some health 

experts. I said yes without any hesitation. At that time, I would do anything to help the experts 

understand the real situation, simply hoping the pandemic can end soon. This is the least I could do as a 

citizen of Wuhan and as a professional interpreter. If the role of interpreter could help, I felt very 

rewarding. (Carol) 

During times of crisis, T&I service performs an important but sometimes 

overlooked role. The translators and interpreters’ tasks include translating 

COVID-19 information for official authorities, for international organisations, or 

to target readers or communities (Olimat & Mahadin, 2022). T&I practitioners 

must cope with their own emotional discomfort, use problem-solving skills, make 

ethical judgments, and respond to time-critical translation demands in order to 

take on duties in times of crisis (Federici et al., 2019). Carol’s words 

supported the view that translators and interpreters’ responsibilities extend beyond 

customers and the T&I market to encompass the larger community to which they 

belong (Baker & Maier, 2011). Carol’s self-definition as a professional interpreter 
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who is willing to contribute to the community, and her goal to disseminate timely 

and accurate information during the COVID-19 crisis, are in harmony with her 

professional belief. Hence, her role identity gave rise to her ontological and 

epistemological beliefs and fuelled her action possibilities of fulfilling the 

interpreting task.  

Together, in the sub-role of T&I practitioners, T&I teachers held 

epistemological certainty about their ontological beliefs that T&I tasks were 

challenging yet exciting. An alignment in their sub-role identity was manifested 

among these beliefs, their self-perception of their abilities, and their action 

possibilities of fulfilling a variety of T&I tasks. Besides, a sense of duty and 

responsibility could be generated from the their DSMRI system and can further 

reinforced the interaction within the system.   

5.5 Between the sub-roles of T&I trainers/educators and 

researchers: “help each other” 

Teaching and researching, are considered to be two interrelated components 

that both bring challenges for T&I teachers (Orlando, 2016). When talking about 

the relationship between the roles of trainer/educator and researcher, most 

participants recognised both as the major obligations for T&I teachers and able to 

gain insight and skills from both in a meaningful and reciprocal way. The 

community serves as a social context that helps them to enact as both T&I 

trainers/educators and researchers. Mutually beneficial as they are, these two roles 

were reported to compete for both T&I teachers’ time and energy.  
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5.5.1 A reciprocal cycle 

Though the main meaning of research, as expressed by the T&I teachers, had 

some negative connotations, when thinking about the relationship between 

research and training, most T&I teachers could perceive positive nuances. For 

them, research, including consuming research that could bring about an elevation 

in mindset and an expansion of training perspectives while pedagogical benefits, 

in return, were able to be translated into inspiration in research. The majority of 

the benefits they identified were related to the tangible pedagogical effects, such 

as what to teach, how to teach, and how to test in the T&I course. Gary, for 

example, explained how he used research to help students to solve translation 

difficulties.  

The differences between the two languages (Chinese and Japanese) sometimes mean there are some 

untranslatable terms. When you are teaching, you need to explain to your students. It is at this time that 

I need to look up some resources and my thesis to guide me to solve the problems. (Gary) 

These tangible pedagogical effects also include using research as a tool to 

“better define training difficulties” and as a “a yardstick to judge the training 

effects”, etc. Besides tangible pedagogical effects, a central meaning of research 

seems to fall into the category of “reflection” (Postholm, 2008), thinking in new 

ways of seeing things from different angles, leading to development.  

For one thing, research is a guide in your training mentality and methods. What we teach and how we 

teach should not be purely experiential. It is not just only what you think is good that can be 100% 

passed on to your students. This is not scientific enough. For introducing a new training mentality and 
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methods, you need to be equipped with research achievements. For another, research can provide a 

means to better understand your training. (Keven) 

Research as a kind of “reflection” is displayed by our participants as a means 

to connect theory and practice, a means to integrate the two sub-roles of T&I 

trainers/educators and researchers. Other intangible effects relate to enlightenment 

or empowerment of their T&I trainer/educator and researcher identity—it allows 

for the inspiration of new research ideas, new projects, or new courses.  

One course I taught is called “Conference Interpreting as a Profession”, which includes the concept of 

the market. If you are going to introduce the T&I market, you need to start with the language service 

sector. The T&I market is just a small yet important part of the sector. This intrigued me to initiate a 

research topic about the language service sector. But for the course, I would not have initiated such a 

project. I am very interested in it now. (Carol) 

 

This year, I have a research project which is to conduct a one-semester intervention study in my own 

training classes. For one class, I conduct a sight interpreting exercise, while for another, I conduct 

figure interpreting. It happens that one of my MA students was interested in doing such kind of 

comparison research and I just provided the opportunity. After discussion, we decided to put it into a 

research project. I think this kind of research plan can only be carried out by front-line T&I trainers. 

(Dina) 

For Carol and Dina, their role as T&I trainers exhibits existing beliefs and 

goals that form parts of their role identity as T&I researchers, and which were in 

harmony with their goal of fulfilling institutional requirements. Even before the 
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introduction of the research element into a training course, their existing self-

perceptions and professional goals were in line with the goal of a T&I researcher 

role identity. The reflection process entailed by the T&I trainer/educator role 

identity is itself a research or provides a basis for research to stimulate their 

beliefs and interests in connection with the T&I researcher identity. The 

institutional requirements of supervising MA students were incorporated into the 

training course that help carry out the research plan. What is more, the previous 

academic training they receive as T&I researchers provides the skills and 

strategies for carrying out the research plan, and facilitating them to enact the role 

of the T&I researcher.  

Instead of merely stopping at what training has contributed to research and 

vice versa, Paul and Amy went one step further to create a virtuous cycle between 

the two roles. Paul not only utilised research to address problems in class, but he 

went on to compile his textbook by incorporating research results and his 

knowledge of the T&I curriculum. He expanded his research by using his 

textbook as instructional materials and bringing examples from his study into 

classes to make theory less abstract and practice more alive for students. In doing 

so, he created a virtuous cycle between T&I training and research. Similarly, 

Amy, a doctoral student, though still fighting for her threshold of being a 

researcher, believed that these two roles “help each other”. 

I really believe these two roles help each other. Before doctoral study, I might have simplified all the 

problems arising from the T&I course. I just copied others’ successful training experience without 
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modifying much […] Now, I understand there should be a more scientific way of referring others’ 

classroom practice and more systemic way of organising my training plan. On the other hand, in my 

training, I noticed that students’ autonomy in learning is at a relatively low level. For students in my 

school (a local university), they simply don’t want to study and don’t know what to do and how to do it. 

I want to pay more attention to this and make a research topic out of this. I think it will be very 

promising in research area. (Amy) 

From the except, Amy referred to research as a syllabus design repertoire for 

her T&I training. When she initiated the research plan, she tended to bear her 

students’ learning in mind. Her desire to incorporate both research and training 

offered the possibility that she would be open to engaging in the process of 

doctoral training, which was a necessary step for enacting the role of a T&I 

researcher. Nevertheless, her commitment to making research applicable to 

training indicates that at this stage of her research, she might not want to consume 

or value those T&I research that did not centre on T&I training/educating.  

5.5.2 A trainer/educator-researcher community 

As a link between the role of T&I trainers/educators and the role of T&I 

researchers, participants also described a sense of trainer-researcher community 

and shared goals from interacting with other T&I teachers.  

The best part of being both a trainer and researcher is that you belong to a team. Our team (English-

Chinese interpreting course) has several team members. We have been successful in applying for a 

national-level demo course, which gave me a lot of satisfaction. We plan to do many things together, 

such as video recording our training courses, compiling textbooks, and doing research […] As a 
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member, you have many tasks to fulfill, different challenges to face each day, but in the meantime, you 

feel satisfied. (Dina) 

As a T&I trainer/educator and a researcher in this context, Dina was happy to 

be included or integrated into the research community. The trainer/educator and 

researcher community helped her to find meaning in both training and research. 

She used the pronoun “we” to describe the upcoming plans of the team that 

emerged for their successful bid for a national-level demo course. Besides 

concrete steps for further improving training and research, a community also 

provides a context for Carol to have an idea about the latest research findings, 

thus, become more motivated in the role of a T&I researcher.  

I am very glad that my colleagues in the department shared the same interests in T&I studies. I figured 

that this kind of support from the team gave me much motivation. It is not you are more interested in it, 

but you are more motivated to it. Under their support, I was able to access the latest research 

development in the T&I studies. (Carol) 

The researcher community provided Carol with a ready access to the latest 

development of the field and also a context to (re)discover her motivation to 

further adopt the role of a researcher. Professional socialisation (Garner et al., 

2018) evident in the community was perceived as an opportunity for T&I teachers 

to collaborate with other professionals. Thus, the community and the 

collaboration among the members have a deep impact on T&I teachers’ self-

perception and also their professional goals in the way that the shared goals of the 
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community are perceived to motivate participants to draw up their individual 

goals about training and research.  

5.5.3 Competing for time and energy 

There is not always congruence between these two roles; incongruence is 

also reported as these two roles compete for limited time and energy. In the 

Chinese TEFL context, an expert teacher is defined and required to be both good 

at teaching and researching. Almost all participants reported that although they 

are fully aware of the institutional requirement on research output, thus, the 

necessity to improve their T&I researcher role identity, at the same time, they 

described that they experienced great difficulties or even dilemmas in upholding 

both a good T&I trainer and a researcher role.  

Our research work has reached a bottleneck. We need to modify our research plan, optimise the 

research instrument, and fix some bugs that affect the validity of the results. After we devote that much 

time and effort to this single project, if no achievements can be seen, then you will be booted out by the 

institution. So now, I am struggling for meeting the institutional requirement. Even if you cannot 

publish in a top journal, you still need to find a middle ground to meet the basic requirement right? To 

tell the truth, our teaching task is already ‘overloaded’, but the research you know is demanding 

especially when your research competence is not that satisfying, it means undivided attention and 

whole-hearted commitment […] But you always get distraction from being a trainer/educator. For 

example, the school videotapes your interpreting class to make a MOOC (Massive Open Online 

Course), you need to prepare right? It is almost impossible to be fully devoted to research while at the 

same time, balancing teaching. (Dina) 
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For Dina, her research plans were not successful and her exploration of new 

research ideas had yet to result in a new congruence of her role identities as both a 

T&I trainer and a researcher. Her goal of meeting institutional requirements on 

both teaching and research suggested that despite the incongruence, she would 

continue to construct and maintain the role identities of both a T&I trainer and a 

researcher, which opens up the action possibilities of making MOOC and revising 

her research designs. She also reported a never-give-up attitude to deal with the 

incongruence. 

I am still too young (44-year-old) to retire right? Working in such a university (a first-tier 

comprehensive university) means you have to move forward […] Though I feel a little bit powerless, I 

don’t want to give up now. (Dina) 

To conclude, for most T&I teachers, the major purpose was still to meet the 

institutional requirement in training and researching to strive for career 

advancement. Though they perceived a reciprocal interrelationship between the 

two roles, they experienced difficulties in dealing with the institutional 

expectation on both training and research partly due to the high requirement and 

partly due to workload intensification. Under this circumstance, a sense of trainer-

researcher community offers them motivation plus action possibilities as they are 

on their way to improve publication achievement. 

5.6 Between the sub-roles of T&I researchers and practitioners: 

“a yawning gap” 
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When asked to discuss the interface between T&I researcher role and 

practitioner role, most of them perceive the “divide” (Orlando, 2016), agreeing 

that practice is an important source of research and the research should be in some 

way useful to practitioners. Even though they perceive great need to reconcile 

each side and bridge the gap, the DSMRI components they display towards the 

two roles are opposite, making the divide a challenge for the T&I teachers to 

cross. 

5.6.1 Practice: the researchers’ resource 

For most of the T&I teachers, their practice came before their research. In 

some sense, they have all crossed the conceptual shift from practice to theory and 

theory to practice, a process of ongoing discovery (Shlesinger, 2009). Paul, for 

example, stated that his academic background provided the conceptual foundation 

for him to cross the boundary between practice and research, and practice 

experience provided easy access for him to integrate theory and practice.  

I began reading extensively about linguistics in my sophomore year when I became very interested in it. 

My MA supervisor specialised in sociolinguistics and I learned a lot from him. Later, I went to Hong 

Kong to be a visiting scholar, where I continued to know more about functional linguistics, critical 

discourse analysis, and so on. When coming to T&I research, what I see is ready access from linguistics 

perspectives. I always think about T&I from a linguistic perspective, which I believe is a meaningful 

exploration. […] For example, I would not easily change the sentence structure and simply resort to so-

called literal translation when doing research. Rather, I would absorb inspiration from all branches of 

linguistics and find out the best solution. (Paul) 
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From the excerpt, Paul solved issues in translation and chose research topics 

based on his academic background, using it as an inspiration resource to begin a 

process of scientific exploration. In so doing, Paul positioned himself as both a 

T&I practitioner and researcher who used academic knowledge and expertise to 

examine the gaps between T&I practice and possible solutions to deal with 

practice and research difficulties.  

In positioning themselves as both T&I practitioner and researchers, T&I 

teachers also mentioned developing research questions to make sense of their 

personal practice experiences. For example, Dina pulled from her personal 

consecutive interpreting as a resource to formulate a research topic.  

What practice can bring to research is of course the raw materials. We are both practitioners and 

researchers, these two roles mean we are in a handy place to collect the conference interpreting 

materials and make them into an integrated corpus. […] But this is just the beginning. After you 

establish the corpus, you need to reflect systematically and critically on it. You need to analyse the 

corpus data and try to find out something meaningful. (Dina) 

Dina regarded herself as in a better place than the merely T&I researcher or 

practitioner to collect data for her research. Her PhD thesis about the cognitive 

process in interpreting was closely related to her personal practice experiences. 

She established herself as a T&I researcher and practitioner while still a PhD 

student, developing research questions that filtered through her own interpretive 

experience. She was also concerned with her memory retaining in simultaneous 

interpreting as a research topic as a result of her struggles in practice. Besides 
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corpus, she also gave value to networking with other practitioners, in saying that 

“interesting topics always emerge from conversations during the break with other 

interpreters”, indicating the belief that practice is an invaluable storehouse in 

framing research topics that are worthy of methodological exploration. Thus, she 

constructed both a T&I practitioner and researcher identity when she posed 

research questions stemmed from her personal interpreting experiences and 

cognitive process to create possible solutions.  

5.6.2 Research: not much relevant to practice 

Other than identifying how the role of T&I practitioners can influence the 

role of researchers, participants were also asked to talk about how the role the 

researcher can help their practice. However, most of T&I teachers reported no 

direct help from research to their practice.  

I don’t perceive much relationship between research and practice, at least, not strongly related. When 

we are interpreting, it is almost impossible to think about how to use some theories or think of some 

research results at that very moment. It might not be 100% true to say so as you may already be 

equipped with the T&I theory deep enough to change your mindset. What I mean is personally 

speaking, I tend not to consider those theories when I am interpreting. (Keven) 

The belief that T&I practice is not much relevant to T&I research confirmed 

what Wagner and Chesterman (2002, p. 1) term “a yawning gap” in the T&I 

discipline. When compared with other disciplines, they went on to explain there 

are few professions existing with such as a large gap between practitioners and 

researchers, and between theory and practice. Dina, for example, despite 
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recognising practice as a storehouse for research topics, further pointed out there 

was not much relevance between T&I practitioner and researcher.  

I met several medical interpreters, especially this year whose performance is perfect. They don’t see the 

need to further the study as a PhD or embark on some kind of T&I research. It takes time, right? 

Conversely, does the fact that you hold an MA or even a PhD degree results in better performance in 

the interpreting task? Maybe yes if you happen to be majoring in a particular discipline for your MA or 

PhD, for example, if you are majoring in economy and you happen to do interpreting in the same 

discipline. Or else, I don’t see any need. (Dina) 

In her opinion, the goal of a T&I practitioner was to know how to be an 

interpreter and to know how to do it better, which was not very relevant to the 

goal of a T&I researcher. In the field of T&I, even most of the studies have been 

led by researchers who are, or at least used to be practitioners, as she herself 

among one of them, she did not see much of the need to reunite both sides, and at 

least not as a necessary move for T&I practitioners to further become T&I 

researchers or T&I researchers to be trained more adequately. Therefore, a tension 

between her perceived professional knowledge and expertise required by an 

interpreter and the goal of being a T&I researcher leads to skepticism towards the 

need to cross the gap.   

5.6.3 A “yawning gap” 

The T&I profession has long acknowledged the gap between T&I 

practitioners and researchers and argued the need to bridge it. Katan (2009) once 

hypothesised that younger university-trained practitioners were more likely to 
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bridge the gap between T&I practitioners and researchers as they were more 

exposed to academic content in T&I during their training, but the finding proved 

no difference could be found. The data of this study, however, showed that elder 

practitioners and researchers seemed to be more optimistic and receptive to the 

yawning gap due to their already fruitful practice experience and research 

achievements. Despite the perception of an open mind towards T&I practice and 

research due to his rich linguistic background, Paul went on to identify limited 

action possibilities. 

Well, this kind of convenience (brought about by linguistic perspectives) does not necessarily lead to 

rich research output. My broad interests and open mind without pre-constructed categories often distract 

me from one research topic to another, consuming too much time and energy and sometimes resulting 

in zero papers. (Paul) 

For him, the other side of the coin is that vast research interests fail to yield 

concrete research achievements. This is also partly because his priority has been 

given to teaching and other responsibilities before research is considered. 

However, Paul did not term the experience between the two roles as uneasy or 

overwhelmed, instead, he positioned himself as an experienced researcher who 

tried to benefit from a wider range of disciplines, and informed his T&I practice 

in a more meaningful way. This is an important characteristic for Paul, as it 

represents a more mature and sophisticated understanding of both the T&I 

researcher and practitioner role. Actually, as a full professor in one of the leading 

institutions offering the MTI programme, Paul’s research achievement is 
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outstanding. Though Paul seemed to downplay his research achievements in the 

interview, he constructed himself as both a T&I practitioner and researcher who 

understood that the meaning of research findings were to be revealed through a 

careful and orderly process and recognise the limited action possibilities in 

integrating the two roles.  

Other younger participants are not easy with the yawning gap though. Even 

as crossing the gap is argued as empowerment, the process is not deemed as 

necessary or pleasant. To verify and to better understand the gap, interviews of the 

same person were compared. These descriptions, thus, provide a detailed and 

direct comparison of the two roles. The following Table 5.1 shows the 

misalignments between the two role identity components. 

Table 5.1  
Misalignment between T&I practitioner and researcher 

DSMRI Component T&I Practitioner T&I Researcher 
Self-perception It is super-high. Like an old 

hand, you really miss the 
feeling of interpreting if you 
leave the profession for a long 
time. (Dina)  

 
 

The feeling of rejection is much 
crueler than you were turned 
down by some handsome boy 
when you were young. The 
most difficult part is that after 
you got rejected, how could 
you possibly carry on? (Dina)  

 
Belief I fulfil the interpreting task 

without theory anyway. (Amy) 
I know that T&I research in 
China starts late and absorb 
inspiration from linguistics. For 
me, I am not sure whether the 
T&I theory is important or not, 
and also not sure whether I 
need to clear out the theories 
and put it into practice. (Amy) 
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Goal  The only thing you need to 
consider is how to interpret 
and how to interpret better. It 
is instant. (Keven) 

For producing research, you 
have to find some cases, which 
you cannot solve in your 
interpreting practice, and you 
analyse, and write the thesis. It 
is a long process. (Keven) 

From the table, we can see different, or even opposite DSMRI components 

are attached to the T&I practitioner and researcher roles. For instance, words such 

as emotionally “super-high” or “excited” were assigned to the role of 

practitioners. In contrast, words like “under pressure,” and “frustrated” were used 

to describe their researcher roles. These opposite words to describe emotions 

suggest that the T&I practitioner was joyful and relaxed while the researcher was 

more frustrated and painstaking. Moreover, the nature of work also differs 

significantly as perceived by the participants. The work of T&I practitioners was 

believed to be “fulfilling the task,” and “instant”, while research work was 

“collect cases, analyse and write the thesis” and “a long process”. Though it is the 

existing literature’s appeal that ideally speaking, T&I practitioners and 

researchers should try to establish closer links between the two divided, and the 

study’s T&I teachers are still skeptical about it and then reluctant to do so.  

This yawning gap between T&I practitioner and researcher roles, which 

causes unwillingness or reluctance for integration action possibilities, was 

recognised by the participants. Dina said that a lack of time may be a big barrier 

to future integration action possibilities. 

I have a wish to collect all the interpreting practice that I can to make it into a corpus, a big one. I really 

try my best to audio- or video-tape all the conferences. What happens in the end? You have collected 
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more and more corpus, fully loaded in every stockpile. Yet you don’t have the time to sort it out and 

organise it into one or more research ideas. You simply don’t have time. To do that, you need a period 

breaking away from other tasks. […] It (practice experience) just offers an opportunity to collect data, 

but whether it can be turned into meaningful research actually depends on the time and energy invested. 

(Dina) 

Instead of urging T&I practitioners and researchers to cross the divide, 

Keven, a full professor who once served as head of the T&I department, believed 

we should try to solve this yawning gap from an administrative or institutional 

management perspective.  

I think we should make T&I practice into teachers’ evaluation system, not as an additional bonus, but as 

a basic requirement. I mean some universities, though recognising the importance of T&I practice, 

regard it as an additional bonus besides your research publications. […] I consider it as a basic 

requirement, I mean, for example, published translated works or conference interpreting practices 

should also be taken into consideration as achievements in career advancement. (Keven)   

As a front-line T&I teacher versatile in both T&I research and practice, 

Keven has admitted the divide, while at the same time, revealing his critical 

examination of gaps in institutional ideologies (i.e., criteria for career 

advancement stipulated by the institution) and proposed possible administrative 

solutions to fill those gaps. His role as a T&I practitioner provided the opportunity 

to reflect and add another dimension of consideration to career advancement for 

T&I teachers. The tensions he felt between the two roles triggered his idea that 

spaces need to be facilitated to support the gap. Moreover, the reflection of the 
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gap enabled him to go beyond just crossing the divide but also facing up the gap 

the solving it from an administrative level.  

In conclusion, T&I teachers on one hand understood that T&I practitioners’ 

experiences were the researchers’ valuable resource, and the use of research to 

practitioners yet on the other, recognised the existence of the gap between the two 

roles, and suggested the gap might be larger than what the existing literature 

indicated and might be more difficult to cross due to opposite DSMRI 

components. 

5.7 Between the sub-roles of T&I trainers/educators and 

practitioners: “a role model for students” 

In discussing what T&I teachers do to bridge the link between 

trainer/education role and practitioner role, they placed weight on their role 

identity as a T&I practitioner, emphasising their own T&I practice as a simulate 

to embark on a trainer role, also a source for “credibility” for training in both 

direct and indirect manner. A lack of T&I practitioner’s role is considered to be 

just giving “didactic recipes”. So as T&I teachers, they felt the desire to conduct 

T&I practice from time to time to keep abreast with the T&I market.  

5.7.1 T&I practice: a trigger for the trainer/educator role 

An important theme developed from the relationship between T&I 

practitioner and trainer/educator role identity is that their practitioner role identity 

seemed to help construct and make sense of their trainer/educator role identity. 

Even before embarking on a journey of a T&I trainer/educator, some of them 
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showed interest in T&I practice, some even confessed their interest in T&I 

practice impels them to be trainers. Despite slight differences, several participants 

provided statements displaying the origin of their interest in T&I and articulated a 

goal of pursuing a T&I-related career goal. These initial self-perceptions and 

goals revealed aspects of their initial role identity as T&I practitioners, and served 

as a starting point for T&I trainer/educator and researcher role identity 

development.  

When I was still an undergraduate student, I became very interested in T&I. My BA graduation thesis is 

about T&I and afterward, I was successfully admitted into MTI to further pursue my interest in T&I. 

[…] My interest in T&I makes it not only a major for me but also the direction of my career 

development. That’s why I am very committed to T&I and will make it my lifelong career. Or in other 

words, nothing will affect my choice toward T&I. (Amy) 

Similarly, Carol reported that she first became interested in T&I practice and 

then considered a career of T&I teacher. When talking about the most meaningful 

experience of T&I practice, they used the expressions like “enthusiastic” or 

“passionate”, indicating their keen interest. The components of their T&I 

practitioner role identities served as a trigger to motivate them to become T&I 

trainers/educators. Becoming T&I trainers/educators entail a commitment to 

prepare trainee T&I practitioners for their professional future. After they became 

T&I trainers/educators, their training course provided a platform for them to share 

their pre-existing T&I knowledge and interests with their students. A strong 

alignment was found between their self-declared prior knowledge and interests 
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and their ideas about their roles as T&I trainers/educators. Therefore, their 

enduring interests in T&I practice and beliefs about what is essential for a T&I 

successful practitioner influenced their choice of designing a T&I training course.  

I have extensive translation expertise, ranging from foreign-related tourist translation to menu 

translation, to mention a few. I was least concerned about training materials when I was preparing the 

training course. If you browse through the textbooks I've compiled, you'll see that the materials are 

really not available anywhere else. I use my own translation practices which are closely related to social 

life. […] I am very confident about myself. My translating experience has been quite beneficial to me. I 

fulfil the training task in a way that others cannot duplicate because they don’t have my practice 

background and I am very diligent all through these years. (Paul0 

Paul’s choice of training materials was much related to his interests in T&I 

practice, and his self-description as both a diligent translator and confident trainer. 

He spoke of confidence in his translation and attached this to his roles of 

practitioner and trainer. He hopes his perceived ability, confidence, and self-

awareness in strengths will impact students’ self-perceptions about T&I practice 

in a positive way. In this way, his trainer role promoted the development of his 

practitioner role.   

5.7.2 Direct impact: training content 

T&I teachers were committed to using their practice as an important source 

of training. They were concerned with offering students a good training source, 

ranging from pre-translation preparation to up-to-date first-handed materials to 

after-translation reflection, and to the cultivation of students’ professional skills 
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and knowledge. They also emphasised the need to integrate simulated T&I tasks 

into the course.  

We (T&I teachers) have a well-established tradition of audio recording the conference interpreting 

scene and use in our training course, which of course can only be done with employers’ permission. 

Actually, they (the employers) welcome and support this as they know we are training tomorrow’s 

interpreters. From our perspective, the fact that we as practitioners fulfill the task means we have 

already processed the whole interpreting task, from pre-task preparation, pre-site preparation, on-site 

experience, problem-solving during the task, and customer feedback to after-task reflection. This 

experience, when transmitted to the training process is well-received by our students. (Carol) 

As T&I practitioners and trainers, they stressed that their training must be 

scientifically updated so as to meet the “live” needs of T&I tasks besides focusing 

on professional competence and skills, avoiding merely giving “didactic recipes”.  

This (using on-site T&I practice materials for training) is definitely one major features for T&I training. 

Besides national conference materials, those T&I materials for local economic entities are proved to be 

especially useful. Just think about most of your students will serve local economic entities in the future. 

They, thus, perceived these on-site experience as highly relevant […] For instance, you can ‘transport’ 

what you have encountered as difficulties into classroom and ask about their response. This will be an 

interesting discussion about interpreting decision making process. (Dina) 

T&I trainers/educators paid special attention to the way that they behaved as 

T&I practitioners, revealing the awareness of the special profession they were 

training/educating. The alignment among their training goals of integrating on-site 

T&I experience, epistemological faith in ontological beliefs in authentic training 
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materials, and their action possibilities of engaging in both training and practice 

reflects a high level of integration of their role identities as trainers/educators and 

practitioners.  

5.7.3 Indirect impact: professionalism   

Other than perceiving a direct link between T&I training and practice, they 

also referred to an indirect link concerning the professionalism of future T&I 

practitioners.  

Students like to hear your personal stories as interpreters. What’s more, if they become interpreters one 

day and happen to meet some employers who know your name, they will be greatly inspired. They feel 

that they come from an outstanding group, in which they themselves are part of it. I think our own 

practice of excellence will be great incentive for our students. (Dina) 

From the except, Dina was dedicated to the T&I field. She discussed her 

professional role identity as an interpreter and pride in the profession, both of 

which are essential constructs of T&I professionalism (Liu, 2021). Other than 

transferring T&I experience directly to inform T&I training, they also passed on 

their knowledge about the profession and attitude toward professionalism. 

Adherence to ethical practice was another dimension of T&I professionalism that 

they wanted to impact their students through the training course. Carol, in the 

following except, believed that future interpreters should be sensitised and trained 

to deal with the boundaries and criteria of interpreting in the real world.  

I want my MTI students to know that they are not undergraduates anymore, instead, they are future 

practitioners in the field. […] It would be a waste if they are not to be a practitioner in the field. So, I 
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tell them ‘if you don’t comprehend, please do not make it up’, or else it will be a serious ethical issue. 

You will lose your job for violating the code of conduct. (Carol) 

Carol not only instructed her students about professional codes of ethics but 

also through classroom training provoked students with a profound understanding 

of ethical issues in interpreting. As an interpreter working for experts during 

COVID-19, she further stated that she held herself to be “a role model” by using 

her practice experience during the pandemic, hoping to provide a positive impact 

by making future interpreters reflect upon their “accountability” to the community 

and the humanity at large (Baker & Maier, 2011). 

Now looking back (at being an interpreter during COVID-19 period), I want my students to know that 

there need to be someone to do something at that very moment. If you, as their teacher, cannot perform 

the task, how can you expect your students to do so? […] If my work can at least inspire some students 

who want to be devoted to T&I practice, I will consider it as rewarding or meaningful. (Carol) 

From the excerpt, Carol felt responsibility for the consequences of her 

interpretation and reflected carefully on her decisions and the impact. Instead of 

just prescribing the codes, she would like to build them into the training 

curriculum to offer her students—trainee interpreters a platform to reflect upon 

various issues and situations that they may face in the future in their professional 

life, so that they may examine their professional values, becoming more aware 

and assessing them critically. The action possibilities of turning the training 

classroom into what Baker and Maier labelled “a protected space of 

experimentation and reflection” (ibid.) are afforded by the alignment of the T&I 
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practitioner and trainer role. More specifically, the self-definition as an interpreter 

during the COVID-19 period, and the perception she holds to help the 

community, together acting as components in her T&I practitioner role identity 

system, align to inform the perception and goals of the T&I educator role identity 

system. The alignment between the goals of setting a role model for her students 

and the corresponding action possibility and self-perception of value realisation 

makes her regard the experience as “rewarding and meaningful”. This positive 

emotion, thus, affirmed the alignment between the two roles. 

 In conclusion, when talking about the link between the sub-roles between 

trainer/educator and practitioner identity, almost all the participants reported the 

positive impact of practitioners on trainer/educators in the way that practitioner 

role identity serves as a trigger or credibility source to their trainer/educator role 

identity. The two role identities were related in both direct and indirect means.   

5.8 Among three roles: “1+1+1<3?” 

When asked about their perceived relation between the three roles, T&I 

teachers first drew up a role identity development route, beginning from a T&I 

practitioner all the way to the three roles in one. They also explained how their 

enactments aligned with their role identities as T&I trainer/educators, researchers, 

and practitioners as well as enactments misaligned with these desired three role 

identities.  

5.8.1 A practitioner-trainer/educator-researcher route 
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Prior to their employment as a T&I teacher, most of the participants reported 

T&I practice experience, as one leading factor to gain a sense of confidence and 

competence as a T&I teacher, that is, a sense in their words “you find your 

passion” and stick to it. The following chart shows a role identity route for Dina. 

Figure 5.1  
Role identity development route for Dina  

 

In the similar vein, Amy began her career related to T&I profession with 

interests in interpreting practice, through which, she acquired T&I skills, gained 

confidence and competence as an interpreter, becoming clear about the direction 

to follow in the future. Later, she was employed as a T&I teacher, when she began 

to develop a T&I trainer/educator role identity. After working for 4 years, she was 

successfully admitted by a Hong Kong university and began her researcher path. 

Her role identity development route is as follows. 

 
 
 
 

T&I practitioner 
• I began my days as a translator as early as the 2003 

SARS period, a time when we were all required to 
stay at home. I had a contract for three books in a 
row with a publishing house. That's when I began to 
think about career development related to T&I. 

T&I researcher
• T&I practice is always my greatest interest.[...] The 

research work was prescribed by the nature of tertiary 
education. I began my research during my PhD period, 
and one year later I became my T&I teacher career. 

T&I trainer/educator
• I was then fully aware T&I profession is not as glamorous 

as the media depicted. I tried and was willing to devote 
into it. And that's why I chose training work related to the 
profession.  
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Figure 5.2  
Role identity development route for Amy 

 

For most of the participants, the T&I practitioner experience was discussed 

as occurring primarily during their school days—when working as part-time 

translators or interpreters but not limited to their early age of career development. 

Later, they had the opportunity to choose a career path related to the T&I 

profession, namely T&I teachers, when they developed their role identity as T&I 

trainers/educators. Entering university and becoming a T&I teacher represented a 

threshold for them to further their role identity development among these three 

roles. After they passed the threshold, they not only developed a T&I 

trainer/educator role identity but also understood the T&I practitioner role identity 

as relevant to their trainer/educator role. The T&I researcher role extended from 

the trainer role when most participants mentioned the requirement of the 

T&I practitioner 
• I began my interpreting practice as early as my sophomore 

year. During the summer vacation that year, my city held 
an exhibition, a big one for my province, and I was 
employed as an interpreter. [...] My several interpreting 
experiences inspire me to carry on with my passion. 

T&I researcher
• My institution has imposed some requirements for 

teachers, though not as high as first-tier universities. You 
have to publish a certain amount of research articles to get a 
promotion. And as young teachers, we are urged and 
supported to further our doctoral studies. I felt a  sense of 
responsibility instead of pressure to undertake research 
work.

T&I trainer/educator
• After I finish my MTI study, I applied for a T&I teacher position. 

The reason why I apply this position is because of my passion 
toward T&I and my determinition to carry on a career related to it. 
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institution where they worked. Most T&I teachers acquired research-related skills 

and expertise during their doctoral studies, including but not limited to how to 

choose a research topic, how to review literature, how to write a research report, 

how to present at an academic conference, etc. If it went well, for some 

participants like Paul, this was the time when they developed confidence and 

recognition from the researcher role, which was commonly associated with one or 

more successful experiences. Conversely, for others, this was the time when they 

exhibited the feeling of frustration, which was related to their failure experiences 

in research.  

Though every T&I teacher developed their role identity in a unique way, the 

above charts have shown a strong overlap among our participants’ role identity 

development route as T&I practitioners, trainers/educators, and researchers. In 

fact, Keven explored the other possible role identity development route and 

termed it as not “realistic”. 

[…] There are teachers that love research, of course. But in the T&I profession, I don’t consider it as 

realistic if you are determined to find interests from research and use that to drive your training and 

practice. That’s even impossible. I believe the most reasonable route is to find interests from practice, 

fall in love with T&I, enjoy the fun in it, and then use it as a fulcrum to explore the other two roles. 

(Keven) 

5.8.2 What brings together the three sub-roles? 

     After discovering how T&I teachers developed their three role identities, 

the study wanted to find out what brings the integration among the roles and 
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conversely what reduces the integration. It was found that an interest towards T&I 

practice was what most of the participants frequently mentioned. Specifically, 

almost all participants commented on their interests to T&I practice in which they 

found themselves as T&I practitioners. This discovery of self and as a T&I 

practitioner outlined their development in ontological and epistemological beliefs 

and self-perceptions and, thus, related to their goals, which opened the door to 

their perceived action possibilities. The following Table 5.2 presents quotes from 

participants who reveal how their role identities integrate with each other.  

Table 5.2  
The impact of T&I practice on the integration among the three role identities 

Participants 
Comments on interest towards T&I  

& DSMRI components 
Role 

identity 
Amy  I think these three are interrelated to each other. At least to me, I 

developed an interest in my undergraduate years <Self-

perception>. Through some practice, I consolidated my interest 

and considered a career-related development <Action 

possibilities>. I wanted to devote my passion into my job 

<Goal>. After I worked as a T&I teacher, I began my research 

journey <Action possibilities> triggered by my T&I interest, 

hoping to solve issues in training/educating <Goal>.  

 

I will continue my research path <Action possibilities>. I hope 

one day my research, especially empirical research results 

<Belief>, can benefit my students, and can improve T&I training 

status <Goal>. 

Practitioner 

 

 

 

Trainer/educator 

 

 

 

Researcher 

Trainer/educator 

Keven I want to stress again that T&I teachers should love T&I 

profession <Belief>. Yes, I attach great importance to this <Self-

perception>. We can see a lot of T&I teachers demonstrate no 

interest to T&I or are even forced to become a T&I teacher 

<Belief>. No matter what, I believe if you want to fulfil the task 

(of T&I teacher) <Goal>, in the long run, I think you need to 

explore and to cultivate your interests toward T&I profession 

<Goal>. I mean you need to find the interests from T&I practice 

<Action possibilities>.  

 

Practitioner 

 

 

 

 

Trainer/educator 

 

 

 

Trainer/educator 

Practitioner 
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These are my reflections all through these years. From my first 

encounter to T&I till now, I feel the joy from being a T&I 

practitioner <Self-perception> and drive it towards T&I trainer 

and researcher role<Action possibilities>.  

Researcher 

Paul In my mind, doing translation itself is good for cultivating our 

spirits <Belief>. In the process during which you are not only 

translating, but you are also cultivating your rigorous and precise 

research spirit; moreover, you are fostering your dedication and 

professionalism towards your work, and rigorous attitudes toward 

your life <Self-perception>. And then, we will pass on these 

spirits to our students <Action possibilities>.   

Practitioner 

Researcher 

Trainer/educator 

 

     T&I practitioner role identity serves as a platform for them to bridge their 

pre-existing T&I knowledge, expertise, and even attitudes towards life with their 

students, enacting on their roles as T&I trainer/educators. The strong alignment 

between their perceptions and beliefs as T&I practitioners and the goals as T&I 

trainers/educators can serve as the basis for their role identity development as a 

T&I researcher. For example, participants Amy, Betty, and Carol chose being a 

T&I teacher as a profession because they experienced great joy, happiness, and 

sense of success as a T&I practitioner.  

However, their occupational choices were not wholly derived from their 

practitioner role identity. For example, Gary and Sam’s occupational choice was 

less related to T&I practitioners. Instead, their occupational choices were 

triggered by the beliefs that “my teacher told me to apply for a teacher job” (Gary) 

or “I am not the materials for other occupations” (Sam), which in other words, 

neither did they have much pre-existing knowledge and expertise about the T&I 

profession nor this kind of knowledge or expertise had any such bearing for their 

decisions to be T&I teachers. After they became T&I teachers, though, their firm 

beliefs toward college teacher helped them to find ways to goals that were related 
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to their T&I practice and training, which, in turn, gave them opportunities to 

develop their researcher role identities. 

Therefore, for most of the participants, their interest in the T&I profession 

created action possibilities like seeking a T&I teacher job, integrating T&I 

practice experiences into training courses, etc. Other action possibilities also 

included pursuing a doctoral degree or applying for a research grant to seek career 

advancement, etc. It is worth noting that all of these action possibilities are 

aligned with their goals, beliefs, self-definition, and perception among the three 

roles. 

Another theme that emerged from the data to bring the three roles together 

was participants’ job satisfaction with the main role of a T&I teacher. Job 

satisfaction explains one’s perceptions and attitudes towards one’s job, which can 

either greatly promote or hinder employees’ positive outlook toward their job, as 

well as reduce their turnover intentions (Meng, 2020). In this study, job 

satisfaction toward the main role was found to bring the three sub-roles together, 

as shown in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3  
The impact of job satisfaction on T&I teacher on the integration among the three 
role identities 
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Participants Comments on job satisfaction 
& DSMRI components  

Goals and Perceived action 
possibilities  

Betty I really like the job of a T&I teacher <Self-

perception>. I will do my best to keep it. It 

is not easy to find something you love, and I 

would much want to keep my post <Goal>.  

 

Compared to other jobs, working in 

university enjoys high reputation right? 

Especially for us females, you also enjoy a 

flexible working hours to take care of the 

family <Belief>.   

I will try to maintain the present 

training status and fulfil the task 

<Trainer/educator>. What I really 

want for research is to meet the 

university’s appraisal standards in the 

short term, and can graduate on time 

(Ph.D.) <Researcher>. As for T&I 

practice, I hope I can afford sometime 

after I pass the oral defense for 

doctoral thesis <Practitioner>. 

Dina I never think of it (changing to another job). 

I am also satisfied with the university 

environment <Self-perception>. I will just 

think of a way to deal with the requirements.  

I am longing for an academic leave 

for one year, to reflect upon and 

consolidate my academic thoughts 

<Researcher>.  

In teaching, I may have some MOOC 

related to medicine interpreting in 

cooperation with a hospital 

<Trainer/educator>. I believe it is 

also related to practice 

<Practitioner>.  

Paul People might say you put all your life into 

just one occupation, that is very boring 

<Belief>. I don’t think so. I think the job as 

a T&I teacher is meaningful and interesting 

<Self-perception>. […] I believe only love 

can make you go higher and further <Self-

perception>. If you really love this job, you 

devote wholeheartedly to making it perfect 

<Action possibilities>. I think this is of 

detrimental importance <Belief>.  

Anyway, I like my job very much, 

including financial rewards and my 

achievements. I tried my best to make 

other and myself satisfied. The job I 

mean includes training, research, and 

my practice 

<Trainer/educator><Researcher> 

<Practitioner>. 

 

 All participants discussed their career plans as T&I teachers, with none of 

them indicating any intention to leave the teaching profession. They articulated 

career plans of being T&I trainers/educators, researchers, and practitioners. 

Therefore, their job satisfaction towards being T&I teachers generated 

epistemological and ontological beliefs that prompted them to set specific goals 

for each role. They then reported to perceive action possibilities in 
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training/educating, research, and practice primarily manifested in their 

descriptions of their goals. On the other hand, their action possibilities in the role 

of T&I trainers/educators, researchers, and practitioners revealed that plans for 

specific role had been made as a result of their job satisfaction and their 

willingness to maintain in their teaching post.  

5.8.3 What separates the three sub-roles? 

 T&I teachers experienced tensions among the three roles, and responded to 

them in different ways. They mostly reported negative emotions such as 

unhappiness, distress, frustration as well as personal dilemmas towards the 

tensions. In a nutshell, tensions among the three roles were most likely to be come 

from a heavy workload, and were most likely to be related to research activity, 

especially the research process and research outputs.  

When asked about what was the most difficult part in bringing together the 

three sub-roles, most participants noted a lack of time and energy due to a heavy 

workload. The workload could range from a lot of teaching-related tasks: 

preparation brought by online course during COVID-19 period, teaching extra 

classes, staff meetings, interviews for MTI potential students, etc. Betty, for 

example, mentioned the difficulty to juggle among research, teaching, and 

practice, calling it as a “viscous circle”.   

Doing research takes up a long period of undivided time and attention. For example, if I can read for 5 

or 10 days in a row, I will be very efficient and productive. But it is just an ideal situation. Last week, 

for example, I was requested to act as an interviewer for prospective MTI students, which takes two 
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days. After that, you must rest for a whole day to recover from two exhausting days. Three days have 

gone with little progress in research. Because of this kind of workload, you can barely afford the time to 

take up any T&I practice, which will cause a predicament in training as you don’t have the up-to-date 

materials for your student. (Betty) 

Within the comments, there were constant complaints about lack of time for 

T&I practice, which suggested a priority was given to training/educating and 

research before T&I practice was considered. Even Keven, who outlined the 

practitioner-trainer/educator-researcher development path, put practice as his “last 

priority” for his career plan. Paul, though are also fully aware of the importance of 

T&I practice, insisted on putting training/educating as the priority as a response to 

the limited time and energy.   

I will put training/educating in the first place <Trainer/educator>. This is what we are required to do 

and get our monthly salary for, right? After we fulfil the teaching task, we can arrange our other two 

missions. […] T&I practice is vast and never-ending <Practitioner>, sometimes interrupting your 

research process <Researcher>. Though I believe the time for practice is important, but it really takes 

time <Practitioner>. (Paul) 

Likewise, Carol indicated the similar difficulty and ranked training/educating 

as the first priority followed by research and practice.  

I have to deal with three roles, which are all highly demanding. I have no other alternatives but to set 

priority under limited time and resource. My first priority is training/educating, which needs to be 

fulfilled before others are considered <Trainer/educator>. And I devote the rest into my research to 
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try to fulfil research demands <Researcher>. Only with these two accomplished, I would be able to 

consider practitioner role <Practitioner>. (Carol) 

It was evident from the data that even though T&I teachers developed a 

practitioner-trainer/educator-researcher route, they prioritised their 

trainer/educator role, followed by researcher and practitioner. In terms of 

competing priorities, female participants tended to raise issues around work-life 

balance. 

Consider this: you are also a mother. You must set aside some time each day for the child. Motherhood 

may be a full-time job with no set hours and is never-ending. Because your child is in elementary 

school, you must also tutor her. It has become a big issue with my time management. (Dina) 

The quote illustrated the pressure on a female T&I teacher for the impact of 

time consumed for family life on the three professional roles. This kind of 

competing priority between work and life appeared only in females, as far as the 

data showed, suggesting that the long hour working culture in the higher 

education sector would particularly affect women (Boyd & Smith, 2016). Much as 

the participants showed awareness of varying pressure for research activity and 

outputs, the frustration was perceived by T&I teachers across the three roles, 

leading to a troubled integration among the role identities. Betty’s comments 

below again confirmed the disintegration between the three roles.  

When I was still a MA student, I didn’t have much access to T&I theories. Though I read some books 

about T&I research, I was busy with practice, failing to realise the value of T&I research 

<Practitioner>. Looking back, this mentality may have been caused by the fact that I paid more 
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attention to T&I skill training than research in my graduate years <Practitioner>. When I became a 

teacher, I naturally focused on skill training and was quickly responded to and well-received by my 

students, which, in turn, furthered my already-existed mentality. It was after repeated training for 5 

years that I finally felt bored for unknown reasons <Trainer/educator>. I could not name the exact 

reason though, I began reading some research articles and was enlightened, beginning to understand the 

reason for my confusion. The more I engaged in research the more I grew frustrated. The boundary for 

T&I research is so blurred that you need to understand a lot of disciplines <Researcher>. However, I 

was so busy with teaching at that time <Trainer/educator> and could afford no time, I mean a long 

time for reading the research <Researcher>. (Betty) 

Related to Betty’s self-definition as a struggling researcher was a result of 

her perception of the relationship between T&I practice, training, and research. 

During her MA study, it was apparent that the perceived relevance of training and 

practice was integrated with her role identity as a T&I practitioner, which was the 

most prominent at that time. After she became a T&I teacher, she experienced 

integration between trainer and practitioner role identities. This was supported by 

her self-perception as a “well-received” T&I trainer. Her researcher role identity 

was triggered by her consumption of research articles but led to no fruitful results 

at the moment. Instead, the role-based research reading activity led to a troubled 

integration between the three roles due to limited time and energy.  

Similarly, Dina’s feeling of contradiction was triggered by her attempt to 

integrate the three roles. Instead of coherence, she felt a disintegration among the 

roles. This was caused by her plans for research were not in congruent with her 
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training and practice. Instead of being mutually beneficial to facilitate 

professional development, she believed “1+1+1<3”.  

It (T&I practice) is super high. Like an old hand, you really miss the feeling of interpreting if you leave 

the profession for a long time <Practitioner>. So, this creates contradiction between different 

priorities. On one hand, you work in a university, you need to devote to teaching <Trainer/educator>. 

On the other, if you want to produce some good research, you need to devote 100%. You need to get up 

like 6 am in the morning, moving from sorting, analysing data to writing and maybe submitting. Only 

30 or 40% cannot make good research, at least for me <Researcher>. And if you put your heart into 

research, you could not spare the time and effort for interpreting. What’s worse, nowadays, there is not 

much opportunity for practice due to COVID-19 <Practitioner>. […] For me trying to do three at the 

same time makes it worse, after all, 1+1+1<3. (Dina)  

T&I teachers repeatedly mentioned they were aware of the significance of 

research to their career advancement and the pressure was more likely to come 

from an institutional level. This institutional level of pressure might risk causing 

them to lose their jobs, in other words, they felt a sense of insecurity for not 

accomplishing research tasks.  

I work in a comprehensive university. At the very beginning, it stipulated no special research 

requirements for a T&I teacher, a practice-oriented position. But this began to change in 2015. Even an 

interpreting teacher cannot get a higher academic title by not doing research <Researcher>. What’s 

worse, if you cannot secure a higher academic ranking, you are forced to leave the position. It is at this 

time, I began seriously thinking and I realised how I love T&I teaching, and how I love to be a T&I 

trainer/educator <Trainer/educator>. To keep my job, I have to do research, and most urgently, I need 
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a doctoral degree. The road to becoming a PhD. student is full of twists and turns <Researcher>. 

Comparatively speaking, I feel more at ease with my teaching and practice 

<Trainer/educator><Practitioner>. (Betty) 

It is worth noting among our participants, a number of them responded to the 

similar sense of insecurity of their tenure-track contract. Traditionally speaking, 

the “up or out” rule consists of an important part of the academic tenure system in 

US universities, meaning that a permanent position is provided by the institution 

only to those faculty members who have earned an established record in teaching, 

research, and service. In mainland China, the “up or out” rule was introduced first 

in 1994 in Tsinghua University but was implemented in most Tier 1 and Tier 2 

universities with varying criteria from 2000 (Shu et al., 2020). Participants from 

Tier 1 and Tier 2 universities are more likely to reveal their uneasiness and not be 

given a tenure contract, which help to accelerate the disintegration among the 

roles.   

In conclusion, putting together three roles, a practitioner-trainer/educator-

researcher development route has been outlined. T&I practice and their job 

satisfaction towards the main role T&I teacher are believed to be bring the three 

role identities together while heavy workload, labouring research activity, and job 

insecurity due to the tenure system are to separate the three role identities.  
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Chapter 6  

Discussion 

   Before proceeding with the discussion, the major findings of T&I 

teachers’ main role and sub-role identities, as well as the interaction between or 

among the role identities, are provided (6.1). Based on the findings in Chapter 

5, Chapter 6 outlines the following topics for discussion: T&I teachers’ 

emotions and role identity (6.2); role prominence and action possibilities (6.3); 

and the effects of contexts (6.4), along with a T&I teacher emotion model and a 

role prominence model to clarify the relationship. These discussions provide a 

solid basis for developing a T&I teacher role identity trajectory (6.5) and a T&I 

teacher role identity framework (6.6) to understand role identity development 

and role identity interaction respectively. The current study’s significant 

contributions are detailed in Sections 6.5 and 6.6. The chapter ends with a 

summary (6.7).  

6.1. Introduction 

The major findings of the present study are summarised as follows: 

In the main role of T&I teachers: Participants displayed great job satisfaction, 

calling it “an ideal job”, preluding a strong determination to iron out the 

disintegration among the three sub-roles in order to maintain the main role 

identity. 

In the sub-role of T&I trainers/educators: The majority of participants became 

T&I trainers/educators by chance. Their former academic background or attitudes 
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about T&I training were either well-aligned or poorly-aligned with their current 

trainer/educator job, creating sentiments of delight and defeat. They are concerned 

about their students’ professional futures under the current context of the COVID-

19 pandemic.   

In the sub-role of T&I researchers: Participants described barriers coming 

from personal, institutional, and disciplinary levels, yet some of them still 

demonstrated a positive or open mind toward research, opening the door for more 

action possibilities.  

In the sub-role of T&I practitioners: Participants fully experienced and 

understood the challenging nature of T&I practice, yet they found much joy and 

satisfaction in accomplishing the tasks. As practitioners in the field, they reported 

a sense of duty and responsibility to the T&I profession.    

Between T&I trainers/educators and researchers: Participants fully 

understood and enacted on the reciprocal relationship between the two roles, 

though recognising both roles compete for their limited time and energy. The 

trainer/educator-researcher community also reported to provide further action 

possibilities in both training and research.  

Between T&I researchers and practitioners: Most of the participants 

perceived “a yawning gap” between these two roles. Though they were aware of 

what T&I literature proposes in reconciling the gap, they perceived little necessity, 

thus, action possibilities in bridging the divide. The study data indicated the 

reason might lie in the opposite perceptions of the two role identities. 
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Between T&I trainers/educators and practitioners: Participants perceived their 

practitioner role as a trigger as well as a credibility source, in both direct and 

indirect ways, for their trainer/educator role.  

Among the three roles: Participants charted a practitioner-trainer/educator-

researcher path for T&I teacher role identity development. Passion for T&I 

practice and job satisfaction in the main role were what brought together the three 

roles while heavy work load, predicament in the role of researcher was what 

disintegrated the three roles.  

Based on the TERP model displayed in Figure 2.2 (p.20) , a more visual 

representation of the major findings is captured as follows: 

Figure 6.1  
A visual display of the major findings 

 

The first research question (RQ1) of the present study — “How T&I teachers 

develop their main role and sub-role identities?” was answered in Sections 5.1-

5.4. The second research question (RQ2) — “How do these role identities 
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interact?” was answered in Sections 5.5-5.7. The third and last research question 

(RQ3) — “How do their role identities influence their professional development?” 

was addressed by Section 5.8.  

6.2. Emotions and role identity  

T&I teachers’ narratives about their role trajectory were full of emotions, the 

understanding of which plays an important role in explaining their sense of 

teacher identity (Zembylas, 2003). Day and Lee (2011) further describe the link 

between teachers’ emotions, identities, and well-being as a key factor in their 

lives.  

6.2.1 An overview of T&I teachers’ emotions 

The emotional complexity of T&I teacher role identity, taken as an 

“unspoken part” of their work (Gallo & Tassinari, 2017), began even before they 

embarked on their teaching career. The T&I teachers’ self-definition as T&I 

practitioners was connected to positive feelings like excitement and joy. Later, as 

they became T&I teachers, the emotional dimension was perceived as an 

elevation for them to transit to T&I trainers/educators. The multifaceted nature of 

T&I teachers’ professional work, which includes assisting students in becoming 

practitioners, dealing with student non-participation, completing T&I tasks, and 

meeting institutional research requirements, elicits a variety of emotions, 

including happiness, fulfillment, and satisfaction, as well as disappointment, 

defeat, and insecurity. A detailed overview of their positive and negative emotions 

is shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.1  
An overview of positive emotions displayed by the T&I Teachers 
Positive emotions Occasions Roles 
Enthusiasm  Being asked to take up T&I course (Paul)  

 
 
Trainer/educator 

Fulfilment 
Importance 

Students admitted into MTI (Amy) 

Delight 
Accomplishment 

Students admitted into world-class 
universities (Betty) 

Willingness  Beginning doctoral studies (John) Researcher 
Readiness  Being faced with higher research 

requirement (Keven) 
Openness 
Inclusiveness 

Reflecting the meaning of research (Paul) 

Excitement 
Satisfaction 
Fulfillment 
Joy 

Fulfilling the T&I task (Dina, Paul, Betty) Practitioner 

Refreshment  Joining AIIC (Keven) 
Reward Helping experts during COVID-19 (Carol) 
Enlightenment 
Empowerment  

Using research to help training/educating 
(Gary, Keven, Carol, Dina) 

Between 
trainer/educator 
and researcher Satisfaction 

Motivation 
Being included into a trainer/educator-
researcher community (Carol, Dina) 

Persistent Dealing with limited time and energy 
(Dina) 

Optimism 
Open-mindedness 

Need for cross the divide (Paul) Between  
researcher and 
practitioner 

Passion  
Motivation  

To become a trainer/educator after 
graduation (Amy, Keven, Betty) 

Between  
practitioner and 
trainer/educator 

Confidence 
Recognition  
Success  

Fulfilling all the tasks from the three roles 
(Paul) 

Among the   
three roles 

 
Table 6.2  
An overview of negative emotions displayed by the T&I Teachers 
Negative emotions Occasions Roles 
Uncertainty Being asked to take up T&I course 

(John) 
Trainer/educator 

Defeat Students’ non-participation (Carol, 
Amy) Frustration 
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Worry Students’ job prospect under COVID-
19 (Dina) 

Loss, doubt, hesitation 
and pain 

Not knowing how to begin research 
(Amy) 

Researcher 

Freak out  Not sure about research direction 
(Betty) 

Upset and confuse  Doctoral study being interrupted (Amy) 
Powerlessness  Research process being hindered (Dina) 
Exhaustion  Being stuck in family business, no time 

for research (Carol) 
Pressure and anxiety Considering institutional requirement 

(Dina) 
Puzzlement Stuck at the inter-disciplinary nature of 

T&I studies (Gary) 
Tension 
Skepticism  
Self-doubt 

Need for cross the divide (Dina) Between  
researcher and 
practitioner 

Pressure 
Insecurity  

Not being able to fulfill all the tasks 
(Betty) 

Among the three 
roles 

The above two tables demonstrated the tremendous emotional contents 

connected with virtually every role, as well as the interactions between and within 

the roles, that play a major part in the T&I teachers’ professional lives. DSMRI 

acknowledges the significance of emotion in the teacher role identity system by 

situating it at the intersection of role identity system and action. The structure 

component of DSMRI represents the harmony or tension between different 

elements within each component, the alignment or misalignment between 

different components of the same system, and the integration or disintegration of 

different DSMRI systems, either for different roles or different 

individuals (Kaplan & Garner, 2017). Positive emotions are more likely to arise in 

harmony, alignment, and integration because they all function as positive 

feedback loops in the system, while negative emotions are more likely to appear 
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in tension, misalignment, and disintegration because they all act as negative 

feedback loops.  

6.2.2 A T&I teacher emotion mechanism  

In addition to identifying the interrelationship between emotion and DSMRI 

components, the findings of this thesis have demonstrated a mechanism that helps 

explain the interrelationship for T&I teachers. To begin with, some external 

events and internal circumstances activate the emotions of T&I teachers (Chen et 

al., 2022; Yip et al., 2021). External causes, for example, provoked Betty’s 

feelings of joy and success when students were accepted into world-class graduate 

schools. But how she interpreted the external factors was determined by her 

DSMRI components. The alignment of the teachers’ goals with other components, 

whether within, between, or among the role identity systems, determines whether 

they express positive or negative feelings. 

 For instance, the positive emotions that Betty displayed can be traced to the 

fact that she fulfilled her goal as a T&I trainer, which was to facilitate students’ 

academic aspirations to become a professional. Likewise, other positive feelings 

such as willingness and readiness appeared because John and Keven considered 

their goals of getting a PhD studentship and building a higher research profile 

aligned with their self-perception of their research competency and self-

definitions of being a PhD student and a professor. Conversely, negative feelings 

such as self-doubt and skepticism between the roles of researcher and practitioner 

were aroused when the goals they upheld for practice (to get tangible benefits 
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including money and fame in a fast way) were incongruent with the goals for 

research (to meet institutional requirements in a long and tedious manner). 

Finally, their emotions, whether positive or negative, had repercussions, affecting 

their action possibilities or having a reversing influence on their DSMRI 

components. It was found that positive emotions are more likely to give rise to 

action possibilities while negative emotions engender either or both action 

possibilities or altered belief or self-perception/conception. Betty’s sense of 

delight and accomplishment, for example, was sustained and related to more 

action possibilities in this regard, whereas her self-doubt and skepticism between 

the roles of researcher and practitioner hampered her action possibilities and 

triggered her doubt about the necessity of crossing the divide. Figure 6.1 shows a 

more graphic representation of the interaction, which may be used to express T&I 

teachers’ emotions felt within, between, or among the roles. 

Figure 6.2  
A proposed model for T&I teacher emotions 

 

The model can be adopted to analyse every unique circumstance that arises 

in their roles as T&I teachers. Dina, for example, characterised the T&I practice 
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experience as emotionally high. Her enthusiasm for the role of the practitioner, 

inspired by the thriving T&I market, demonstrates harmony between her goal of 

becoming a successful interpreter, and her ontological belief that T&I 

practitioners are welcomed in the market because they are well-paid and highly 

respected, and her self-perception of her T&I competence. The harmony, along 

with the enthusiasm and excitement, thus, leads to more action possibilities, 

adding to the affirmation of the practitioner role identity (Dolloff, 2007). 

However, later, Dina viewed the T&I market to be declining, affected by COVID-

19. Dina’s anxiety over her students' professional future originated from a conflict 

between her beliefs about professional interpreters’ unpromising future and her 

goal of preparing students to contribute to the market. As a result, this tension, 

though not hindering her action possibilities in training/educating, further 

confirms her beliefs about the declining T&I market and, thus, challenged her role 

identity as a T&I trainer/educator (Dolloff, 2007). As a result, the following 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 are personalised conceptual models for Dina’s emotions in 

relation to her DSMRI components and emotions. 

Figure 6.3  
A personalised positive emotion model for Dina (in the role of T&I practitioner) 
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Figure 6.4  
A personalised negative emotion model for Dina (in the role of T&I 
trainer/educator) 

 

The model suggests that the important role emotions play in T&I teachers’ 

teaching and professional development is evident in three crucial aspects. First, 

the positive loop in the DSMRI system provides energy to teachers in order to 

make the T&I teacher role attractive, giving them the impression that there is 

harmony within roles, integration between or among roles and, thus, indicating a 

relevant fit (Gallo & Tassinari, 2017) between the T&I profession and personal 

values. Second, both positive and negative emotions may be transformed. Under 

some conditions, positive emotions may transform into negative emotions, and 

vice versa. Dina’s positive attitude toward the T&I market had been altered by her 

negative experiences, as the spread of COVID-19 drastically decreased the 

necessity for face-to-face communication, reducing T&I job opportunities. Third, 

the distinction between positive and negative emotions is not clear-cut, but 

blurred and ambiguous. Negative emotions are not a goal in and of themselves, 

nor do they always result in negative consequences. They may function as a 

catalyst for T&I teachers to reflect on themselves and change the direction of their 
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work. The reflection itself is a process of self-doubt and self-critique, a process to 

raise questions about existing practices and finding action possibilities for future 

practices. For instance, though Gary felt puzzled when stuck at the inner-

disciplinary nature of T&I research, he tried his best to find a way out. Later, he 

was able to produce a book on economic terminology translation, bridging the gap 

between the two fields. Negative emotions, according to Yang et. al. (2021a), 

assist in recognising when tensions occur and reveal future paths, thereby 

becoming a driving force for self-transformation. Taken together, both positive 

and negative emotions can promote T&I teachers’ professional development. 

6.2.3 The importance of emotion 

Understanding the emotions of T&I teachers and how they work has far-

reaching implications for the research into their role identities and professional 

growth. To begin with, the overwhelming sentiments that teachers processed are 

simply the “tip of the iceberg of teachers’ lives”, since there is a constant struggle 

between the emotional (non-rational) and cognitive (rational) sides of teachers’ 

lives, with only fleeting periods of resolution (Day & Leitch, 2001). To examine 

T&I teachers’ decision-making (cognitive) and, furthermore actions, we must first 

comprehend their strong emotional exploration, interrogation, and confrontation, 

as well as the signalling role of emotion on cognition. 

From the stakeholders’ point of view, since those who display positive 

emotions, in other words, capable to sustain emotional resilience in the face of 

role identity tensions, are more likely to solve tensions and integrate role identities 
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better (Yang et al., 2021a), policy-makers and other stakeholders are advised not 

to adopt the deficit model to blame the teachers (Beltman & Poulton, 2019), 

which might cause negative emotions, but to exert collective effort, considering 

emotional dimension and offering occasions for T&I teachers to change their 

minds and facilitate the positive emotion growth.  

For T&I teachers, instead of jumping hastily to the proactive mentality of 

inhibiting negative emotions and transforming them into positive emotions for the 

purpose of facilitating certain actions (Chen et al., 2022), maybe we need to take 

one step back to fully acknowledge the existence of negative emotions and 

sufficiently reflect upon them before any decision is made. Tensions abound in 

the world that stirred emotional events. Tensions, misalignments, and 

disintegrations also abound in teachers’ narratives, which seem to be chaotic, 

disorganising them in the search for meaning (Britzman, in Alsup, 2006, p. xi). 

Amid the borderland of despair and hope, fear and resistance are not the way out. 

Tension is not a bad thing if we change our mindset. Instead, they provide us with 

a relevant opportunity to listen to the inner story of self-doubt, reflect on what is 

taken for granted, to experience a “richer, fuller and more complex” role identity 

(Alsup, 2006, p. 15). Painful though it is, it has been proved to be a drive to 

growth (see Yang et al., 2021a).   

6.3. Role prominence and action possibilities 

The notion of prominence was adopted by identity literature to describe the 

degree to which each role identity is supported, action possibilities match goals, 
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epistemological certainty to ontological beliefs, and extrinsic and intrinsic 

rewards gained from role-related performance. Simply put, the concept of 

prominence can be labelled by the more common term “importance”, since it can 

be defined as the individual’s self-perception of worth and value attached to the 

role (Brenner et al., 2014). T&I teachers classify and define themselves in a 

number of ways under a variety of settings. To put in the DSMRI language, they 

have different self-definitions based on their ontological and epistemological 

beliefs. T&I teachers, though occupying three professional roles into one, exhibit 

a different level of prominence for each role. Evidently from this study’s data, 

there are role identities that are greatly valued, in other words, most prominent at 

the time, leading to or prohibiting perceived action possibilities. However, even 

this prominence correlates with perceived action possibilities, and the relationship 

between the two is far from a linear nor guaranteed one, but influenced by 

personal, educational, and social factors.  

6.3.1 The relationship 

First, the relationship is personal. Take Betty’s role as a T&I practitioner as 

an example. Her recall of academic background highlighted her initial interest in 

interpreting in consecutive interpreting courses in undergraduate study and her 

admiration for her T&I teacher, which appeared as being very salient to her in the 

construction of a T&I practitioner. Betty held complete epistemological certainty 

about her ontological belief that to be a qualified interpreter, one needs a MA 

degree. Later, in her MA study, after she underwent all the training deemed 
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necessary for an interpreter, she experienced engagement in the role of a T&I 

practitioner. The building of the role of a T&I practitioner was triggered by her 

first interpreting experience, which she described passionately, calling herself 

“audacious”, automatically defining herself as an interpreter. The interpreting 

experience facilitated an alignment in Betty’s role identity system as a T&I 

practitioner among these beliefs, her self-perception of interpreting competence, 

the plan of “being an interpreter”, and her perceived action possibilities. This 

example demonstrates how the importance she placed on becoming a T&I 

practitioner inspired her goal and led to her action possibilities, implying that the 

prominence of her role precedes and positively correlates with her action 

possibilities. 

Nonetheless, the fact that the participants shared the same role does not 

imply actions attached to the role are identical for each participant. From a 

DSMRI perspective, participants have their own interpretation of their role 

identities. These role identities, though sharing similar elements because of the 

shared T&I profession and a mainland Chinese university context, are different in 

elements such as how much he/she is into the role, what emotions he/she feels, 

and how he/she perceives the experience, etc. The differences may manifest 

themselves visibly and jointly lead to different actions. For example, in the role of 

T&I trainers, Carol and Amy both ran into students’ non-participation in class. 

Carol displayed a not-going-to-change attitude as she stuck to her beliefs about 

what was best for the students based on her self-definition as an experienced 
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trainer/educator. On the contrary, Amy defined herself as a new teacher who 

overestimated students’ language proficiency and encyclopaedic knowledge and 

readjusted her teaching practice in class. These personal choices proved that each 

role has a set of “normative” action possibilities, yet it is up to the participants to 

choose which action possibility they use within their own role identity system.   

Second, the relationship is contextualised, in other words, though almost all 

of the participants attached great importance or much value to the role of the 

researcher, they did not perceive the corresponding amount of action possibilities 

due to social and educational constraints, concordant with previous research about 

teachers’ role identity (Long & Huang, 2017; Wang et al., 2021; Yang et al., 

2021b). For example, Amy was at first passionate about her doctoral study in 

Hong Kong. The great emphasis on her researcher role was followed by her 

dedication and devotion, but only to be interrupted by the ensuing Hong Kong 

riots in 2019 and the COVID-19 outbreak. In this sense, her action possibilities of 

pursuing a doctoral degree which was perceived as necessary for her career 

development were constrained by the socio-cultural context. Carol and Dina, take 

another example, are both PhD holders and fully aware of the significance of the 

researcher role and set up concrete research plans, hoping to fulfill the research 

goal implemented by their institution. Yet, their initial research plans failed to 

result in their desired effects, and greatly challenged their role identity as a 

researcher. Thus, they experienced strong emotions of dismay, frustration, and 

lack of self-efficacy when their ontological and epistemological beliefs about the 
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T&I research they had conducted proved unsuccessful. However, restricted by the 

institutional requirements, they exhibited a higher level of obligation and less or 

almost no alternative beliefs, or alternative goals for academic success in a given 

context. Thus, they hardly perceived alternative action possibilities for tackling 

the research requirement. Their researcher role example illustrates that the 

prominence of role does not necessarily positively correlate with action 

possibilities all the time due to social and educational contextual constraints.   

Last but not least, the relation is dynamic instead of linear. Under some 

circumstances, the causal relationship may even be reversed, meaning that the 

perceived action possibilities may cause role identity prominence. Keven, as 

indicated, was assigned some T&I courses because of his fluent spoken English. 

He was given the opportunity to perceive the action possibilities of teaching T&I 

before he perceived himself as a T&I trainer/educator. Based on his 

epistemological certainty about his ontological beliefs that the T&I course is just 

an advanced version of spoken English, he aligned his goal of improving students’ 

language proficiency with his action possibilities of just copying a spoken English 

class. Later, he perceived the action possibilities of conducting T&I practice, 

which brought more choices as he deepened his understanding of T&I training. As 

a result, he was less constrained in the spoken English course, and gradually 

attached more importance to the T&I trainer/educator role, leading to the 

prominence of the role.  

6.3.2 A model to understand the relationship 
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Taken together, though there is a correlation between the prominence of a 

role and its action possibilities, the relationship is far from straightforward, but 

personal, contextualised, and dynamic. Based on Lord’s (2016) Person-Process-

Context-Time framework linking teachers’ beings and doings, the present study 

has attempted to propose an initial model to capture the interacting factors 

between role prominence and action possibilities (Figure 6.5).  

Figure 6.5  
A proposed model of interacting factors on role prominence and action 
possibilities 

 

In the above model, the vertical axis stands for role prominence for each 

participant within any role. The higher the axis, the more prominent the role is. 

The horizontal axis represents action possibilities. The more toward the arrow, the 

higher the action possibilities. Social-cultural context, educational context, and 

personal factors are displayed as an interacting cascade of clusters. The social-

cultural context, similar to Lord’s (2016) macro systemic factors, stands highest in 

the cascade, representing the influence it cascades down through other factors, 

permeating through and interacting with educational context and personal factors. 
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The educational context, meaning the higher education or institutional context, is 

more related to action possibilities. The personal factors include DSMRI 

components such as self-definition and perception, beliefs as well as other 

elements such as academic background, and emotions. Though these three 

clusters are self-defining, they also overlap and interact, indicating the complex 

and dynamic nature of the factors. Altogether, these three overlapping clusters 

represent a dynamic interaction between personal and contextual factors, as well 

as the dynamic relationship between role prominence and action possibilities.  

The complexity and dynamics between role prominence and action 

possibilities should be highlighted when considering how to predict desirable 

actions from a certain role or strengthen the linkage between achieving certain 

goals and action possibilities. For T&I teachers, to utilise some action possibilities 

related to a prominent role, the awareness of the importance attached to the role is 

far from enough. This is why some scholars (see Nielsen & Gartner, 2016; Vetter 

& Russell, 2011), among others, argue that for a certain role identity to grow and 

action possibilities to appear, not only do we need to advocate the importance of 

the role and design activities integrating content with teachers’ DSMRI 

components, but more importantly, time and space are needed.  

6.4 The effects of contexts 

As indicated in Section 6.2, T&I teachers displayed immense emotions, both 

positive and negative within, between, and among the roles, indicating shifts in 

their personal beliefs, perceptions, and action possibilities. All of these do not 
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happen in a vacuum; instead, they are happening within a larger contextual 

system, mediated by cultural tools and through social interactions. Throughout the 

interviews, the T&I teachers mentioned different ways they felt under certain 

educational and sociocultural contexts, including almost all aspects of training, 

research, and professional environment, the boundaries within and outside 

universities, etc. The present study has not tried to enumerate all kinds of contexts 

that might have an impact on T&I teachers’ role identity development, rather, it 

has analysed the two most frequently quoted contexts—educational context and a 

global pandemic context. 

6.4.1 Higher education context: both as empowerment and entrapment  

Empowerment. T&I teachers generally showed great satisfaction with the 

job title of a higher education faculty. T&I teachers referred to the job of a higher 

education teacher as a “deep-rooted dream” and “an ideal job”, indicating no 

intention of leaving the profession. This can partly be explained by the Chinese 

traditional culture where teachers are highly respected and education is deeply 

valued. Teaching is, therefore, regarded as a noble profession as the old saying 

goes, “one who could propagate the doctrine, impart professional knowledge, and 

resolve doubts (師者傳道授業解惑也)”, and “once a teacher, always a father (一

日為師，終身為父).” Research further indicates that despite salary, benefits, and 

logistical services, Chinese university faculties are satisfied with their 

professional reputation and the work itself (Du et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2022). For 

the T&I teachers in this study, this job satisfaction and no intention of leaving 
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reflect a general feeling of success and honour, empowering them in the journey 

of professional development and academic network.  

Take Betty for an example, the empowerment process happened through 

gaining action possibilities with her researcher role identity as a result of her 

response to the teaching post being challenged. Though she was fully aware that 

her background as a T&I teacher is not academically adequate (not a PhD holder), 

she did not perceive the necessity to change it as she was content to be a 

trainer/educator and a practitioner. It was not until she realised without a doctoral 

degree she might be kicked out that she was determined to change the situation. 

This alteration of goals carries great weight for Betty as this is how the higher 

education context empowers her to further learn to integrate the three roles. Paul’s 

experience reflects that the empowerment in the higher education context came 

with autonomy to be part of his role identity. The firm belief he held for being a 

teacher in higher education ran through almost thirty years of his career life. In his 

interview, Paul reiterated his passion for the teaching post, which in turn, 

empowered him to fulfill all the roles, finding joy within, between, and among the 

roles.  

Rather than just promoting individual professional development, the higher 

education context also empowers T&I teachers through academic network 

building. The participants reported very positive emotions—being satisfied 

(Dina), supported, and motivated (Carol) for the shared academic goals and 

ambitions. This positive and effective self-perception, together with a clear self-
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definition as a member of the academic community has generated work-related 

vigour, willingness to invest effort, persistence against difficulties, and dedication 

to the research work. The positive effects, hence, opened up new action 

possibilities like sharing research inspirations, updating research information, 

applying for a high-level research grant, co-authoring journal articles, etc., all of 

which were not available individually. Just as Dina mentioned, the separation 

from the academic community is her greatest regret for the perinatal period as she 

realised later academic connections should be an integral part of career 

development.  

Entrapment. The higher education context, though, does not always 

empower but also entraps the T&I teachers within. The entrapment is imposed 

mainly on the institutional level, realised through research requirements and 

teacher evaluation. This can be explained by the expansion and 

internationalisation of higher education in China (discussed in Chapter 2). As a 

result, academic performance has been raised to be a primary focus for Chinese 

universities, posing a new set of challenges for university faculties. To be more 

specific, to evaluate research performance and to increase internationalisation, 

teachers are mandatorily required to publish in (S)SCI journals to get tenure and 

promotion. This is not unique in China though, as the tenure was proposed as 

early as 1940 and has been prevalent in North America (McPherson & Schapiro, 

1999). However, what is distinct for China is that for both Tier 1 and Tier 2 

universities, with or without a tenure system, the publication of these (S)SCI 
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papers can provide a direct promotion track to full professor, the highest academic 

title in China, regardless of teaching and other professional practice (Shu et al., 

2020). This exemption has strong washback effects for practice-oriented 

discipline teachers like T&I teachers in two aspects, and ultimately, causes the 

feeling of entrapment. For one thing, in some cases, the excess emphasis given on 

research publications make other efforts in training/educating practically 

meaningless. That is why though T&I teachers perceived great enthusiasm and 

excitement towards T&I practice, though they are fully aware of the relevance of 

T&I practice to training, when talking about competing time and energy, the first 

thing they gave up was T&I practice. For another, neither excellent T&I 

trainers/educators who are highly appraised by their students nor seasoned T&I 

practitioners who are well-received by their employers can be promoted to a 

higher academic title without high-impact publications. Even for those so-called 

“teaching stream” teachers, other than scholarly publications, they are required to 

gain patents, research grants, and teaching awards, which, in many cases, can only 

be attained with an established publication profile (Shu et al., 2020). The 

evaluation mechanism and promotion system, thus, has given rise to an 

enhancement of the T&I researcher role, but a diminishment of the T&I 

practitioner role. 

The stringent and irreplaceable requirement for research, across all 

universities and regions, has produced stories of frustration and confusion for T&I 

teachers. They were frustrated because once they encountered difficulties in 
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research, i.e., data analysis bug, failing to publish, they had no alternative 

ontological and epistemological beliefs and, thus, perceived no alternative action 

possibilities for pursuing the goal of fulfilling the institutional requirements. They 

were confused because the promotion system, and the research requirements 

mandated or imposed on the teachers. The idea that they were asked or required to 

do what was beneficial for themselves, rather than to do something that they were 

good at or enjoy doing, confused them. Both the frustration and confusion reflect 

teachers’ attitude of not having any control or not in procession of the ability to 

dialogue and make a decision about their evaluation system.  

6.4.2 COVID-19 pandemic: adjusting to new normal 

The sudden outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020 has profoundly impacted the 

whole society, including higher education in China. In addition to economic 

disruptions induced by lockdown measures and a great burden on the healthcare 

system, the pandemic has undermined and will continue to undermine the well-

being of individuals. Under the unprecedented crisis, T&I teachers mainly face 

challenges from various aspects. The need to adapt to a new normal has prompted 

many changes that influence their T&I teacher role identity in some aspects. 

Hence, the COVID-19 pandemic represents a relevant context for us to 

understand how T&I teachers adjust to changes and adversities.  

Under the DSMRI framework, the changes can be traced to the particular 

components of T&I teachers’ role identities. The first stage of change happened in 

the ontological and epistemological belief in the roles of trainer/educators, 
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practitioners, and researchers respectively. T&I teachers perceived the transition 

to an online training course as challenging. The challenges came from an 

increased workload due to a lack of preparation time and the need for adapting to 

new training approaches. To add to the struggles, the harsh reality that, due to the 

lockdown, T&I practitioners faced unclear job prospects that caused an emotional 

burden for teachers. They shared genuine anxiety for students’ professional future 

as they asked if “the best students cannot find a satisfying job in the T&I market, 

what is the purpose of our training?” The feeling of worry permeated also to the 

role of the researcher as their research process was impeded in some way. The 

second stage of changes took place when they acknowledged the situation could 

not be altered, at least, not in a short term and the potential they had as T&I 

teachers to adapt to the situation. In the context of COVID-19, the reality was that 

T&I teachers realised they might not be able to reach their original goals for 

training, research, and practice. Instead, they had to change their goals to adapt to 

these stresses and adversities. For example, instead of the national research grant, 

they tried to pursue a provincial research grant in response to their perception of 

fiercer competition during the application. The third stage of changes turned up 

when they considered the need for change and perceive action possibilities. The 

realisation of change emerged from struggles associated with the uncertainties and 

worries brought by the crisis, the opportunity to direct their thinking, and the 

chance to engage in the problem-solving process. The COVID-19 context 

triggered the realisation of action possibilities amid rapid and noticeable change 
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and furthered attested Huang et al.’s (2021) finding that the change process is 

ongoing but non-linear.  

The three areas of change can happen consecutively or simultaneously 

between and among the roles. For instance, Carol’s actions in the role of an 

interpreter during COVID-19, in turn, impacted her ideas or perceptions about 

T&I training, thus, providing an alignment with her training goal of setting a role 

model for her students. In all, T&I teachers’ self-perception, beliefs, goals, and 

action possibilities do not stand so firm as to inhibit growth and change, rather, 

they are subject to significant change from one component to another and across 

all components, as a response to certain context (Jiang & Zhang, 2021).    

6.4.3 The effect of context 

It is of great importance to explore the context that T&I teachers’ narratives 

as experiencing within the higher education context and global crisis context. The 

purpose here in this study was not to develop systematic solutions to real issues, 

but to gain an understanding of the effect of context in T&I teachers’ role identity 

development process. The empowerment and entrapment stories told about the 

higher education context show the constant push/pull (Reid, 2017) that T&I 

teachers felt every day from their teaching and professional development. It 

further confirmed van Lankveld et al.’s (2017) finding that the process of teacher 

identity development in higher education is neither smooth nor certain. Instead, 

the effect is influenced dynamically by contextual and societal factors, leading to 

or prohibiting certain action possibilities (Huang, 2021). In the wake of a global 
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crisis like COVID-19, after T&I teachers’ trajectories of change have been 

charted, more measures and resources can be facilitated for helping them to 

manage stress and better adjust to the new normal.   

6.5 A T&I Teacher Role Identity (TITRI) Trajectory  

After reflecting on the series of T&I teacher experiences spanning all three 

roles, it has become obvious that the successful development of the T&I teacher 

role identity cannot be achieved without some major events. The trajectory model 

described in this thesis has synthesised these important events into three phases. It 

has aspired to widen and deepen knowledge of the mechanisms that help T&I 

teachers in developing professional role identities as trainers/educators, 

practitioners, and researchers in the context of higher education in China.  

6.5.1 Major events in T&I teacher role identity development 

As observed in Chapter 5, T&I teachers have gone through a development 

path beginning from a T&I practitioner all the way to the three roles in one. They 

first discovered their initial interests in T&I, revealing curiosity and desire to 

participate in T&I practice. Interest in T&I practice is a key factor through their 

initial decision to pursue T&I related professional development and persistence in 

the T&I career path. Later, they were admitted into MTI or MA study, when they 

formally engaged in T&I practice. Having a master’s degree was a stepping stone 

for their employment as a T&I teacher job. After they became T&I teachers in 

universities, they were within the higher education context, perceiving both the 

strengthening and constraining effects of their working institution. For most of the 
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participants, it was when they were faced with pressure from research 

requirements that they seriously engaged themselves in T&I research. They 

undertook doctorate studies in order to create and promote a T&I researcher 

identity, therefore, solidifying their researcher path. Finally, after earning a 

doctorate, they were able to do more T&I research and promote greater 

integration of the three role identities. Figure 6.5 shows the major events in T&I 

teacher role identity development among the three roles.  

Figure 6.6  
Major events in T&I teacher role identity development 

 

6.5.2 A T&I Teacher Role Identity (TITRI) Trajectory 

Based on these major events emerged from findings and the TERP 

(Trainer/Educator-Researcher-Practitioner) Model for T&I teachers discussed in 

Chapter 2 that puts T&I teacher as a main role harbouring the three sub-roles of 

trainer/educator, researcher and practitioner respectively, this thesis outlines a 

T&I Teacher Role Identity (TITRI) trajectory, as illustrated in Figure 6.6 above.   

The TITRI trajectory is shown as a three-stage development model inside an 

upward directional arrow, symbolising advancement in a specific context—in this 
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study’s case, China’s universities. The three phases are considered necessary steps 

for “becoming” (Huang et al., 2021) and “being” a T&I teacher, which entails 

developing three sub-role identities and dealing with tensions between the roles in 

order to integrate the three roles. It represents the path that a T&I teacher takes 

from pre-teacher involvement in T&I practice to post-teacher involvement in research. 

In other words, the trajectory conceptualises the T&I practitioner role identity, 

which was formed even before they were formally employed as a T&I teacher in 

higher education, derived from their interests in T&I practice. T&I teachers begin 

their professional development as early as they explore their T&I practice and 

eventually become trainers/educators, researchers, and practitioners in higher 

education as they move along the curve. The higher trend also symbolises the 

level of positive emotions and action possibilities that a T&I teacher may 

accomplish for their teaching and professional development. Furthermore, the 

TITRI trajectory clearly identifies how the higher education context, as well as 

social crises such as COVID-19, that may both empower and entrap teachers’ role 

identities. In the best-case scenario, as Paul and Keven demonstrated in this study, 

they embraced their own professional development within, between, and among 

roles, along the trajectory, and where the higher educational, institutional, and 

socio-cultural contexts were conducive to cultivating an integration among all 

three roles, resulting in high job satisfaction and optimal professional 

development outcomes. 

Figure 6.7  
A T&I Teacher Role Identity (TITRI) Trajectory   
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Though the TITRI Trajectory is based on narratives of participants’ 

professional experiences, each T&I teacher’s trajectory may be varied as well. 

T&I teachers are not and should not be limited to a particular path. In reality, their 

own professional trajectory is what accounts for their own professional profile. 

The present TITRI trajectory just serves as a model, emphasising the awareness of 

many roles that come into play as people grow towards becoming and being T&I 

teachers, as they cope with tensions, and achieve integration between and among 

the roles. They do not have to go through each level in order to advance 

professionally, but rather, discover their own path through various elements in 

their own way. Gary, for example, began his role as a T&I trainer/educator after 

receiving his PhD in economics. To him, the roles of T&I researcher and T&I 

trainer were intertwined. His prior T&I experience and PhD degree allowed him 

to be autonomous in applying his research knowledge and skills to (re)define his 

methods to T&I teaching and research, reacting to his beliefs and self-perception, 

and finally defining his own professional growth path. 
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Having said that, the goal of TITRI Trajectory is not to offer a 

standard trajectory that excludes personal features, but rather, to provide more 

transparency into the tacit stages of their professional identity development 

(Bianchi, 2017). Tacit knowledge, as the most important development resource 

and competitive advantage, does not have to be difficult to imitate, replace, or 

transfer; rather, it can and must be redefined and operationalised (Ambrosini & 

Bowman, 2001). The purpose of the trajectory is to have a description, 

explanation, and exemplification of how T&I teachers integrate their three sub-

roles all the way to the major role of T&I teachers into a coherent trajectory that 

other T&I teachers participating in professional development can use in their own 

practice. The significance is that it clarifies many processes that are either implicit 

or virtually taken for granted in T&I teachers’ professional life. 

The articulation of the trajectory has significant consequences for T&I 

teachers and policymakers. First, since the trajectory depicts a linear and rising 

trajectory with distinct milestones at each stage, the area between the three phases 

should be seen as the area for change (Huang et al., 2021; Jiang & Zhang, 2021; 

Yip et al., 2022). Individually, T&I teachers may be more aware of and attentive 

to how they participate in professional development, and they can be more 

explicit about their motivation to progress to the next stage or even their 

willingness to remain at their current stage. Institutionally, policymakers may 

better understand the necessity to diversify their approaches in order to optimise 

the effect of their efforts (Teichler, 2015). Second, the context of the three phases 
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on the arrow recognises the importance of higher education on their professional 

identity development. It, therefore, provides an opportunity to investigate how the 

higher education setting and sociocultural context interplay with the professional 

experience of T&I teachers, stimulating agency and supporting sustained progress 

along the trajectory (Huang, 2021). Third, since the trajectory may be 

personalised, there should be no predetermined ideal stage for every T&I teacher, 

as the best or most suited stage for a T&I teacher may change based on personal 

experience, context, time, and opportunity. Individually, the essential step for T&I 

teachers is to perceive themselves correctly inside a specific context at a specific 

time, with regard to the stage of growth they are in. This candid self-assessment is 

a typical prerequisite for success and may facilitate self-enhancement (Gregg et 

al., 2011). Institutionally, policymakers are urged to analyse the nature of T&I 

teachers’ professional development before making any policy decisions. Though 

there is still more work to be done to examine the trajectory, such as, should there 

be an endpoint to T&I teachers’ professional development? Should there be a 

cyclical trajectory or a one-direction trajectory? The TITRI Trajectory itself, on 

the other hand, is effective in stimulating discussion and reflection about the 

professional role identity development of T&I teachers. 

6.6 A T&I Teacher Role Identity (TITRI) Framework 

6.6.1 The need for a framework 

As stated in Chapter 2, there is a paucity of literature on the development of 

the T&I teacher role identity compared to the vast literature on teacher identity in 
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university settings. Since the T&I profession is practice-oriented, T&I teachers, 

different from other language teachers, are supposed to be actively involved in 

T&I practice (Kelly, 2008) to defy the notion of “those who cannot teach”. The 

multilingual culture in which the T&I profession is embedded has, in fact, altered 

T&I materials, techniques, and reception, as well as interruptions to T&I practice 

(Meylaerts, 2013). Because of this, frameworks for comprehending teacher 

identity in a university context cannot simply be applied to the T&I teacher 

population.  

Amid the little literature focusing on T&I teachers and their role identities, it 

was only until recently that attention was paid to empirical research on T&I 

teachers and their professional development (Li, 2018; Wu et al., 2019). Kang and 

Shi (2020) proposed the Practice-Teaching-Research (PTR) model as a three-in-

one approach to understanding T&I teachers’ positioning, while Wu et al. (2021) 

studied the identity and emotions of a novice T&I teacher. Despite identifying the 

three dimensions of T&I teacher obligations, neither study investigates the 

dynamic and complex interaction between roles and how this interplay affects 

professional development. 

 In light of DSMRI (see Figure 3.1), which views role identity development as 

a dynamic and ongoing process, the discussion below begins with analysing and 

visualising the three kinds of dynamic interaction between roles (Figures 6.7-6.9), 

before arriving at an overall T&I teacher role identity (TITRI) framework (Figure 
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6.10). The unified TITRI framework conceptualises the interaction and relation, 

extending our knowledge about T&I teacher role identity. 

The proposed TITRI framework will add to the little literature on T&I 

teacher identity research, shedding light on how different role identities may 

interact throughout the professional careers of T&I teachers. By extension, the 

framework may also assist to foster an awareness of the impacts of higher 

education on T&I teachers and, as a result, offer suggestions for universities in 

China to encourage the development of T&I teacher identities.  

6.6.2 Overlapping role identities: a combination of different roles 

    According to the findings, participants see both the sub-roles of T&I 

trainer/educator and researcher as significant duties for T&I teachers and are able 

to acquire insight and skills from both a meaningful and reciprocal manner. 

Reflection is associated with the enlightenment or empowerment of their T&I 

trainer/educator and researcher role identities—it allows for the creation of new 

research ideas, initiatives, or training courses.  

From a DSMRI perspective, their role as T&I trainers/educators exhibits 

existing beliefs and goals that form parts of their researcher role identities, and 

which are in harmony with their goal of fulfilling institutional requirements. For 

Carol and Paul, even before the research element was included in the training 

course, their existing self-perceptions and professional goals aligned with the goal 

of a T&I researcher role identity. The reflection process of T&I trainer/educator 

role identity provides a platform upon which to stimulate their beliefs and 
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interests in connection with the T&I researcher identity. The institutional 

requirements of teaching new courses were incorporated into the 

training/educating that helped carry out the research plan. What is more, the 

previous academic training they received as T&I researchers provides the skills 

and strategies for carrying out the research plan, facilitating them to enact the role 

of the T&I researcher. 

Thus, TITRI framework uses two overlapping ovals to indicate two 

different yet mutually beneficial role relationship. In the framework, both 

trainer/educator and researcher roles are visualised as the same size, and the 

interaction represents a large degree of overlapping (Figure 6.8).  

Figure 6.8  
Trainer/educator and researcher role identity interaction as overlapping           

 

The size and intersection of the circles vary based on different roles. The 

ovals may differ for each role, with some being larger or smaller depending on the 

prominence or importance of the role. The larger the oval is, the more prominent 

the role identity is. Between the ovals, there is more or less overlap, indicating the 

intersection between the roles. The greater the overlap, the more integrated the 

role identities are.  
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6.6.3 Overshadowing role identities: practitioner is seen as secondary 

This study’s findings indicate that the majority of teachers perceived the 

interface between T&I researcher role and practitioner role as a “divide” 

(Orlando, 2016, p. 40; Shlesinger, 2009). Despite their awareness of the need to 

reconcile each side and bridge the gap, the DSMRI components they displayed 

towards the two roles were fundamentally opposed, making the divide a 

challenge for the T&I teachers to overcome.  

The interaction between the researcher and practitioner role is not only a 

divide (not overlapping), but also the former overshadows the latter, outlining a 

secondary position of the T&I practitioner role (see Figure 6.8). Although T&I 

teachers expressed considerable delight and passion in their practitioner roles, the 

reality that promotion and incentive scheme primarily assess their research output 

leads them to transfer their primary focus to research while fighting to stay 

engaged in the profession.  

The secondary position and overshadowing identities can be explained by the 

entrapment effects of institutional context discussed in Section 6.4. From a role 

identity perspective, both researcher and practitioner roles are commonly enacted 

by T&I teachers after they enter universities. While a practitioner role may align 

with the teachers’ interests, bringing positive emotions like excitement and 

enjoyment, they are also strictly defined by the institution that the T&I teacher 

serves. Higher education in China is undergoing an expansion and internalisation 

process during the last two decades. First, China began its fast expansion of 
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higher education in 1999, signalling a shift from an elite-oriented to a public-

oriented higher education system, with increasing skepticism following suit about 

the quality of undergraduate education (Liu, 2013). As a response, the Chinese 

government carried out a series of quality guarantee measures to support the shift 

from quantity expansion to quality enhancement (Yin & Ke, 2017), for the 

purpose of establishing a modern higher education system with distinct Chinese 

characteristics (Han et al., 2020). Second, during the last three decades, China has 

articulated its ambitions of building world-class universities and developing first-

class disciplines beginning from Project 211 (1995), and Project 985 (1998), to 

the “Double First-class” Initiative (2015).  

Specifically, for T&I teachers, the excess emphasis given on research 

publication makes other efforts, especially efforts in practice meaningless. That is 

why though T&I teachers perceived great enthusiasm and excitement towards 

T&I practice; when they were talking about competing time and energy, the first 

thing they gave up was T&I practice. As a result, the relationship between the 

roles of researcher and practitioner is a non-overlapping yet overshadowing one, 

that is demonstrated visually in Figure 6.9 by the TITRI framework as the 

researcher role eclipses the practitioner role, rather than overlapping as in Figure 

6.8, because the former overshadows rather than merges or integrates with the 

latter. 

 
Figure 6.9  
Researcher and practitioner role identity interaction as overshadowing              
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6.6.4 Overlapping and overshadowing role identities  

Rather than a wide divide between the researcher and practitioner roles as 

described by T&I teachers, they sense both a direct and indirect link between the 

trainer/educator and practitioner as they aim to utilise their practice experience to 

be a “role model for students”. More specifically, the T&I teachers’ perceptions 

of combining training classes with authentic translation materials, as well as their 

desire to help the community during COVID-19, all act as components in their 

T&I practitioner role identity systems, which are aligned to inform the perception 

and goals of the T&I trainer/educator role identity system. The connection 

between the goals of providing a role model for students and the accompanying 

action possibilities and self-perception of value fulfillment leads to T&I 

teachers seeing the experience as rewarding and meaningful. This positive 

emotion reinforced the integration of the two roles. 

However, the trainer/educator role identity has once again taken precedence 

over the practitioner one. T&I teachers are required to teach a certain number of 

courses that are directly relevant to their job obligations as full-time university 
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teachers, but they are not required by institutions to participate in T&I practice. 

To be more precise, no matter how seasoned a practitioner is or how well-

received by their employers, a T&I teacher cannot be promoted to a higher 

academic title without possessing high-impact publications and satisfying their 

teaching duties. The teacher/faculty appraisal mechanism and promotion system, 

thus, has given rise to an enhancement of T&I trainer/educator role, but a 

diminishment of T&I practitioner role. 

Figure 6.10 below depicts both the integration and secondary position of the 

T&I practitioner role in light of Figures 6.8 and 6.9 presented earlier. It differs 

from Figure 6.8 in that it emphasises the practitioner’s secondary position, which 

is not discovered between trainer/educator and researcher role identities. It differs 

from Figure 6.9 in that it stresses the overlapping connection between 

trainer/educator and practitioner roles, which has not been well documented 

between researcher and practitioner roles.  

Figure 6.10  
Trainer/educator and practitioner role identity interaction as both overlapping 
and overshadowing  
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6.6.5 An Overall TITRI Framework 

After analysing the dynamic interactions between two role identities (Figures 6.8-

6.10), all the roles can be placed into a T&I teacher role identity system to make it 

a wholesome framework (Figure 6.11). When placing all the roles into a unified 

framework, the complexity is even greater, because each role identity is part of 

the larger system of T&I teacher role identity. Whether the three sub-roles support 

one another or compete against one another, they are nevertheless merged in the 

main role of T&I teacher. 

As the data revealed, participants are generally enthusiastic and satisfied with 

their major role identity as a T&I teacher, shedding light on how T&I teachers 

perceive disintegration between three sub-role components in their DSMRI 

system. First, due to the high loyalty to the main role—teacher in higher 

education, we can rightly anticipate that the participants would be motivated to 

make use of all available recourses, promoting themselves to further adapt to the 

requirements of the main role. Furthermore, since they never want to change jobs, 

we can expect that the T&I teachers’ beliefs within three sub-roles will be linked 

with professional goals in staying in the position even if they face temporary 

difficulties and setbacks. Finally, because of their long-standing attachment to the 

teaching role, they are unlikely to set goals and perceive action possibilities that 

are not conducive to the development of their main role identity. 

An overall TITRI framework (Figure 6.11), thus, puts the three sub-roles in 

an enclosed main role identity system. It stresses the need of understanding how 
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sub-roles interact and how they relate with the main role, while also placing them 

in a coherent framework and allowing generalisation among the roles.  

 
Figure 6.11  
An overall TITRI framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Together, the TITRI framework articulates the interplay of role identities and 

the consequences of higher education on the role identity formation of T&I 

teachers. It may be used to frame future research in a particular role, understand 

T&I teacher agency and autonomy (Huang, 2021; Huang & Yip, 2021; Huang et 

al., 2021), or gain new insights into how T&I teacher role identities are formed 

and what they provide to higher education. The overshadowing 

interaction highlights the institutional impacts on the construction of the teacher 

role identity. To understand why the T&I practitioner identity is overshadowed by 

the other two role identities, one should not leave the context of higher education, 

where T&I practice is a secondary paid activity and a university job is the 

principal source of income (Torres-Simón & Pym, 2016). To explain why 
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researcher identity is more important for T&I teachers, one must also consider the 

background of the expansion and internationalisation of higher education in 

China, which places a greater emphasis on research quality achievement than 

teaching and service excellence (Shu et al., 2020). 

6.6.6 Implication 

The different cultural, intellectual, and professional backgrounds of T&I 

teachers (Torres-Simón & Pym, 2016) may have influenced T&I teacher 

participants’ professional role identities and made it difficult to generalise the 

findings across the T&I teacher community as a whole. Nonetheless, based on the 

previous DSMRI frameworks (Kaplan & Garner, 2017) to conceptualise role 

identity and the TPR Triangle to capture the main role and sub-roles, the TITRI 

framework aims to provide a broad overview of how professional role identities 

interact with one another and ultimately merge as a T&I teacher. It may contribute 

to the professional development literature of T&I teachers in three ways. First, it 

clearly articulates the interaction between trainer/educator, researcher, and 

practitioner identity and how they relate to the T&I teacher identity development. 

Despite the fact that previous research (e.g., Kelly, 2008; Orlando, 2016) has 

placed T&I teachers at the crossroads of training, research, and practice and 

identified the interaction and correlation between them as an asset rather than a 

burden for T&I teachers, the connections between these different roles have yet to 

be clearly established. The TITRI framework, thus, encourages the filling of the 

gap by providing a clear and visual representation of the links. The articulation 
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enables teachers with greater preparation, more accessible opportunities, and a 

more efficient means of comprehending their role interaction (Dornsife, 1992). 

Second, it stresses the institutional influences on the formation of the teacher role 

identity. For instance, to understand why T&I practitioner identity is eclipsed by 

the other two identities, one should not leave the context of higher education, 

where T&I practice is a secondary paid activity and university job is the principal 

source of income (Torres-Simón & Pym, 2016). To explain why researcher 

identity is more important for T&I teachers, one must also consider the 

background of the expansion and internationalisation of higher education in 

China, which places a greater emphasis on research quality achievement than 

teaching and service excellence (Shu et al., 2020).  

Overall, the TITRI framework articulates the interaction between roles and 

the effects of higher education for T&I teachers’ identity development. It may be 

used to frame further research in a specific role, such as understanding T&I 

teacher agency and autonomy (Huang & Yip, 2021), or to acquire new insights 

into how T&I teacher role identities are established, how they are influenced by 

other professional role identities, such as administrator role (Guberman & 

Mcdossi, 2019), or even by personal role identities, such as a female teacher (Hu, 

2018), and what they bring into higher education settings. It may also have 

significance for analysing institutional or organisational structures that may 

encourage or hinder the development of teacher role identity in Chinese 

universities. 
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6.7 Summary 

This chapter first examined the major findings of the study, and then moved 

on to present a T&I teacher emotion mechanism to understand how their emotions 

affect role identity and vice versa. Subsequently, the chapter discussed how the 

prominence of the role was linked to teachers’ action possibilities with the help of 

another model. After discussing the effects of contexts, the chapter brought 

together all the interrelated themes to build a TITRI trajectory to understand role 

identity development and a TITRI framework to understand role identity 

interaction. Taken together, the models and frameworks offered in this study 

opened the floor to consider the nature of T&I teacher professional engagement in 

the higher education context and provide articulation, justification, and 

exploration of T&I teacher professional role identity development and interaction.  
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Chapter 7  

Conclusion, Recommendations, and Limitations 

 As pointed out in Chapter 1, the study was one of the first to explore into T&I 

teacher role identity development in the Chinese university context. In exploring 

this T&I teacher role identity issue, it has explicitly linked the main role of T&I 

teacher to the sub-roles of T&I trainers/educators, researchers and practitioners. 

This chapter includes a conclusion (7.1), contributions (7.2), limitations (7.3), and 

recommendations (7.4).  

7.1 Conclusion  

In general, T&I teachers expressed high work satisfaction in the main role of 

T&I teachers, referring to it as “an ideal job”, implying a strong resolve to iron 

out the fragmentation among the three roles in order to retain the main role 

identity. They mostly perceived the T&I practitioner role identity firstly and 

positively, assuming it as a starting point for them to embark on their T&I 

trainer/educator and researcher development trajectory. A T&I practitioner role 

identity is reported to facilitate trainer/educator role identity as the former 

provides a credibility source for the latter, while on the other hand, not much 

relevant to or even hinders the researcher role identity as they both compete for 

limited time and energy. Due to contextual constraints, the trainer/educator and 

researcher role identities have been reported to take precedence over their 

practitioner role, indicating an overshadowing relationship. To summarize, T&I 

teachers' professional development is influenced by how they prioritize their roles 
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and manage their time to satisfy the expectations of their students, institutions, 

and jobs.       

Based on DSMRI and the findings, the study has proposed a T&I teacher 

emotion mechanism in order to understand how their emotions impact role 

identity and vice versa. Following that, the research addressed how the 

prominence of the position was connected to teachers’ action possibilities using 

another model. After a discussion of the effects of higher education and COVID-

19, the study has brought all of the associated elements together to construct a 

TITRI trajectory to explain role identity development and a TITRI framework to 

understand role identity interaction. Taken together, the models and frameworks 

presented in this study provided an opportunity to investigate the nature of T&I 

teacher professional engagement in the higher education context, as well as to 

articulate, justify, and explore T&I teacher professional role identity development. 

7.2 Contributions  

The data collected in this multiple narrative study were to gather information 

and generate new insights into T&I teacher professional role identities. It is hoped 

that this study will add to the exploration of how pedagogical, theoretical, and 

professional components might be integrated (Orlando, 2016), and to the search 

for better T&I teacher development support (Kelly, 2008; Wu et al., 2018).  

7.2.1 Contributions to language teacher identity 

 T&I teachers are naturally located within language teachers in China’s higher 

education system since T&I teaching presupposes language teaching and is 
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mainly carried out at the tertiary level by academics. Thus the contributions 

should first be considered in the language teacher identity field.    

 A common thread of the fruitful discussion on language teacher identity is the 

issue of non-native speaker (NNS) teachers forming and negotiating their NNS 

identities in educational contexts, which entails identity conflicts that NNS 

teachers experience as they work to balance many roles with varying meanings, 

norms, and expectations (Kayi-Aydar, 2019; Sung, 2022). The present study, can 

contribute to this line of research in that by understanding main role and sub-role 

identity development and interaction, it addresses the plurality and composite 

nature of language teacher identities in the context of competing discourses and 

ideologies. T&I teaching, like any other language teaching, is not merely a 

process of converting T&I theories into successful instructional methods, but 

rather a dialogic process of co-constructing knowledge that is situated in and 

derives from specific sociocultural practices and settings. In the training or 

teaching process, how teachers act and interact in the classroom, how values, 

assumptions, and attitudes are instilled in the classrooms, how teachers were 

taught, and how teachers perceive the schools in which they work all contribute to 

the complex ways in which they come to think about themselves, their students, 

the activities of L2 teaching, and the process of L2 teaching and learning 

(Johnson, 2016, p.122). It has the potential to provide more insights into 

understanding T&I teacher agency and autonomy (Huang, 2021; Huang, Wang & 

Teng, 2021; Huang & Yip, 2021), and the dynamic interplay between teacher 
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identities and agency and between teacher identities and emotions (Kayi-Aydar, 

2019).  

7.2.2 Contributions to T&I studies 

The contributions of the present study should also be considered in the field 

of T&I studies. As Massey (2019) rightly pointed out, although T&I pedagogy 

has become a constant feature of the applied branch of T&I studies, individuals 

who actually conduct the teaching receive less attention, with much less emphasis 

placed on sustained reflection of their own roles and self-development (pp. 385-

386).  

By providing theoretical models and frameworks in Chapter 6, the study has 

enhanced understanding of how T&I teachers’ main role and sub-role identities 

interact and how these can be related to their professional development. To begin, 

by bridging the gap between T&I practitioner, trainer/educator, and researcher, 

the TITRI trajectory adds to and expands on research on T&I teacher role identity. 

It is useful to discuss “how” T&I teachers may be supported in their personal and 

professional growth—specifically, how T&I teachers succeed in different roles of 

trainer/educator, practitioner, and researcher. It fully acknowledges that, despite 

being given the role of T&I teacher, a teacher needs guidance and opportunity to 

grow and develop into that role. Recognizing new job titles alone does not 

necessarily result in “ready-made” T&I teachers, and support is required to bridge 

the move into all three sub-roles in order to confidently demonstrate and perform 

the main role of a T&I teacher.  
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Secondly, based on DSMRI, the TITRI framework aims to provide a broad 

overview of how role identities interact with one another and ultimately merge as 

a T&I teacher. The framework first clearly articulates the interaction between 

trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner role identities and how they relate to 

T&I teacher identity development. Despite the fact that previous research (e.g., 

Kelly, 2008; Orlando, 2016) has placed T&I teachers at the crossroads of training, 

research, and practice and identified the interaction and correlation between them 

as an asset rather than a burden for T&I teachers, the connections between these 

different roles have yet to be clearly established. The TITRI framework, thus, fills 

the gap by providing a clear and visual representation of the links.  

All the models and frameworks together contribute to the professional 

development literature of T&I teachers in two ways. First, it clearly articulates the 

development and interaction. The articulation enables teachers with greater 

preparation, more accessible opportunities, and a more efficient means of 

comprehending their role interaction (Dornsife, 1992). Second, it stresses the 

institutional influences on the formation of the teacher role identity. For instance, 

to understand why T&I practitioner identity is eclipsed by other two identities, 

one should not leave the context of higher education, where T&I practice is a 

secondary paid activity and university job is the principal source of income 

(Torres-Simón & Pym, 2016). To explain why researcher identity is more 

important for T&I teachers, one must also consider the background of the 

expansion and internationalisation of higher education in China, which places a 
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greater emphasis on research quality achievement than teaching and service 

excellence (Shu et al., 2020).  

Overall, the models and frameworks in the study can be used to frame further 

research in a specific role or in all the roles, such as understanding T&I teacher 

agency and autonomy (Huang & Yip, 2021), or to gain new insights into how T&I 

teacher role identities are established, how they are influenced by other 

professional role identities, such as administrator role (Guberman & Mcdossi, 

2019), or even by personal role identities, such as a female teacher (Hu, 2018), 

and what they bring into the higher education setting. It may also have 

significance for analysing institutional or organisational structures that may 

encourage or hinder the development of teacher role identity in mainland Chinese 

universities. 

7.3 Limitations 

First and foremost, the study is limited in that it only focused on T&I 

teachers’ engagement in training/educating, research and practice. The study 

acknowledges that T&I teachers may assume additional academic and 

administrative duties, such as department heads, and that these responsibilities 

may impact their trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner role identities. 

Nevertheless, the study has narrowed the focus on three most assumed sub-roles 

by T&I teachers based on the knowledge structure of T&I teachers (Li & Zhang, 

2011), and the main role of a university teacher in China. 
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Secondly, it has clear geographical and temporal limitations. The research 

was conducted in China, with all participants coming from mainland Chinese 

universities. While T&I teachers elsewhere may also encounter comparable 

conflicts between their various roles, their TITRI trajectory and framework may 

be distinct due to their unique higher education setting. Therefore, more research 

is needed in other countries where higher education is neoliberal and market-

oriented rather than state-directed in China (Tight, 2022), as well as in other 

regions of China, such as Hong Kong, where universities are more Westernised 

and less regulated (Yu et al., 2021), to determine whether T&I teacher 

professional role identity is experienced similarly or differently in 

various contexts. In addition, the majority of the study’s data were gathered in 

2020. The years of 2020-2022 are marked not only by the COVID-19 pandemic 

but also the geopolitical tension between the United States and China (Marginson 

& Yang, 2021). Since the T&I profession and higher education are greatly 

affected by economic, societal, and technological changes (Orlando & Gerber, 

2020), with three major Chinese universities withdrawing from international 

university rankings (University World News, 2022), it remains to be seen whether 

this inward-looking culture (Lo, 2020) brought on by the post-COVID-19 

pandemic and the Sino-US rivalry period will have an effect on T&I teacher 

identity development in China. 

In addition, the research cannot speak to how the social identities of T&I 

teachers may impact participants’ beliefs, perceptions, self-definitions, and action 
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possibilities. In saying this, the present study fully recognises that the personal 

factors and social aspects are important considerations for their professional 

development, such as age, gender, and sexuality (Vavrus, 2009), and parenthood 

(Henry, 2021). The study attempted to address the limitation by maximum 

variation as discussed in Chapter 4. 

7.4 Recommendations 

7.4.1 For T&I teachers 

Reflection advocated. The discussion part implies that reflection is strongly 

recommended for T&I teachers. Reflection is seen as a valuable means for 

exploring and shaping teacher identity (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009). It is 

suggested that T&I teachers reflect on several levels, ranging from surroundings 

to beliefs in relation to their roles (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005). It may be 

stimulated in a variety of ways. For example, groupwise reflection (van Lankveld 

et al., 2021) can be initiated after a thorough discussion of shared problems and 

cases to conceptualise different approaches to training/educating, research, and 

practice. Also encouraged is a process of reflection that links the past, present, 

and future. According to the TITRI trajectory, T&I teachers first developed their 

practitioner role identity and then continued to merge the three roles. Thus, it is 

advantageous for T&I teachers to reflect on their T&I experience and practices in 

order to recall the passion that brought them to the T&I profession in the first 

place and to provide students with the same powerful experience. It is also the 

power of interest that initiates productive professional engagement and optimises 
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motivation (Renninger & Hidi, 2017, p. 1). Reflection entails looking forward at 

goals or visions for the future, considering “who” they are continually becoming, 

and being receptive to future growth opportunities. A researcher in the last role 

that a T&I teacher acquired along the trajectory, reflection on their practice 

enables them to transform their experience into viable research plans and training 

materials (Orlando, 2016, p. 100). Long and Huang (2017), on the other hand, 

noted that a lack of reflection might lead to negative and stuck identities, hence, 

impeding the progression along the role identity trajectory.  

One step forward. The current research also recommends a deliberate and 

proactive approach to T&I teacher professional development. A competent T&I 

teacher should be able to simultaneously build T&I competence, research skills, 

and teaching expertise (Wu et al., 2018). In other words, they are capable of 

successfully merging the three roles and effectively advancing the TITRI 

trajectory. Taken into account that changes are likely to happen when T&I 

teachers move from one stage to another, they are encouraged to make the 

conscious decision to change. The desire to change may emerge from being urged 

to change (e.g., an institutional requirement) or from seeing other T&I teachers 

advancing toward a more effective integration. After identifying the reason for 

their desire to change and their drive to do so, they will obtain new understanding 

and practical answers to the conflicts they experience. However, change is seldom 

sudden and simple; rather, it is gradual and challenging (Guskey, 2002). It may 

come with the risk of failure, more time and effort, and ultimately, more 
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workload. It may also induce a degree of anxiety that poses a danger to work 

satisfaction. Despite the fact that the transformation process is complex and 

nonlinear (Huang et al., 2021), it is by no means random (Guskey, 2002). 

Deliberate change-making will be facilitated by paying close attention to change-

related events, receiving purposeful institutional assistance, and observing more 

established community members, which will also add to the sustainability of 

change. As a result, T&I teachers may advance their professional development by 

using their new understandings in creative ways as they get more experience 

dealing with change. 

One step back. Even though a proactive attitude towards change is necessary 

for professional development, when dealing with emotions, especially negative 

emotions, it is not recommended to jump hastily to the proactive mentality of 

inhibiting negative emotions and transforming them into positive emotions. 

Rather, a recognition of the existence of tensions and misalignment is needed. As 

indicated in the findings, tensions, misalignment, and disintegration between 

goals and beliefs will result in negative emotions. T&I teachers may experience 

sadness, frustration, confusion, and even self-doubt. Occasionally, these negative 

feelings take centre stage and exacerbate the character of self-blame. Amid the 

borderland of despair and hope, fear and resistance are not the way out. Instead, 

what is recommended is to tolerate the humanity of frustration and doubts, to be 

even “selfish” and take care of themselves before considering others (Alsup, 

2006, p. xv). Again, reflection is suggested in order to reconsider what is taken for 
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granted. It relates to how T&I teachers listen to the peripheral world of self-doubt, 

uncertainty, and ignorance, the experience of which should also be taken as part 

of professional development. Tensions may be lessened by first noticing, then 

reflecting, and finally enabling time and space for T&I teachers to negotiate their 

roles (Rodgers & Scott, 2008). Similarly, it is essential to allocate adequate time 

and resources to each role in order to prevent activities linked with a particular 

role from becoming burdensome or performed at the cost of other responsibilities. 

Rather than portraying T&I practice as a secondary responsibility, it is essential to 

define it as an honourable and rewarding responsibility. In fact, there is currently 

no conclusive evidence that involvement in T&I practice would hinder research 

output, and researchers all over the globe are attempting to combine the two 

(Torres-Simón & Pym, 2016).  

7.4.2 For institutions or other policy makers 

Acknowledge and reward T&I trainer/educating and practice. Although 

the literature points to the role of formal recognition and reward of T&I teacher 

roles in keeping up with the professional field as a prerequisite for successful T&I 

training (Kelly, 2008; Orlando, 2016), the majority of Chinese universities hardly 

use teaching or practice credentials as a basis for promotion (Li & Xue, 2020; Shu 

et al., 2016). T&I teachers, however, need a career support system that helps to 

validate their trainer/educator and practitioner identities, i.e., to better identify 

training/educating achievement and facilitate the growth of their professional 

identities across the three roles. To do this, three factors must be considered. First, 
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efforts must be taken to guarantee that all T&I teachers have the knowledge and 

skills required for their respective three roles. It is crucial that all T&I teachers 

have the chance to formalise their teaching and practice via extensive training. As 

teachers gain expertise, they will gain confidence, so strengthening their role 

identity (Gao & Cui, 2021).  

In addition to research excellence, which is simple to quantify and award (Li 

& Xue, 2020), training/education and practice excellence must be included in the 

incentive system. Incentives like teaching and practice rewards or scholarships 

enact the idea that outstanding teaching and practice are valued. Those that are 

enthusiastic about T&I training or practice will have the ability to stand out and 

create promotion-worthy strength. Formal training and practice qualification (such 

as Gary’s AIIC membership) can also be recognised, as it contributes to the 

legitimisation and professionalisation of the trainer/educator and practitioner role, 

advance T&I training practice and scholarship, and fosters a sense of belonging to 

the entire T&I community (Shlesinger, 2009). 

Thirdly, formal or informal T&I teacher networks and communities might be 

created to give further support. The findings of this research indicate that T&I 

teachers may overcome individual obstacles, discover, and collaborate with others 

who share similar interests, views, and inspirations. Academic networking is a 

good venue for sharing both successful and positive T&I teacher stories, 

especially those describing how T&I teachers improve on their present roles and 

navigate multiple roles loaded with challenges. These experiences of successful 
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growth along the TITRI trajectory may serve as a resource powerhouse for 

teachers to identify with T&I teachers and envisage their future development 

trajectory. The networking might be designed from the top down or constructed 

from the bottom up (van Lankveld et al., 2021). The time allotted for group work, 

formal, and informal talks, will play a significant role in the formation of faculty 

and the expansion of teacher identities. 

It is crucial, however, that the institution and the higher education sector act 

as a whole go beyond “lip service” (Skelton, 2012) and address the quality 

process that supports the emergence of T&I trainer and T&I practitioner as 

independent and valid identities. 

Establish a longitudinal and continuing approach to T&I teacher 

development. Under the present “double-first class” initiative, the research output 

of T&I teachers should be enhanced. In light of the findings that many T&I 

teachers started doing research to fulfill higher education requirements, the study 

suggests that in addition to consistent and consolidated support from the 

institution, T&I teachers also need a certain amount of pressure. According to the 

TITRI trajectory and framework, T&I teacher development is a long-term 

process, not a once-in-a-lifetime occurrence. Learning to do research or to 

discover meanings in research is challenging, even unpleasant (Bai et al., 2012; 

Borg & Liu, 2013; Long & Huang, 2017); as a result, the process is likely to be 

slow and need more effort. Often, pressure is required to initiate and maintain 

change among people whose self-motivation for change is weak and consequently 
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requires “occasional nudging” to keep teachers dedicated to difficult tasks 

(Guskey, 2002). 

Therefore, a longitudinal and continuing approach to the professional 

development of T&I teachers is strongly advocated for both teachers and 

institutions. Reflection aids teachers in minimising disputes and fostering a 

proactive stance in negotiating and managing their varied roles and 

responsibilities. For institutions and the higher education sector, longitudinal 

support coupled with pressure that fully recognise and reward all the roles is 

effective and powerful for T&I teacher professional development.   
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 Informed Consent Form 
 
 

HONG KONG BAPTIST UNIVERSITY 
 

INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT  
 
Professional Role Identities of Translation and Interpreting Teachers in China: 

 
A Multiple Case Narrative Study 

 
You are invited to participate in a research study Professional Role Identities of Translation and Interpreting 
Teachers in China: A Multiple Case Narrative Study. The purpose of this study is to explore the professional 
role identities of T&I teachers in China and the implications for their professional development.  
During the research process, the following aspects may be covered: 
• Face-to-face interviews of 1-2 times (lasting 60-90 minutes for each) 
• Reflective journals 
•    Translated or interpreting works 
•    Follow-up questions by email or social media (e.g., WeChat) 
The interviews will be audio recorded. During the interviews, taping can be stopped at any time. The interviews 
will be transcribed or translated (if necessary) by the researcher. The recordings will be kept confidential by 
the researcher and not shared among any research team. The recordings will be stored in the researchers’ 
personal laptop and will be kept for at least 5 years.  
 
RISKS 
 
The possible risks to you associated with the study may be thoughts and feelings of sadness as you thing about 
your past, your career, and your professional identity development. If this happens, then it is your right for the 
taping to be stopped or to withdraw from the study.  
 
BENEFITS 
 
Your participation in this study is voluntary. Answering interview questions may help people know more about 
professional role identities of T&I teachers in China.  
 
CONFIDENTIALITY  
 
Your name will not be associated in any publication or presentation with the information collected about you 
or with the research findings from this study. Instead, the researcher will use a study number or a pseudonym 
rather than your name. Your identifiable information will not be shared unless (a) it is required by law or 
university policy, or (b) you give written permission. 
 
Permission granted on this date to use and disclose your information remains in effect indefinitely. By signing 
this form, you give permission for the use and disclosure of your information for purposes of this study at any 
time in the future. 
 
COMPENSATION AND INSURANCE 
 
Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate. If you decide to participate, you 
may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty and without loss of benefits to which you are 
otherwise entitled. If you withdraw from the study before data collection is completed, your data will be 
returned to you or destroyed. All data will only be used for research purposes and it shall be kept confidential. 
 
CONTACT  
 
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact the researcher, CHEN 
Bacui, at 18438113@life.hkbu.edu.hk, and 13692345378/00852-60900960. If you feel you have not been 
treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated 
during the course of this project, you may contact the Research Ethics Committee by email at 
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hkbu_rec@hkbu.edu.hk or by mail to the Graduate School, Hong Kong Baptist University, Kowloon Tong, 
Hong Kong. 
 
PARTICIPATION  
 
Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate without penalty. If you decide to 
participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty and without loss of benefits to which 
you are otherwise entitled. If you withdraw from the study before the data collection is completed, your data 
will be returned to you or destroyed. 
 
CONSENT  
 
I have read and understand the above information. I have received a copy of this form. I agree to participate in 
this study. 
 
Signature of the Subject  ____________________________ Date _______________________ 
 
Signature of the Researcher _________________   Date  _______________________ 
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Appendix 2  

Interview Guide 

Q1: I am interested in your experience as a T&I teacher. Would you please tell me 

about when and how you became a T&I teacher? 

Q2: What gives you the most satisfaction as a T&I teacher as a job? And what 

gives you the most frustration? 

Q3: What were the most meaningful experiences you had as a T&I 

trainer/educator, researcher, and practitioner respectively? 

Q4: Are you satisfied with your T&I training/educating, research, and practice 

now? Why and why not? 

Q5: What do you think of the relationship between training and research? 

Between research practice and between practice and training? 

Q5: What are the major difficulties for you to teach and do research and do 

translation at the same time? 

Q6: How do these difficulties affect your views and attitudes towards being a T&I 

teacher? 

Q7: What is your plan for training, research, and practice respectively? 

Q8: What is your career plan as a T&I teacher? 
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Appendix 3  

Coding Sample 

 

“As a T&I trainer, we are actually half 
teacher and half student. We are 
learning by doing, as our students. 
And, therefore, we will also encounter 
difficulties. But as we take up the 
challenges of dealing with these 
difficulties, we are actually 
experiencing the difficulties in 
advance for our students…” 

Ontological & epistemological beliefs 
 

“I am not a very active interpreter or 
translator because of limited 
opportunities, and I have to admit that 
I am also not very interested in this 
aspect”. 

Self-definition and self-perceptions 

“The chief goal for me right now is 
still to pursue a PhD degree to open 
my horizon and facilitate my research 
skills”. 

Goals and purposes  
 

“I believe T&I practice is important to 
training and research. But under the 
current circumstances, I have to 
change my research scope or direction 
a little bit”. 

Perceived action possibilities  
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